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Young Wild West' Saving .the Blockhouse
OR,

ARIETTA AND THE ALLIES' ATTACKBy AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
TBJII BOAD AGENTS , ABE INTERRUPTED.

Late one afternoon In the fall a few yea.rs ago a horseman
might have been seen riding slowly along a rugged trail in the
mountains of the eastern part of New Mexico.
There was nothing about this horseman that would indicate that he was anything more than an .prdinary man, though
perhaps his attire might have shown to the close observer that
he had an eye for taste, and probably was well supplied with
funds to dress as he saw fit.
He was of medium !}.eight and build, and could not have been
more than thirty years of age.
The face was what might be called a handsome one, though
the thin lips and rather small eyes indicated craftiness.
The horse the man w;as riding was an Indian pony with an
extra long tail and flowing mane.
The horsema,n kept along the trail, peering sharply to the
right and left at times, and then again looking straight ahead,
until he finally came to the mouth of a rather broad gully,
where a big oak stood alone, for there were no others near it.
Back of the tree was a rugged cliff at a distance of perhaps
fifty or sixty feet, and between them big rocks were scattered
about, while here and there a clump of bushes could be seen.
The hoseman rode up to the tree and then quickly dismounted, leaving the horse to walk toward the bushes, where
some luxuriant grass could be seen growing.
Taking out his watch, he glanced at it, and then stepping
out a little from the tree, looked sharply down the trail to. the
left.
"It's time they, were here," he muttered, as he put the watch
back in his pocket. "It's after four, and the stage-coach is due
at the blockhouse at a quarter to five. I wonder what can be
keeping the boys?"
Then as if it was done on purpose to set his mind at rest,
a sharp whistle sounded from. the hillside at the other side of
trail.
rn horseman p;omptly answered It in the same way, and
nd
with a nod of satisfaction stepped over to his horse and
, t !I
l there waiting.
. O
was not long before a crashing in the bushes opposite him
, .~~
,ng t 1ded, and then a. rider, who was unquestionably an Indian,
1gh he was garbed after the fashion of a white man, ap.,
·ed.
ck
re Ir e looked cautiously up and down the trail as he reached it,
.
r paying any attention to the waiting man at all.
'f l'idently he saw no one coming, for he gave a nod and then
tis horse trot straight to the big oak.

,

"Well, Jingo, you are here, I see," the white man said, with
a nod of satisfaction.
"Me here, Captain Barry," was the reply, and then the redskin swung himself from the saddle and stood upon the ground
before the man, who had evidently been waiting for him.
"Where are th~ rest of the boys?"
"Two more come right away, Captain Barry. The rest no
come over to the cave yet."
"Well, I suppose two of them will be enough. The chances
are that the- driver is not expecting anything like a hold-up
to-day, so four of us ought to do the business quickly enough.
Ah! Here come the other two, I guess."
The Indian gave a nod, and then both turned their gaze to
the hillside across the way.
Sure enough, two horsemen soon appeared.
They were rough-looking fellows, and evidently na\ives of
that part of the country, or perhaps if they were not natives
they had lived there for a rather long time.
Their tanned skins told plainly that they were used to the
sun and rain, while the well-worn clothing they wore showed
that it had been of good service to them, even though it was
now prstty well done for.
Both were armed with carbines, revolvers and hunting
knives.
The Indian was armed in a similar fashion, though Captain
Barry, as he was called, simply had a belt about his waist
under the velvet coat he wore, with no sign of a weapon to be
seen.
But a holster hung at his right side just the same, and in
· this was a long-barreled Smith & Wesson revolver.
"The rest of the boys didn't get back, eh, Hank?" Captain
Barry said, ~s he nodded to the man· who came to a halt first.
"No, I reckon they stayed over at the settlement. Must have
got in a game of draw poker, or somethin' like that. There
was a little fun over there this afternoon, an' I felt like stayin'
myself. But I told Tom that we had better git over here,
'cause we knowecl what you was goin' to do."
"Yes, and_ I think it would have been just as well if more of
them had come over. So there was a lot of fun over at the settlement, eh? What was it?"
"Oh, there was a mighty funny Chinaman at the tavern. He
could do all kinds of magic tricks you ever heard tell of. He
was the slickest thing I ever seen in the way of a human
bein'. They said that he was Young Wild West's Clever Chinee."
"Young Wild West!"
Captain Barry gave a violent start anrl luokecl keenly at the
speaker.
"Yes, he was over there, too, an' so was his pards an' the
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gals what travels around with 'em. I thought maybe they
would be along here by this time, 'cause they started from the
settlement somewhat ahead of us."
"Maybe that's them comin' now!" exclaimed the other of
the two men, as the clatter of hoofs sounded along the trail
to the left.
The face of Captain Barry was a sort of study just then.
It was evident that what he had been told made a dee1> impression upon him.
He slowly turned and looked down the trail, and then said:
"So Young Wild West and his pards are ln this part of the
country, eh? Can it be that they are after me again?"
"After you, Captain Barry?" the man called Tom asked, in
surprise.
"Well, they were after me once, or rather they were after
the whole band I belonged to, and they got them all but me,
too. That was away up in Dakota, though. Possibly they
don't know anything about me. But it made me feel as if
they might be after me. It's been two or three years since I
have seen Young Wild West, so if he's coming now, I mean
to have a talk with him, as well as a good look at him."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when a party of
riders came around a bend in the trail.
It was a picturesque party, to say the least, for there were
two boys, a man, two young girls, and a young woman, and all
were attired in fancy huntipg and riding suits.
Behind them came two Chinamen, who were leading a couple
of well-loaded pack-horses.
The heathens in their Oriental costumes contrasted with the
gay colors that were worn by the female members of the party,
while the buckskin trousers and red and blue shirts the male
members were attired in set off the picture to completeness.
"That's who they are," said Captain Barry, speaking rather
slowly and shrugging his shoulders. "I wonder if they know
that the stage-coach will soon be along, and they have come
here on purpose to protect it from an attack?"
"What makes you think anything like that, Captain Barry?"
Hank asked, curiously.
"I can't help but think that way, for I know these people
pretty well. Young Wild West and bis partners are continu11.lly looking for a chance to spoil such games as we are in the
habit of working."
"But how could they know that we was goin' to make a
b.old-up this afternoon?"
"That's more than I can say. Probably they don't know. I
may be mistaken. But never mind. Here they are. Now
then, we'll just be very friendly to them, and pro'bably we'll
be able to find out something."
Young Wild West, the well-known Boy Hero and Champion
Deadshot of the West, mounted on his sorrel stallion Spitfire,
came riding along at a trot.
Beside him rode his girl sweetheart, golden-haired Arietta
Murdock, on her cream-white broncho, Snowflake.
Close behind them came Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his
wife Anna; and following a short distance after them were
Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy about the same age as our hero, and
his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner.
Then there was a break of at least thirty feet, and the two
Chinamen who were employed as servants by the young deadshot and his friends appeared leading two well-loaded packb.orses, while a rather small mule trotted along with them.
It is not necessary to give a description of our hero and his
rriends, since so much has already been written of them that
a.lmost every one who is fond of reading stories of adventure
must surely be well acquainted with them.
Suffice it to say that Young Wild West was simply taking one
of the horseback rides he was fambus for, and was merely
looking up excitement and adventure, and at the same time
ready to grasp upon anythihg in the way of fortune.that might
come before him.
Of course, the riders all saw the four men at a halt under
the big oak, and it was but natural that they should slacken
their pace as they neared it, and then come to a halt close to
the waiting road agents.
"Hello, friends!" Captain Ba.rry called out, in the most pleasa.nt way possible.
"Hello!" Young ·wild West answered, in his cool and easy
way, and then he gazed at the four keenly, particularly keepIng his eyes upon Captain Barry, for no doubt he took it for
p-anted that he was the leader.
"'\Ve seen you over at the settlement," the fellow called
!:lank spoke up.
"Oh, you did, eh? Do you fellows belong at the settlement?"
"Yes," Captain Barry answered, quickly. "We're on our
war there now."

•

"On your way to the settlement, eh? Why, how ls tha.t?"
and the boy turned questioningly to Hank. "If you were just
over there you certainly can't be on your way there now."
"Oh, yes, we kin. We come out to meet Mr. Barry. His
wife has been took mighty sick, an' we thought we could hurry
him along a little, so be would git back to the settlement
quicker."
"Don't lo6k as though you have been hurcyln' much," Cheyenne Charlie remarked, as he stroked his long mustache and
looked sharply at the speaker.
"I have been . riding pretty hard, and I stopped to give my
horse a rest," Capt?.in Barry exclaimed, at the same time looking half angrily at Hank for having said too much.
"Oh, that's it, eh? Well, if your wife's sick you had better
hurry right along, or she might die afore you git there."
There was nothing left to do but to take the advice, if they
expected to keep up the deception they were practicing, so
Captain Barry at once nodded to his companion and said:
"Well, I'm going to light out now, and I won't stop until I
get to my house. If you fellows can't keep up with me it will
not be my fault."
Then he turned to his horse and, mounting, started quickly
from the spot, at the same time taking off his hat and bowing
a sort of farewell.
The Indian and the two white v1llains quickly followed his
example, and they were not long in getting a.round a bend, sq
they could no longer be seen by Young Wild West and his
friends.
But not until they had gone at least half a mile did they rein
in their steeds.
Then for the first time after leaving the big oak tree, Captain Barry spoke.
"Hank," he said, an angry gleam in his eyes, "you're a fool.
"What did you have so much to say, for?"
"I don't know, Cap.," and the man shrugged his shoulders
uneasily. "I thought as bow I'd better help you out all I
could."
"Well, you made a mess of it. If you hadn't spoken in that
way we wouldn't have had to leave so quickly. I wanted to
have a talk with Young Wild West and try and find out what
he was doing in this vicinity."
"Yes, Cap., but you said we was on our way to the settlement,
after I'd jest told 'em I seen 'em over there."
"I know I did. But couldn't you have said that you had
simply come out to look for us. as you expected us over to
your house, or something of the kind?"
"Yes, I could have said that, but I didn't, Cap., so what's
the use of sayin' any more about it? It's jest as good here as
anywhere else. We don't have to wait at the big oak to make
a hold-up. This place right here ls good enough. The blamed
outfit will be along putty soon now, an' you kin bet your life
that everything w!ll turn out jest as well as if we had done it
back there by the tree."
"I am not so sure of that," and Captain Barry shrugged his
shoulders and looked back in the direction they had so hastily
come from.
"Young Wlld West maybe come back," ventured Jingo, the
Indian, as he knitted his brows and moved his fingers uneasily.
"If he does come back and interfere with us I'll mark him
for death, even if I don't get him right at this time," declared
Captain Barry, and the glitter in his eyes told plainly how
much he meant what he said.
Then again the villainous leader of the road agents looked
at his watch.
"Boys," he said, his face brightening up, "the stage-coach
ought to be along here in a couple of minutes now. Get ready.
If we can manage to make the hold-up without firing a shot, it
will be all right. But if there's any shooting done, the chances
are that Young Wild West and his partners will come back
here in a hurry."
"If we're lively about it we kin git the mail-bags an' clean
out the passengers an' be away afore they kin git here," the
man called Tom declared.
•
"We make heap much hurry," the Indian added.
Then they remained silent for a couple of minutes,
wh en they beard the rumbling of. wheels and the clatter
hoofs in the distance they nodded and got ready for busin
Close to where they had halted was a projection of r
that ran to a height of probably fifteen or twenty feet, shutti
off a view of the trail.
Leading their horses behind this, they quickly put bla
masks over their faces, and then, weapons in hand, they w
ready.
Nearer came the soUlld ' of the s.pproachi~ atage-coach.
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It rattled and banged over the rough trail, the noise almost
drowning the sounds of the horses' hoofs.
Captain Barry stepped out and took a look down the trail.
He was just in time to see a cloud of dust, and then the
lumbering old stage-coach with the four horses pulling it
showed up.
"Now then," the villain said, turning to his men and nodding
coolly, "Hank w·u stop the outfit and cover the driver. Tom
will cover the passengers from one side, and you, Jingo, will
do it from the other. You go over to the other side the Instant
the horses are brought to a halt. I'll do the rest."
They all nodded, but since they had done such things on
former occasions, It was hardly necessary for the leader to tell
them what to do now.
Over the stony ground the stage-coach rattled as it was
drwan along by the four trotting horses.
Not until it got right to the very spot whex:e the villains
were in waiting did Hank make a move.
Then as quick as a flash he darted out into the middle of the
road and, leveling his revolver at the driver, called out,
sharply:
"Halt!"
It happened that the horses were ascending a short hill just
then, and as the frightened driver reined them in, and at the
same time put on the brake with his foot, the outfit came to a
very sudden stop.
The Indian got across to the other side in a twinkling, and
his rifle was leveled straight at the lone passenger who sat
upon the top of the stage.
Tom had those inside at his mercy from the other side.
Once he stopped his horses, the driver threw up his hands,
and there he sat, the picture of fear and surprise.
"Sorry to disturb you," Captain Barry said, coolly, as he
walked around to the door of the coach, a revolver in his left
hand, "but this is all in the matter of business. We are gentlemen of the road, and must exact toll of those who persist in
traveling it. Now then, gentlemen, lf you wish to depart in
peace and with whole skins, just hand over everything you
have· got in the way of money and valuables."
There were four men inside the coach, and when they knew
they were covered and that a refusal to comply with the demands of the masked outlaw might mean death, they hurriedly
proceeded to draw from their pockets what they had with
them.
"This Is what I call too bad," one of them, a rather well·
dressed man who was evidently a cattle raiser, declared.
"This makes the seventh time in my life that. I've been held
up, and each time I've lost considerable money. But I ain't
no fool. I'd rather give up all the money I've got any time
than be shot."
"Sensible man, I call you," Captain Barry called out, laughingly, at the same time making a threatening move with his
revolver.
The first victim we.a just about to hand over his wallet and
watch and chain when the sharp report of a rifle sounded
close at hand, and then Hank called out:
"Look out, Cap.! Young Wild West Is comln'I"

CHAPTER II.
THE ROAD AGENTS EBCil'Jll.

Though but a. boy, Young Wild West had made a oa.reful
atudy ot the people he came ln conta.ct with while on hi11 horseback trips through the wildest part.II of the West.
The moment his· eyes fell upon the four men who were w&lt,.
ing under the big oak, his suspicions were aroused.
Not that he actually thought they were bandits or road
agents, but the mere fact that they appeared to be waiting tor
some one caused him to Inspect them carefully a.a he rode up
to the tree.
What they said to him was sufficient to clinch tho Idea that
they were rascals, and they had scarcely got out of sight when
• he nodded to his companions and said:
"Those fellows are up to something, and I reckon we had
better try and find out what It Is. Girls, you can stay right
here under this big tree with the two heathens. Charlie and
, J'1m will ride with me and follow the four men. 'rhe very
fact that they lied when they were explaining their presence
here satisfies me that they came here fOl.' a purpose. Juat

what that purpose was I can't tell, but I am just curious
enough to want to find out. Come on, l.)Oys."
The last was said to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, who
promptly nodded to show that they were ready and willing
to accompany him.
"Wild," spoke up the young deadshors golden-haired sweetheart, as he was about to ride back over the trail in the direction the four villains had taken, "be a little careful. It may be
that they are nothing more than common ruffians and have no
idea of doing a crime just now."
"That's all right, little girl. Don't think for an instant that
I am going to force matters upon them, unless I see them
committing a wrong. We'll come upon them before we have
covered a mile."
"Misler Wild, me wantee go too, so be," Hop Wah, the clever
Chinee, said, as he rode up close to where the young deadshot
was sitting on the back of his horse.
"You can't go, Hop," was the reply. "I hardly think there
would be any chance for you to play a trick or have any fun
at all, so just remain right here until we come back."
"Maybe you no comee back light away, Misler Wild."
"If I don't you can come and look tor me. But I'll leave
that for Arietta to attend to. She surely knows what to do ln
such cases. However, I r eckon we'll come back soon enough.
Now then, stay right here."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman bowed meekly,
while his brother, the cook, grinned as if he felt a keen delight because he had been turned down.
The three then started off, their horses at a trot, for they
did not want to let the four men hear them coming.
They did not know but that the four might be proceeding
with their horses at a walk.
As Young Wild West and his partners rounded the bend
they peered ahead.
'rhe trail was quite straight for a distance of three or four
hundred yards, but there were no signs of those they were
following.
"Must have went along at a putty fast clip, eh, Wild?" the
scout said, as he nodded to the young deadshot.
"I r eckon so, Charlie," was the reply. "'Vell, we can do the
same until we come to another turn. Then we can slacken
down and look for them."
They put their hor~es at a smart canter and quickly covered
the straight stretch of trail.
There was a turn to the right, and quite a sharp one at that,
and when they reached it, instead of slowing down and continuing on, Wild reined In his horse and came to a halt.
Then dismounting, he stepped out and took a look down the
trail.
The way was clear, so with 11. nod of satisfaction he quickly
leaped into the saddle and the three rode on again.
But they did not go at a very fast clip now, for something
seemed to tell the young deadshot t.ha.t the · four men were not
very far away.
Cheyenne Charlie had often remarked that the hoy could
smell danger, but whether this was true or not, Wild certainly
seemed to be possessed of a more than ordinary instinct.
He kept looking at both sides of the trail, for here and there
were places that might ea.ally conceal as many aa a dozen men
Instead of only four, and their horsef! as well.
Whlle they were proceeding on with their horses at a walk,
the rumbling of wheels in the distance came to their ~ns.
"Ah!" exclaimed the dashing young deadshot, as he turned
to his two partners, "I reckon I know what's up, boys. The
stage-coach that was to leave the settlement right a.fter we
came away is coming."
"Right yer &re, Wild!" the scout excla.1med, and a grim
smile promptly ab.owed itself on his tanned and weather-beaten
!ace. "Them fellers means to hold uP the stage."
"That's just my opinion, though I may be mistaken."
-You can bet you are not mistaken, Wild," Jim Dart declared. "That fellow who was dressed better than the others
struck me as being mighty slick. Evidently he Is the one who
has planned the hold-up, if there Is really to be one."
"There may be a hold-up, but you oa.n bet all you're worth
that those fellows will not make a success of It!" Young WUd
West exclaimed, his eyes tlashlng. -come on, and we'll try
and get there In time to catch them red-handed."
But before starting ahead the boy held up his hand for
silence, and then he listened for the space of several seconds,
He could no longer hear the sounds made by the approaching stage-coach.
"She's stopped, I reckon!" Cheyenne Charlie ualtJmed, for
hi& ears were fully u 11:oe.u u thoat of b.11 10uns 1-der.
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A nod was the only reply Wild gave, and then he set out at
a swift gallop.
Charlie and Jim came after him, holding their rifles in readiness, for they firmly believed that they would be called upon
to use them before many seconds.
On they galloped, and as they got a little further on and
were going down a short descent, they heard exdted voices not
far from them.
Down in the hollow they went, and then up a rather long
rise, where there was another bend in the trail.
Ro1,1nding this, they saw not more than two hundred yards
ahead of them a stage-coach at a halt, and four men gathered
about it, one of whom was covering the driver.
"Here she goes, boys!" Young Wild West exclaimed, and
then without slackening the pace of his horse one blt he threw
hia rifle to his shoulder and, taking a quick aim at the man
who was covering the driver of the stage, he pulled the trigger.
Crang!
As the sharp report rang out the villain's hat flew from
his head.
But that was all the young deadshot Intended to do just
t~en.
He did not want to kill the road agent, even though many
would have declared It to be just to do it.
What he did want to do was to simply wake them up, and
then if they put up a fight he would shoot to kill.
- But Captain Harry was not in the humor to put up a fight,
as has already been described.
He made a leap for his horse the moment Hank called out
that Young Wild West was coming.
The villain mounted with wonderful quickness, and then being accustomed to that part of the co11ntry, he knew just
,-;here to go to make his escape.
"Come on!" he shouted to his three companions.
Up a sharp ascent he rode, the horse having no little difficulty In gaining the top.
But It did so, and then away dashed the leader of the road
agents through the high bushes that covered the rough ground
above.
His companions were less fortunate than he.
They managed to get to their horses and mount them, but
there was no chance to ride up the steep bank, so they turned
and galloped past the stage-coach.
One of the passengers opened fire on them, and the fellow
called Tom felt a sharp sting upon hi.s left ear.
He knew he had got hit, but the wound could not be a bad
one, so he lowered his head and kept right on.
Young Wild West and his partners did not fire another shot.
They galloped up to the scene, and bringing their horses to
a halt, waited to hear what the driver and the passengers
would have to say.
"Just in time, boys," the former called out, as he leaped from
the box and ran to them, his hand extended.
"What was the trouble, anyhow?" Wild asked, in his cool
and easy way.
"A hold-up, that's all. They had us dead to rights, too, an'
If you fellers hadn't showed up jest as you did, I reckon they
would have made a clean sweep of It. But say, you come
mighty near shootln' that galoot what had the drop on me.
The bullet clipped his hat clean from his head."
"That·s right, my friend. I merely shot at his hat, for even
though I knew he was a road agent, I didn't want to kill him."
"That's all right, driver. You're one person and I am
another. But never mind. vYe stopped them from making a
good haul, I suppose, and that means a whole lot."
The passengers were out of the stage by this time, and they
were all profuse In their thanks for the timely interference.
The passenger who had declared that it was not a new thing
for him to be held up was more cool than the rest.
"Say," he said, turning to Cheyenne Charlie, whom he no
doubt took to be the leader of the trio, "I'd jest like to stand
treat to you fellers. But as there ain't no place around here
where we k1n liquor up, s'pose you take this an' git what you
want later on."
He showed a ten-dollar gold-piece, but the scout shook his
head and quickly retorted:
"I reckon you had better put that in your pocket, stranger.
Anyhow, I ain't the one as has got anything to say about this.
Young Wild West is the boss here. I'm only one of his pards."
"That's It, that's It!" exclaimed the driver, excitedly. "I
forgot about that. I heard one of them masked fellers yell
out that Young Wild West waa comin'. Great ginger, gents!
0

It's Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot, the boy what's
never been downed."
"Easy, there, driver," our hero spoke up, laughingly. "I
am tired of being lauded to the skies, and all that, so just go
it a little mild. We wouldn't have come here at au if it hadn't
been that we were suspicious of the four men. We came upon
them some distance further on while they were at a halt under
a big oak tree. There was something about them that struck
us as being rather peculiar, so we had a little talk with them.
They told conflicting stories, and when they came away we
decided to follow them. Of course, it was mighty lucky that
we did this, for we were in time to save him from being
robbed. But as far as offering us anything In the way of reward, that's entirely out of the question. Put that piece of
gold back in your pocket, stranger."
"All right, If you say so I will. But If I ever git the chance
to do you a good turn you kin bet your life I'll do it. My name
is Benton, an' I've got a big interest in the Double Eagle Mine
over at Perry's Flat, which Is jest about twenty miles from
the blockhouse, where the stage horses are changed."
"Blockhouse, eh?" and the young deadshot looked at him
rather curiously.
·'Yes. There's an old-time blockhouse which was built here
a good many years ago. It's been kept in putty good repair
since a company was formed to run a stage over to l;'erry's
Flat. There's the little stockade jest as it was some years ago
when it was built to keep off the Indians, an' it happens to be
a mighty good place to keep the horses what belongs to the
stage company. Of course, the man what lives there makes a
little money by sell!n' grub an' drinks to the passengers what
come along. There's always a wait there of half an. hour or
so, an' he picks up quite a little, which, with what he gits from
the stage company, pays him mighty well."
"How far is the blockhouse from here?"
"About twelve miles, I reckon. We've come jest about eight,
an' it's s'posed to be twenty from the settlement to the blockhouse, an' then twenty from- the blockhouse to the minin'
camp, makin' forty miles altogether by stage."
"Well, all right. We're going on that way, so probably we'll
see you all at the blockhouse. Now then, just take things easy,
for you can bet that the road agents won't bother you again.
I'm mighty glad we met them before they put on their masks,
for It will be easy to corral them now, unless they are wise
enough to get away from this part of the country as soon as
possible."
The driver quickly mounted his box, and then as ·he gathered
up the reins he called out loudly:
"Hooray for Young Wild West! Everybody cheer."
The passengers joined him in giving the cheer, and then
our friends smilingly remained in the saddle and let the outfit
go on ahead of them.
"Boys," the young deadshot said, as he rode up to the foot
of the bank, which had been ascended in such a hurry by the
leader of the road agents, "it must be a mighty sure-footed
horse that fellow was riding, or he never could have got to
the top of that bank in such a hurry. The rest of them were
afraid to undertake it, and they turned and went the other
way."
"They went mighty quick, too, didn't they?" Charlie remarked, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Oh, yes. They knew what it would mean If they remained
here, T suppose. That shot I fired certainly took the starch
out of them. But, anyhow, we'll know them If we ever run
across them again."
"You kin bet your life we will!" the scout exclaimed. "I'd
know that sl!ck-lookln' feller among a thousand. The redskin
might fool us, though, 'cause he was rigged up In regular
clothes, an' the other two fellers looked about the same as the
general run of sich galoots."
"I'll guarantee that I'll be able to pick out any one o:'i.he
four, no matter where we come across them:" Jim Dart sa d.
"So will I, Jim," the young deadshot repl!ed. "But there'-.:
no need of looking for them just now. We'll go on back a.nd
let the girls know how we made out. Suppose we let the outfit
keep on ahead of us until we get there?"
Charlie and Jim were satisfied to this, so they proceeded
along at an easy canter, while the rumbling old vehicle surged
and bumped over the uneven mountain trail.
In a very short time it came to the big oak, and then the
driver brought the four horses to a halt and waited until
Young Wild West and his partners came up.
,
As the three rode up and halted under the tree, the driver
swung his hat over his head and led In another cheer.
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CHAPTER III.
THE BLOCKHOUSE.

Young Wild West and his friends were so used to that sort
of thing that they really did not mind the cheering of the
driver and the stage-coach passengers.
The girls bowed in acknowledgment, and then the outfit
rattled away along the trail.
"Wild," said Arietta, as she turned smilingly to her dashing
young lover, "they told us how you saved them from being
robbed by the road agents. The same four who left here a
short time ago made the hold-up, I suppose?"
"Undoubtedly, little girl," was the reply. "They had masks
over their faces, but it surely could have been no others."
"You are not going to try and catch them right away, are
you?"
"No; I have a notion in my head that they will try to catch
us for having interfered with their game. There is a blockhouse along the trail about twelve miles from here, where the
stage always stops to change horses. I reckon we'll ride on
to it."
"A blockhouse!" the girl echoed, looking at him in surprise.
"Yes, a regular old-fashioned blockhouse which was built
some years ago when the Indians were raising Cain in this
section of the country. It has been kept in a state of repair,
and still has a stockade about it, so we were informed by one
of the passengers."
"I reckon if we go over there and wait long enough, the road
agents will come around looking for us."
·'That's just what I want them to do, little girl. I am very
anxious to corral them."
•· The same old story," and Arietta shook her head and
smiled. ·• Always eager to get after road agents or outlaws.
Wild, I wonder how many such fellows you have run to
earth?"
.. Quite a number, Et. I hardly thinlr I would attempt to
co unt them just now. But so long as I am of the same opinion as I am at the present time, I'll keep on doing it. I have
long felt that I'd have to live a great while if I did my share
of spreading what you might call real civilization throughout
this wild country."
·' Even though we keep on cleanin' up sich gangs every week
or two, there ain't none of us as will ever live to see the West
like what they say it is in the East," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
up, gravely.
"I hardly think you would want to see it that way, Charlie,"
Anna said, looking at him with a curious smile on her face.
"You have go t that about right, gal. If this here place
what's called the Wild West was like what they say New
York an' Chicago is, blamed if I wouldn't think about hittin'
th e trai l for some part of the world where there was nothin'
but bad Injuns an' wild animals. Why, there- wouldn't be no
more fun to be had."
''What you call fun others might call danger."
"That's all right. If I'd had my way about it when we was
ridin' up to that stage-coach, as them four sneakin' coyotes
was jest about to clean out the passengers, there wouldn't be
any of ·em left alive now. But Wild knows his business, an'
I yeckon he's sorter runnin' things."
· •
The young deadshot glanced at the sun, which was getting
down dose to t he line of the western horizon.
.. By jiugo! •· he exclaimed, as he turned to his horse. "I
rec kon it will be sunset by the time we reach the blockhouse.
1 forgot to ask the driver of the stage whether he intended to
stop there over night or continue on to Perry's Flat with fresh
ho roes."
"I hardly think they will go any further than the blockhouse to-day," Jim Dart declared. "Don't you remember of
hearing some one at the settlement say that the stage was
del?-yed in going over to-day? It should have started at eight
o·c!ock this morning, but there was something that was very
important that held it back."
.. 'I'hat's right. r forgot all about it, Jim. Maybe there might
be a money-box going over. To-day Is the last of the month,
and probably the mining people expect the money so they can
pay off their men to-morrow."
"I'll bet that's about the size of It. If It's that way, them
four sneakin' coyot es must have knowed It. That's why they
was· gain' to make the hold-up," Cheyenne Charlie observed.
This see.med to be a very plausible idea, so they did not try
to figure it out any further.
Mounting their horses, they started along after the stage,
which was now quite a distance ahead of them.
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As they rode around a bend a couple of hundred yards further along the trail, they saw the outfit just disappearing over
a hill.
'·We may as well keep behind them," Wild said, nodding to
his sweetheart. "I hardly t hink another hold-up will occur
before they get to the blockhouse. But if such a thing does
happen, we will be in time to spoil it, the same as we did the
other one."
The two Chinamen managed to keep the pack-horses at a
fast enough pace, so they did not drop very far behind, and in
this way they continued on until eight miles had been covered,
and the blockhouse showed up like a sort of fort at the side
of the trail.
"That's what I call the genuine article, Wild!" Cheyenne
Charlie exclaimed, as he looked at the. structure and gave a
nod of satisfaction. "That puts me in mind of when I was
a little kid. There was jest sich a lookin' buildin' as that close
to where Cheyenne is now. It was full of bullet-holes, an'
there was two or three arrow heads stickin' in it, as I remember, an' one corner of it had been putty well burned away. But
the story was that eight settlers with their wives an' children
had been cornered there for over a week, an' had succeeded in
holdin' about two hundred Injuns till help come. I wonder if
a band of Injuns ever tackled that place?"
"Very likely, Charlie," the young deadshot answered. It has
stood there for a number of years, you know."
"They have kept the stockade in pretty good shape, I must
say," Jim Dart observed.
The stage had halted and th e passengers were out standing
at the stockade gate when our friend!;l rode up.
A grizzled old man was there, too, and he was looking at
the party of riders with a sort of admiration, which he did
not try to conceal.
The driver was talking to him as if explaining something,
but the old man was paying no attention to him.
The moment the yo ung deadshot and his sweetheart brought
their horses to a halt he stepped out and, taking off his hat,
put out his hand and said, solemnly:
"Don't you rememb er me, Young Wild West?"
"Why, if it isn't Dove-eye Dave!" the boy exclaimed, somewhat excitedly.
Then he leaped from the back of-11is horse and, catching the
old man, gave him a hearty hug.
"It's me, Wild!" the old fellow said, as the tears started
in his eyes. "I drifted away down here 'cause things kept
gain' from bad to worse up in Weston. Sam is there 3"et, runnin' the store an' makin' a little more than a livin' . But I
couldn't stand it around there; things got so tame that I
longed for somethin' in the way of fightin' an' the like. But my
money give out after I got as far as Silver City, an' then I jest
had to look around for somethin' to do. I was lucky enough to
strike this here job. Of course, I could have gone back, or I
could have sent word to Sam Murdock an' got enough money
to take me back to the Black Hills. But the fact is I felt a
little too proud to do that, an' here I am workin' here for
fifty dollars a month, takin' care of this old blockhouse an'
sellin' whisky an' grub whenever anybody wants to buy it."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart followed Wild's example
in giving Dove-eye Dave a rousing good hug.
Then as soon as the girls dismounted they greeted him in
true Western fashion, and the tears were falling thicker than
ever when they had finished.
"Dave," the young deadshot said, as he followed the old
fellow aside, "I reckon you had better let your boss know that
you are going to quit. Give him a chance to put some one in
your place, and then you can ride along with us. I have got
a fine job for you down at Buckhorn Ranch, on the Rio
Grande."
"Do you mean that, Wild?"
"See here, Dave. You are old enough to be m! grandfather,
by a goo? lot, and you have ~no;wn me ever smce I was f.f.
teen or sixteen. ~n ~11 that tn~ie you?'~ever knew me to say
all;!thlng _that I di~n t mea:1, did you.
,
No, Wild, I didn t. B~t it s?unds too good, to be true. Im
mighty sick o,f this here Job, an n:any times Ive wished _I was
back in old V. eston. But you don t go up that way mucli now,
do you?"
"Very seldom. The fact is we all seem to like 1t a great
deal better down In Texas. Still, we are not there very often,
for we are constantly on the go. I don't know how many
thousand miles we have gone on horseback, Dave, but I know
It would figure up quite l~rge. \Ve are not done yet, for I mean
I
I to keep it up until I am satisfied that I have about done my
share in strn.ightening up crooked things, and have found
enough iQ. the way of excitement and adventure so that I can
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rest content. Then I expect to put up at Buckhorn Ranch for
good.."
"An' you will be married then, of course," Dove-eye Dave
said, as he nodded and smiled through his tears at Arietta.
"Don't go to thinking anything like that now," and the boy
Ia11ghed heartily. "We are both too young to think of such a
thing. "
"
"I don't know about that. I was married when I was only
nineteen, " and then the old fellow shook his head and looked
at the ground thoughtfully. ''But," he went on, "I didn't have
a wife very long. She died the same time the boy did. Since
that time I've been knockin' around a whole lot, an' I never
did feel anything like what you might call happy until I
struck old Weston, which was named after you. Them was
the times, Vv'ild. It seems to be an age since things was on
the boom up in the Black Hills, but it ain't mor e than three or
four years, after all."
.
"No, ·it isn't any more than that, Dave. But say, cheer up a
little, old fellow. You seem to have quite a place here, and
you certainly should be able to put us up a pretty good supper. Got somebody helping you, of course."
"Oh, yes. I've got a li ttle help. But maybe you'll laugh
when you see what it is. We couldn't do no better, so we had
to take in a squaw, who's got a boy about fourteen. Blamed if
th e boy ain't a blamed· sight handier with the cookiu' than
the squaw is. 'l'hey're arou nd somewhere now. But you'll git
enough to eat, don't think you won't. There's a whole side of
beef hangiu' in the cellar, au' the Iujun boy, who's quite handy
with a shotgun, brought in more than twenty partridges this
forenoon . Eat, eh? Well, I reckon we'll fix ytrn up all right.
1 If we happen to be lackin' in somethin', I know blamed well
you have git it in your supplies, too. Take the gals an' go
right on into the parlor."
Then the old man broke into a laugh, for he was only joking
when he spoke of the pai;lor.
.
The girls were not Jong in leading their horses inside the
stockade.
Then they found a rather comely squaw standing in the
doonvay of the building looking at them timidly.
"Hey, then;:, Muddy Face!" Dove-eye Dave c~lled out,
brusquely, "jest see to it that th em gals finds a place where
they kin wash an' make tliemselves at home. They're goin' to
stay here for a while, an' you want to git a hurry on you an'
fi x up things nice for 'em."
'l'he squaw gave a nod, and then hurriedly beckoned to the
girls t0> follow b er inside.
As they did so, Wild and his partners looked arcund for a
place to put their horses.
"Come here, Johnny," Dove-eye Dave shouted at the top of
his voice. "Git a hustle on yer. What are you doin' no w?"
"All right," came the r eply, and then the Indian boy the
old man had mentioned came running around the blockhouse,
a half plucked partridge in his hand.
He did not seem at all surprised to see the stage-coach and
our friends there.
"You told me to get the birds ready so if any one wanted
one broiled for supper," the boy said, speaking with not the
least bit of the I ndian accent.
"That's what I told yer. But I r eckon you have got to show
thes e folks where they kin put their horses. 'l'hey're goin'
to stay here for a while. They're goin' to be the guests of old
Dove-eye Dave, the luckiest man on earth jest now."
"So your name is Joh nny, eh?" Wild said to the boy, as he
foll owed him to the roughly-built stable in the r ear, leading his
own horse and Arictta's at the same time.
,;Yes, sir. My name is Johnny .Muddy Face. It isn't much
of a name, but it's all I have."
"Well, that will do all right. There's nothing in a name,
anyhow."
,
"What is your name?" the boy asked, with nothing like
impudence, for he was looking admiringly at the dashing
young deadshot.
"Young Wild West."
"I know! Dove-eye Dave has told me about you many times.
He used to cry, too, when h e was telling me of how greP.t and
wonderful ·you were."
"You mustn't believe all he sa.ld about me being wonderful
and great, J ob,nny. I am only a boy like you."
"Oh, you are a lot older than me. I am only fourteen."
"Well, I am not old enough to vote on election day yet."
"I'm old enough to vote on election day, though:" Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up. "But blame it all, I never git around where
I've got a right to vote. It doesn't make no difference, though,"
he added. "Politics is som ethin' that never bothered me."
The Indian boy looked curiously at the two Chinamen w!J.eu

they came around the blockhouse, still riding their horses
and leading the pack-animals behind them.
When the little mule came tl'otting u p he went to it and
started to caress it.
But Jennie, as Hop's trick mule was named, did not like this,
and, turning quickly, lifted her heels and narrowly missed
ki cking Johnny Muddy Face.
"Stoppee lat, J ennie!" Hop called out, sharply.
As if she thoroug!J.Jy understood, J ennie dropp ed her tail
meekly and stood stock still.
"You likee um mule?" the clever Chinee said, when he had
dismounted.
"No," the Indian boy retorted, quickly. "He tried to kick
m~. so I'll keep away from him ."
"Jennie no he. She allee samee she. Velly nicee m1,1le, too.
Maybe you wan tee kissee."
But Johnny would not listen to anything like this, and he
hurried to assist Young Wild West and his partners iu taking
care of the horses.

CHAPTER IV.
CAP'l'AIN

IlA.RRY

MAKES

HIS

J.'REP.!.RATIO::SS.

When Captain Barry made his desperate dash to reach foe
top of the hill, he did so with the feeling that his life hung
in the balance.
He had not even waited to see the result of the shot th at had
been fired, but he supposed that it had been intended to kill
one of his men, or possibly himself.
As the powerful horse he was riding gained a footing at the
top of the steep place a.nd galloped away behind the rocks and
shrubbery, a sigh of relief escaped the road agent's lips.
Just then he cared not what became of the three men wh o
had been assisting him to make the hold-up.
Clever in more ways than one, and villainous, too, there
was a large degree of selfishness in the nature of Captain
Barry, as he chose to ca11 himself.
While he divided the spoils the band came in possession of,
taking a goodly share for himself and treating his men decently, there never was a time when he felt that he would
l'isk his iife to save any of them.
,
They served his purpose, and they got what was coming t o
them.
That was the way he figured it out.
For some little time Barry had been trying to get together
a very large , band of men, so he might str!ke out. through the
country and raid ranches and make hold-ups as he went along,
and when it became too hot for him he meant to qui etly sneak
away from the band and let them be caught or escap,!, as it
might happen.
But just now he was very bitter against those who had interfered in the hold-up.
Captain Barry had heard it whispered that a large sum of
money was to come over with the stP.ge that clay.
Hank, who might have been called his lieutenant, for he
usually was con\ulted more than any of the rest, had failc•d to
learn whether the money-box vrns in the stage or not, hut hQ
had let the leader know that the stage-coach was not going t o
leave the settlement in the morning, and that it would sto p
at the blockhouse over night.
This was quite enough to satisfy the road agent leader that
the money he was so anxious to steal would be taken over,
though he could not understand why there was a delay.
When he rode up to the stage-coach and ordered the passengers to give up their money and valuables, he was not slow
to notice that the iro n-bound box that was used lo carry money
and valuables to and from the mining camJ:) was strapped securely upon the top of the vehicle behind tile drivcr·s seat.
He was elated, of course, ,vhen he made this di scovery, for
not only would he reap quite a harvest from the passengers,
but he would secure a big sum of money, which was intended
to pay off the men at the big mine at Perry's Flat.
It was a keen disappointment, but the disappointment was
forgotten in the fear he felt as he made his hasty escape.
Now that he was out of danger for the time being, anyhow,
Captain Barry became quite calm, and when he had let his
horse gallop along for half a mile, foliowing a rough mountain
path, he brought the animal down to a walk.
Many times had he looked behind him, no doubt fearing that
Young Wild West was in pursuit.
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But now he felt that no pursuit had been started, so after
going on a few yards further he halted and dismounted.
"Well," he mused, as he rapidly became more cool, "I don't
h ear any more shooting done, and that shows pretty well that
t he boys either got away or were taken prisoners. But what
if they were taken prisoners? There are plenty more men
who are anxious to join my band. I think I'll ride over to
t he settlement right now and get some of them together.
Yo ung Wild West and those with him certainly know who
stopped the stage-coach. Even though this mask was en my
face and the other s were masked, too, does not mean that he
could not recognize us. He followed us, and was in time to
spoil the biggest haul we ever star ted to make. It's all right.
I'll see to Young Wild West before I leave this part of the
country. I have heard lots about him, and even though many
have failed in trying to put him out of the way, I am going to
stretch the limit to accomplish It. I wouldn't feel satisfied to
get away from here knowing that Young Wild West was still
alive. Why, this haul would have fixed me up to the tune of
about thirty thousand dollars, counting what I have stowed
away at the present time. I think that would have been
enough to make me feel like quitting the game and leaving the
boys to shift for themselves. But it didn't happen, and now
it's got to be <lone all over again. Just as sure as that moneybox is kept in the blockhouse to-night, just so sure will I get
it, and a.t the same time leave Young Wild West lying somewhere with his face turned toward the sky and silent for-
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Of cour se ther e was nothing like r egularity in the construction of the house or the maki ng of t he r oads.
Everything was about as it h ad been started by some one
who chose to drive cattle along a t rail.
But when the population increased and the settlement
sprang up, the cross-roads became a note d place for· miles
around.
Barry dismounted before the tavern, and was pleased to see
that a goodly number of men were gathered there.
This was a little more than he expected, for it being t he last
day of the month, the cowboys wo uld not have any money.
However, he did not want to see any of t hose who worked
steadily.
The ones he did want t o see we re t hose who did not care
to worlc
Being pretty well known by every one living at the settlement, he was greeted in a friendly way as he tied his horse
and then walked into the low-ceilinged bar-room of the
hostelry.
"Hello, Barry!" came from sever al, almost at the same time,
a,nd then as he shot a qu ick glance about him he pick ed out
as many as seven men he knew he could trust .
,
"How are you, boys?" he r etorted. "Come and have something to drink."
The invitation was r ead ily accepted, as m ight be supposed,
for it happened that the major ity of t hose in the bar-room were
what is termed as "dead broke."
evBr. "
"Just come over from Perry's Fla t? " t he boss of the estabHaving expressed h imself of these rather virulent thoughts, lishment asked, as he lazily arose to wait upon h is customer.
"No," was the reply. "I was down at a r anch eighteen or
t he leader of the road agents, as we must term him, since h~
had been opers,ting for some time in that capacity, turned his twenty miles below here visiting a fr iend. H ow have things
horse toward a gully at the left and, reaching it, rode on been going on since I was here last ?"
"Ob, the same old thing, Barry. Let me see. I believe that
through until he came out upon a comparatively level stretch
bottle of yours is empty. I'll have to go an' fill it. I don't sell
of land.
that brand to everybody, you know. "
"Never mind," was the rather impatient r etort. "Your reguSome few miles ahead he could see smoke rising above the
tree-tops in differ ent places.
Jar firewater is good enough for me just n ow. See what the
He knew what caused this.
boys will have."
There lay the settlement, which was cailed Jason's Corners.
The boss seemed to\ be r ather pleased at not being fo r ced to
" I har dly think they went back to the settlement," he mused, go and fill the other bottle, and when he bad fished around
as he rode along. "I think I'd better take this thing off my and found ·enough glasses to sat isfy the wants of those sta ndface and ride right to the tavern the same as I am in the
habit of doine:. I'll take the chance, and should it be that ing at the bar, he put out two black bottles and t hey went
ahe!d and helped themselveID
Barr y was not much of a drinker, even though he liked the
Young Wild West is there, we'll see who is the quickest at
shooting. They say he's a wonder at that game, but I flatter very best when he indulged.
It was r eally not mor e than a teaspoonful that he poured in
myself that I have never , been beaten at it yet, and I'll take
my chances on that, too."
his glass.
He removed the black mask and carefully rolled it up and
Probably hfl wanted to keep h is head perfectly clear, and not
stowed it in the pockPt of his dark velvet coat.
let it become muddled from str ong dr ink, since he had someCer tainly the horseman as he rode along at a canter looked thing on hand that must be hurriedly fi xed up and carried out.
If he meant to attack the blockhouse and gain possession
t o be a prosperous cattle owner or one who was interested in
a successful mining enterprise.
of the treasure-box, it must be done som e time between then
The fact was that Barry very often came to Jason's Corners, and daylight in the morni ng, for t he stage-coach would be very
an d occasionally he rode over to Perry's Flat.
apt to resume its journey to the mining camp at an early hour.
He was known as Barry, and was supposed to be a man
When ever ybody had t aken his drink the r oad agent paid
who had sold out a valuable piece of mining land in another the bill, and then he t urned in an off-handed way t o one of the
part of the territory and was simply taking things easy.
men he knew he co uld trust, and in a low tone of voice said:
It happened that the tavern at the settlement was frequented
"You have been wanting t o get a good chance to make a little
by all classes of men.
pile. That t ime has come. Are you willing to stick to me ?"
"Bet your life I am, Barry," came the qui ck r eply. "Jest
There being quite a few ranches scattered about within
fifty miles of the place, it was but natural that the cowboys show _me where I ki n make as much as a hundred dollar s an'
would come there at least once a month, anyhow.
I'll do .anything to git it, I don't care what it is."
All sorts of men work as cowboys.
"All right, I'll hold you t o that. Maybe you'll mak e a little
There a re good and bad among them, just the same as there more than a hundred dollar s. Now t hen, you just pick out a
is in any other class.
few more like yo urself, but be sure that they can be trusted."
"I'll do that r ight away."
Probably there may have been as many as a dozen of these
"I expect you to, for what I have on hand has got to be done
fellows who would gladly accept the chance to make money between now and daylight t o-morrow morning. I think I can
by r obbing honest people rather than work on a cattle range. trust you, Bill. "
Barry knew this pretty wel l.
"Trust me ! Why, you oughter know you kin do that. I ·
The fact was that he really knew just the men to ask to aid know what your game ls, an' you know putty well that there's
h im in carrying out his new plan, which was to attack the a r eward offer ed fo r me for st ealin' cattle," the v!lla!n whisblockhouse, get possession of the money-box, and after attain- per ed.
"Not so loud," cautioned Barry. "Now go ahead and pick
Ing his r evenge upon Young Wild West for interfering with
t he hold-up, strike out somewhere, dividing the spoils, and out yo ur gang. Try and get six or seven, or two or three
t hen make h imself scar ce.
mor~. if p,oss!ble."
The sun had not yet gone down when Barry r ode up to the
Then he leisurely walked to the place where the guests ot
front of the old-fashioned tavern that was situated at the cross- the hotel could wash and comb their hair.
r oads, r eally about the central part of the village or hamlet, as
When he had done this he did not come back to the bar,.
It m igh t be called, fo r ther e were as many as fifteen ho uses r oom, but made h is way to the big apartment where the table
scatter ed about.
was set fo r su pper.
The tavern was the largest building there.
Barry ver y often came to the tavern, so he did not have to
On the corner op posite was a blacksmith shop, an d one o! ask any questions.
the others the store was built up on, while t he other was a vaHe sat down to the table and it was not long before other
1 auests came and joined him.
e&nt lot.
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Then he leisurely ate his supper, though now and then he
would be stricken by a nervous flt and look around toward
the door.
He was not sure that Young Wild West might not come to
the settlement, after all, and if he did It would be rather unpleasant for him.
But no such thing happened, and he finished the meal, eating
quite as heartily as any of the rest who were sitting there at
the time.
Barry then lighted a cigar and went outside.
When he found that his horse was not there he knew the
hostler had taken care of it, so with nothing to fear at all, he
took a chair .on the porch and tipped it back, putting his fe et
against a post.
He sat there until it grew dark, now and then nodding to
som e one who spoke to him as they went in or out of the barroom.
Barry kn ew quite well that Bill must be busy getting the
m e11 together.
Shortly after it became real dark h e saw Bill appear at the
corner of the house and look at him as if he wanted to speak
to him.
Taking the hint, the villain arose and walked leisurely
around t he building.
"Well," he said, "how have you made out?"
"I've got seven, Barry," was the reply. "You kin gamble on
every one of 'em as bein' able to stick, too. I've told 'em that
there will be as much as a hundred dollars in it, an' they're so
blamed anxious to git hold of the money that they're ready
to use guns, knives or dynamite."
"Good! Maybe we'll use all three. There's no telling.
Haven't seen anything of Hank or Tom or the redskin, have
you?"
"No, they ain't showed up here."
"Well, if they're still alive and haven't been taken of!' as
prisoners, I suppose we'll find them in the cave."
"What's that?" Bill asked, in surprise.
"I'll tell you all about it later on. You have never been
to the cave. Now then, get your men together and ride on,
one or two at a time, over along the trail that leads to Perry's
Flat."
'
"All right. But say, Barry, if there's anything that's sorter
dangerous goin' on, I know where you kin git eight or ten
redskins to help. I .was sorter thinkin' it might be a good
idea to take 'em in with us, 'cause then the blame could be
laid to 'em. There's a bunch of bad ones camped about six
miles from here, an' they've been doin' their best to steal
everything they could lay their hands on. I know one of 'em
putty well, an' all's I've got to do is to say that there's ten
dollars in it for 'em, an' he would scalp a dozen palefaces."
"You're sure you know the redskin sufficiently to feel sure of
that, Bill?" Barry asked, eagerly.
"Sartin. Me an' him stole some cattle once. But he got the
bl'J~t of me on the deal, 'cause I lit out, thinkin' there wasn't
no chance of gittin' the steers away, an' he stuck to 'em an'
got 'em away. He got the money, too, later on."
"What is the name of this redskin?"
"Little Dog is what they call him. Injuns has the blamedest
names you ever heard tell of, anyhow. His name is L.ittle
Dog, but he's a blamed big Injun at that."
"Very well. I'll . leave it to you to look up the Indians for
our allies. You get your seven men an'd the Indians, too, if
possible, and meet me at the big oak along the trail eight miles
from here. You know where it is, of course."
"I reckon I do. All right, Barry. But afore I do all this,
s'pose you give m e somethin' in the way of a bonus. I'm dead
broke, an' I would like to have a few dollars."
"I'll do that all right, Bill, for I am sure I can trust you.
Here's a hundred dollars. Take it and do as you like with it,
and don't think it's going to count on the profits we make out
of thls job."
"Thank yer, Barry, thank yer. You're white through an'
through, an' you kin bet I'll do jest as I've said. I'll fetch
along my gang, an' them Injuns, too. Then I don't care
whether it's a gang of deputy sheriffs you're goin' to stack up
agin. They'll all fight, an' so will I." .
"All right, Bill. Now go ahead. Get your gang together.
I'll leave here in about an hour, and I'll meet you at the big
oak."
The two men then separated, Bill hurrying into the bar·
i:.oom, and the villanous leader of the ro;id agents going back
to the porch, where he sat down and assumed a comfortable
attitude.

CHAPTER V.
WILD SEES TO IT THAT A PRECAUTION IS TAKEN.

Hop and Wing, the two Chinamen, r emained w!tb John~Y
Muddy Face, the Indian boy, to attend to the horses, wh1ln
Young Wild West and his partners went around to the front
of the blockhouse.
As they got there they saw the driver carrying in the ironbound box that had been unstrapp ed from the top of the stage
with the assistance of one of tho passengers.
Dove-eye Dave led the way for them, and as the box was
carried into the building our hero and his partners heard the
driver say:
"I don't know what this delay was for, but lt ain't very nice
to have all this money stayin' here, Dave. There's somethin'
like six or seven thousand dollars in the box. We've got a
mighty big pay-roll over at the mine now. If I hadn't been ordered to stop here over night I'd been for goin' right on,
'cause I think that after bein' held up once, it would be safe
enough to go the rest of the way."
"I don't," Dove-eye Dave retorted, quickly. "It shows
mighty plain that them fellers must have knowed you had
the box on the stage with you. They got chased away that
time, but that don't say they wouldn't ride right on an' wait
for yo u between here an' the Flat. The very best thin g you
kin do you're doin' now, which ls to stay right here with the
money-box. You kin bet your life it will be safe in this here
blockhouse, 'cause Young Wild West an' his pards ls here now,
an' there ain't enough outlaws an' r oad agents in New Mexico
to git the best of them three."
The driver nodded, acting as if he was satisfied that the old
man was about right.
"How much money did you say there was in that box?" Wild
asked, as he came into the room where they had put it down
upon the floor.
"Six or seven thousand dollars, I reckon. There's an awful
lot of men workin' over at the big mine, an' most of 'em gits
mighty big pay."
"It ls easily understood why those masked fellows made the
hold-up, then."
"I s'pose so. But I don't know how they found out the
mon ey was comin' over."
"vVhy, don't they bring it over that way every month?"
"No. Sometimes it comes over in th e pockets of different
men what belongs to the company. Last month one man who
had never been at the Flat afore had two thousand in gold an'
silver with him. It was putty heavy to carry, but he come
through dressed as if he didn't have a dollar in the world.
I heard that a co upl e of days after, an' it struck me as bein'
putty cute, for I fetched the fe ller over in the stage myself."
"The company is doing its best to keep from being robbed,
then. Well, that's a good idea. But why wer f' you so late in
leaving the settlement to-day?"
"Waitin' for the mon ey-box."
"Why, I thought the stage that came in from the rai lroad
arrived the night before."
"So it did, an' it brought the money, too. But the orders was
from the man what's stoppin' over there not to touch the box
until he said so. Most likely he thought there was somebody
spyin'."
"Oh! I suppose that's about the size of it. Well, It's hflre
now, and you can bet it will be here to-morrow morning when
you want to start out for the mining camp."
"Oh, most likely it will. It ain't likely four or five men is
goin' to tackle the blockhouse."
"Hardly. But if there were a dozen of them they might
think it would be an easy thing to do it successfully and get
hold of the money. Just Jet them try it, that's all."
The heavy money-box was carried to a corner of the room,
and then Dove-eye Dave took pains to cover it with a number
of blankets, after which he threw a couple of old coats and a
hat upon the pile to make it look as if there was nothing there
that was worth while.
It was in the room where the guests had to eat their meals
when they stopped at the place, and the long table stood in
the center.
But all hands, including our friends, felt sure that none of
the passengers were anything but honest men, so it was not
necessary to hide the money-box from them.
The squaw was busy frying venison in a big frying pan in
the kitchen, which adjoined the di n ing-room.
There were two other rooms in the blockhouse, and one o!
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th~se. had been assigned to the gir ls, where they now were I afore, an' all's it needs is to have some one to fix it so it's
enJoym~ th~ ?hance to fix up a little before supper.
. ready to eat. You kin bet your life that it won't be more than
The I ema111111g room on that floor, for there was a sort of half an hour now afore we see somethin' on the table. Come
bas<'ment or eellar beneath the building, was furnis h ed with on down into the cellar an' I'll show you bow it looks down
~unks, ~o that in case travelers ~anted to stop over n_igh~ they \ th~!·e."
could be accommodated, though 111 _a somewhat rude lash1on. I I he passengers were sitting outside, for it had taken them
Bu t a_11ytb111g .was_ good. enough !or the passengers, and they b. ut a very short time to make themse lves ready for supper.
took pa111s to make 1t plam to Dove-eye Dave.
The driver winked knowi ngly at Uhevenne Charlie as Dove.. I }orter r!ickon we'll be squeezed up a little, but I don't eye Dave led then'i to a door at the end· of a 1~arrow hall.
~are, . one o! the passengers r emarked, as he surveyed the I " I 've been down here afore," be said. "Here's where he
10~m in which they m ust s leep.
keeps the stuff that's good tel drink."
As far as that goes, " Cheye nne Charlie spoke up "we've
o !
h d
·
got a mighty good carnpin' outfit an· we kin put up a tent
pen ng t e oor, t he old man led the way_ down a steep
ri ght inside the stockade. I reckon we had better do that, flight of steps to the cellar, or basement, it might have been
anyhow. I'll see Wild about it ,.
called, for on one side aud one end the floor was about on a
He was not long in finding the young deadshot who was level with the grouud outside, wh!le a high bank ran up
busy tal k ing to Dove-eye Dave, and when he told hii'.n about it arou nd th e reS t of it.
Wild promptly took a look at the room that contained th~
"It's mighty damp down here," Dove-eye Dave explained, as
bunks.
he reach ed th e bottom of the steps, "though I s'pose some folks
.. Well," he said, smilingly, "I suppose we would be rather would make a bi g kitchen of it, an' it mi ght be fit to s leep in
cramped in h ere. We'll do as you suggest, Char lie. Just tell at certain times in the year."
Jlop and Wi11g to put up one of lhe tents oulside right at lhe
All sorts of rubbish was stowed about in the place, but at
en<l of th e building close to the stockade."
one end, which was lighted lly a good-s ized window, was what
Charlie nodded, and pro mptly went out to fin d the two Chi- might be called a bar.
.
n a men.
"There's a government license ht're belongin' to the stageThey were still at the stable, though they had just finished coach company, an' that gives me the right to sell liquor," the
looking afte r the horses.
old man said, as he pointed to the certificate, which bad been
The Indian boy was greatly interested in them, especially put into an old frame. "Now then, I don't know as I've got
Hop, and the scout grinned when he noticed this.
anything that you an' Jim want, W!ld, 'cause all there's h ere
"I s'pose that blamed heathen will be put tin' up some kind to drink is whisky."
of a job on that little Indian," h e thought. "Well, it will be
"That's all righ t, Dave," the young deadshot answered smilall right if he don' t go too far with it. My! what an innocent- ingly. "I reckon Charlie will take a drink with you j;st fo r
lookin' ji 6 ger the ;·edskin is."
the ~ake of old times. You must have some cigars, so Jim and
Hop saw the scout coming, and looking at him suspiciously, I will smoke after supper."
he called out:
" Yes, I've got plenty of cigars here, an' I've got chewin' an'
smokin' to backer, too."
"Vvhattee mattee, Misler Charlie ?"
He soon produced a box of cigars, an d Wild and Jim each
"Th ere ain't nothin the matter, h eathen, " was the reply. took one.
"Bu t I'll tell you what yo u hav e got to do. W!l d says you an'
'l'he dr iver and Charlie wer satisfied to take something from
Wing kin put up one of the tents, 'cause there ain't hardly
room in th e house for ever ybody to sleep, unless they want to a black bottle, and both appeared to relish it highly, for they
smacked their 'lips after they dra nk.
git in the cellar, which ain't over drv."
Dove-eye Dave did lik~wise, and then when Wil d wanted to
"Allee ligllt, Misler Charlie. If Misier Wild say puttee uppee
um t ent, me puttee uppee um tent velly mucheo quickee. Come pay him for the round, he shook his head and sa id:
"That's one on me, Wild. You couldn't make me take no
011, my foo l blather.
You no go s:eepee Jikee you wan tee."
"Me no wn.ntee go sleepee. Me wantee eat ee supper," Wing money. I didn't fetch you down h ere for that. But come on
retorted. "You shuttee uppee, Hop. Pletty soonee me smack ee outside. We'll see how it looks out there. Maybe them two
heathens ain't started to put up the tent yet."
you velly mucb ee bard."
There was a door at the end of the blockhouse cellar an d,
A fi ght might have been started if Cheyenne Charlie bad let
th em go on, for it was evident that Wing was in no humor to opening this, he conducted them out upon the ground.
The first thing they saw was the two Chinamen putting up
bP teased by his brother.
But th e tent had to be pu t up, and the scout m eant that the tent poles as the door opened almost upon them.
"They'r e do! n' it all right," Dove-eye Dave said, with a nod
they sh<mld go ahead and do it, even if they were delayed in
of satisfaction. "I reckon Charlie made 'em understand that
getting their supper.
'·Git a move on yer, an' don't let me bear no more wrang- they shouldn't lose no time about it."
"That's jest what I did," the scout declared. "I s'pose t hey
lin'," h e commanded, as he pull ed a r evo lver J'r om his holster
an d mad e a threatening move at th em.
• both know that th ey won't git n ot.hin' to cat till they've done
Thi s caused Johnny, the Indian boy, to jump back in a larm, the job. But what's that over there? Steps ru nnin' up to a
for no doubt h e thou ght the scout r eally mi'ant to shoot one of door on the upper floo r, eh ?"
the heathens.
"Yes, that's the way we come down an' go up. There's t he
"What's th e matter, red skin?" Charli e asked, a broad grin we ll righ t out the re wher e we git water when there'£ any in
on his face. " You don't think I'd shoot one of them yaller it to git. Jest now it's dry, though , an' we have to carry it
galoots, do ycr?..
fr om the brook that's about two hundred feet from tbe gate on
" Maybe you might shoot before you know it," was the reply. th e outside."
'· Oh, that's not hin'," and then Charlie sho wed h im how he
W!ld led the way to what h e called the well, wh'1ch watt
could pull th e t r igger and make the hammer raise slightly and nothing more than a deep hole in the ground that was covered
th en C'om c llack upon the cartridge without exploding it.
over by two or three planks, probably to prevent any one from
But be took car e to keep it pointed toward the ground, so in tumbling in, especially if they happened to be walking around
cas·e it did go off no harm could be done.
there in the dark.
The l nd iau boy evidently felt that h e ought to assist b!s
The boy pulled one of the planks aside and saw that the
moth er at the house, for h e turned and went there.
hole was r eally dry.
Hop and Wi ng were not long in getti ng out on e of the tents
"I reckon the water isn't so very good, even when there ls
a nd what belonged to it, and seeing that th ey were going right any to be t aken from h ere, Dave," he said, with a shake of his
ahead with the work, Charlie went on back and joined those h ead.
·
at the house.
"No, it ain't so awful good, but it's water, an' that's someBy this time t he girls had come to the dining-room, and find- thin' we'vo got to have, you know. V{hat we git from the
Ing that the squaw had r eally more than she could attend lo brook ls first-rate, but it's a mighty long distance to carry it.
just then, they went to the kitchen and insisted on helping· her There's t hat redskin boy ; he seems to be mighty bright-like,
wi th th e preparations fo r the evening mea l.
but every time h e's told to git a pa!! of water b e comes here
Dov0-eye Dave nodded bis b ead approvingly when be eaw first jest as if he .didn't know there ain't no water in t h e well.
what they were doing,
Then when h~ thinks about it he goes on around and out of
.. Boys," he said to tho young deadshot and h!s partners, the stockade gate to the brook. I'll jest show yer how h o does
•· them gals is worth their weight in gold. I was jest th!nk!n' it putty soon. Walt till wo git back upstairs."
of lendin' a hand myself, but now I know everything; w!ll soon
There was really not hing inside the little stockade that was
be a.II r!irht.. There's plenty of irrub tn the houae, u I u.td worth looklni at, so after r emaining there four or five minute•
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they all ascended the flight of steps to the door on the first game, so he went into the room where the bunks were ranged
floor of the building and, passing through the kitchen, weJ;lt at either side, and finding the five passengers and the driver
lounging about smoking, he paused before them and, with a
outside at the front.
It happened that Johnny Muddy Face was just going out of polite bow, said:
"Velly nicee evening, so be."
the gate with an empty pail.
The light from one of the two lamps that hung from the
"Hey, there!" Dove-eye Dave called out, looldng somewhat
ceiling of the room fall full upon the Chinaman, and as those
sur prised. '"'V-here are you goin', Johnny?"
present looked at him they could not help but think that he
"To get a pail of water," was the reply.
was a very polite Chinaman.
"How is it you didn't go to the well?"
"It's a nice evenin', heathen," the driver answered, as he
"I thought about it this tim(\" and the Indian boy smiled.
"You were standing by the well and Young Wild West was turned and tried to look out of the window in the darkness.
looking in it when I started that way. That made me think "But still it's apt to rain afore mornin'_ Anyhow, it's good
enough in here."
that there was no water there, so I came back."
"Oh!" and Dove-eye Dave turned to our friends in a sort of
"Velly niece in here," Hop declared, as he looked around and
triumph .
smiled in a patronizing way. "Me likee play dlaw pokee."
"How much water do you keep on hand, Dave?" Wild asked,
Wild and his partners were in the other room with the ·girls,
looking at the old man rather earnestly.
but they could not help hearing what Hop said, since the door
"Oh, not a great deal," was the reply. "Sometimes we have waswide open.
half a barrel, an' sometimes we don't have half a pail."
"That heathen is go!n' to do some cheatin' now, Wild," the
"Well, if I were you I'd get some in to-night. There's no scout said, rising to his feet. "Most likely all of them fellers
t elling what might happen."
will want to play poker with him, an' if they do he'll win all
"Do you think there's goin' to be any trouble, an' we'll be the money they've got, unless he's stopped."
kept inside the stockade?"
"That's all right, Charlie," the young deadshot answered.
"No, I don't really think that. But it might be just as well "Let him go ahead . "If he wins their money he will only have
to have plenty of water. You say you have got everything else to give it back to them. He knows that before he begins."
in the house."
"Yes, that's so. Well, I reckon I'll go in an' watch the game.
"Yes, I've got everything else. But it sorter looks like rain, There's always somethin' funny sure to happen when Hop sets
an' I was thinkin' that if it started in to-night there would be in a game of draw."
all the water we wanted in the well. It don't take it long to
"The heathen ain't got over that yet, eh?" Dove-eye Dave
soak through the ground an' fill the blamed thing up."
grinning broadly. "I remember one time in Weston
asked,
"It looks a little like rain, but there's no telling anything when he had me in a game. It was afore I knowed that he
about it. It might rain, and it might not. I think you had was a sleight-of-hand performer. He won about a thousand
better fill up a barrel or two. We'll help you do it."
dollars from me, an' then bad the nerve to tell me that he
"All right, Wild. Jest as you say. I know you have got a had been cheatin' the eyes right out of my head an; I didn't
,, ise head on yer, an' I'm goin' to see to it that a couple of know it. He give the money back to me, 'cause he knowed if
barrels is filled."
he didn't he would mighty soon be made to when it was found
The stage-coach passengers and the driver were very hungry, out by you folks. I reckon I'll go in, too. J est git hold of
and they did not hesitate to let it be known.
that bench, Charlie, an' we'll take it inside, so we kin all set
But in spite of this fa t they were compelled to wait quite a an' watch the game."
long time before the meal was ready.
The Indian boy heard the conversation, and evidently he
When it finnlly was announced to be in waiting for them, knew something about cards, for he appeared to be eager to
they almost fell over each other in getting into the dining- finish up washing the dishes, a job he was then engaged in.
room.
The girls were content to look over a pile of papers, some of
The table being amply large enough to seat all hands, it was which were months old, so the young deadshot and his partnot long before the good things were being brought out steam- ners followed Dove-eye Dave into the other room.
,
ing bot.
Hop had ta.ken a seat at the table, and was shuJffiing a pack
Hop and Wing had finished their work of putting up the of cards, while the passengers and the driver were moving up
tent, and they had places in the kitchen.
to the table.
Each person at the table was given a whole partridge, which
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" Hop asked, looking at
had been fried in butter.
There were potatoes and hot biscuits and plenty of coffee to the scout and showing signs of uneasiness.
"There ain't a thing the matter as I knows of, heathen,"
go with it, so it was needless to say that the appetites of all
was the reply. ""We heard you say somethin' about playln' a
were appeased.
After supper Wild lighted the cigar he hail. been treated to in game of draw poker, an' we jest thought we would come in an'
watch yer. Look out them fellers don't win all the money you
the cellar and then nodding to the old man he said:
"Now then let's fill up the water barrels. How many pails' have got. But maybe you ain't got a whole lot, Hop,., and
Charlie winked at Wild and Jim.
have you?" '
"Me gottee plenty money, Misler· Charlie," was the reply, and
"Oh, we've got four or five," was the reply. "I'll git 'em
the Chinaman showed how relieved he felt.
ri ght away Wild."
"If I was them fellers I wouldn·,t play with you till I knowed
I-ie soon' did so, and then everybody wanted to assist in
· whether you had much or not. Ive seen some folks set down
carrying water.
or four dolThe result was that in about twenty minutes two barrels had in a game of draw poker when they only hada three
lars, an' when they got up they would have thousand. Luck
been fill ed.
''There!" the old man exclaimed. "I reckon we've got goes that way sometimes. But it ain't nothin' like square."
"I'd rather lose a thousand dollars playin' poker than have
enough now to stand a siege. But I ain't s'posing' that we'll
have to do anything like that. Four or five rascally road a road agent take fifty dollars from me," declared 01w of
winning anyagents ain't goin' to keep us in here not if we want to- git them. "I'll take the chance of the Chinaman
thing from me. If he does win my whole pile he's welcome
'
out."
to it. I reckon I understand pokPr about as well as the man
what invented the ganw."
"You think so?" Wild asked, looking at him smilingly.
"I know it, Young Wild West, an' I ain't braggin' on myself,
either . Whenever I set in a game an' find that there's cheatin'
. CHAPTER VI.
goin' on, I do a little of it myself. '!'hat's fair an' square, 1
call it, an' that's the way I manage to come out as much as
THE GAME OP DRAW POKER IN THE BLOCKHOUSE.
even, anyhow."
"All right, then. I was just going to say that Hop Wah Is
Hop Wah was itching to ge.t into the game of draw poker, not the man who invented the game, but I hardly think you
for the clever Chinee was never better pleased than when he know any more about it than he does."
"We'll see about that," and the man gave a chuclcle.
was engaged in some sort of a gambling game. 1
The driver grinned broadly, showing plainly that be had an
He knew pretty well that the stage-coach passengers would
probably be glad of the chance to sit in a game, but Wild never idea that he understood the game pretty well, too, while the
allowed him to keep the money he won when he was playing others simply shrugged their shoulders and said nothing.
Two of them declared that they did not want to play, so this
with honest men.
However, he could not resist the temptation to propose a left it so that a five-handed game cauld begin.
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Of course, Young Wlld West and his partners did not want
to play, and certainly Do-ye Dave did not, for he remarked
1n a whisper to the young deadshot that he would not play
any kind of a gambling game wlth the heathen it some one
ofl'.ered to put up the money for him to lose.
It being settled that five of them were to play, the lamp that
was over the table was turned up so the fl.a.me would give a
little more light, and then Hop gave the cards an extra shuffle, and said:
"New !en, me wantee play velly bigee game, so be. We havee·
no limit."
"That's suitable to me," the passenger who had such a good
opinion of himself as far as poker was concerned retorted.
"It will suit me all right," the driver declared. "I happen
to have a couple of hundred with me. I was paid off. over in
Jason Corners, an' a feller there what owed me for a horse he
bought two months ago paid me. I'd jest as lief lose that
money as not."
The other two said nothing to this, but one of them produced a bag that was half filled with gold coins.
Then the other showed a handful of the same sort of ·money.
Hop evidently thought it about time that he showed what
he had, so putting down the cards, he drew forth a bag of
gold and then produced a fat wallet, which he opened.
With nimble fingers he extracted three or four one hundred
dollar bills from it and shook them in the faces of those about
the table.
"Me gottee plenty money," he declared. "Me allee samee
velly lich Chinee. When me Ieavee China um empelor givee
me thlee million dollee. He tellee me havee goodee timee in
Melica, and me havee velly goodee t!mee, you bettee."
''Wild," Dove-eye Dave remarked, looking rather serious,
"I reckon if them road agents wa~ to swoop down on us jest
now they could make a putty good haul. That bunch sett1n'
around that table sart!nly must have three or four thousand
dollars."
"We've got all that," the confident passenger declared. "But
let us hope that no road agents succeed in forc!n' an entrance
to fhe blockhouse so they kin rob us. If s!ch a thing does
happen later on in the night, the chances are they'll make the
biggest haul from m1q."
"Whattee you namee?" Hop asked. looking at him as lf he
admired him greatly.
"My name? Oh, I'm Tommy Dean, an' some folks call met
card sharp."
"Lat velly nicee namee. Me lemember lat. Tommy Deanee.
Velly muchee card sharp."
"Wild," whispered the scout, so none of those about the
table could hear him, "if that feller goes to cheat!n' you ain't
goin' to make ;Hop give him his money back, if he wins any,
are you?"
·
"We'll see about that later on," was the reply. "We'll just
watch the game now, for there's bound to be somebody surprised. I suppose the heathen wll! go his limit, so we'll let
him show what he can do with the cards."
Bent upon cleaning them up and feeling like starting right
in at the beginning, the clever Chinee picked up the cards
again, and after he had given them a quick shuffle dropped
them upon the table, saying as he did so:
"Me bettee fivee dollee lat me cuttee um ace of hearts."
"That's easy," Tommy Dean declared, and reaching over he
picked up half the pack and turned it over, showing that he
had cut the ace of hearts himself.
Hop looked at him in genuilie surprise.
wYou velly smarteP Me!!can man," he said, slowly. "Me
havee watchee you."
"That's all right, heathen. I sart!nly was watchin' you when
you shulffled them cards. But never mind. Go ahead. If you
ketch me cheatin', jest pull a gun an' blow the top of my head
off. That's me. I'm Tommy Dean, an' some folks call me a
card sharp."
"This is goin' to be sorter excitin', I reckon," Dove-eye Dave
commented.
Hop was satisfied to let Tommy Dean shuffle the pack now,
and when the cut was made the stage-coach driver won the
deal.
"Now then," the latter said, "afore we begin we had better
• settle upon whether it's goin' to be a no limit game or not.''
"Didn't you say you was satisfied to that?" Tommy Dean
ask.ed.
"Yes, but how about the others?"
"Oh, they're satisfied, ain't you, boys?"
•
"Yes," came the reply.
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"All right, then. Here she goes. You jest put up an ante to
sorter make !t look lnterestln'."
u I'll do that," the card sharp answered, and then he put a
sllver dollar upon the table.
This appeared to suit all hands, for there was a broad grin
all around._
The cards were dealt, and then all came in for the draw.
Hop looked his hand over in a careless sort of way, and
when he found that he held three jacks he decided right away
that he had an expert to deal with in the person of Tommy
Dean.
But he did not care if he lost a few times, so he drew two
cards, and finding he )lad caught the other jack, he made out
he was much elated.
The betting began, and the dealer, who was somewhat of a
ca.rd sharp himself. raised It when It came his turn.
Tommy Dean went twenty-five better, and then the other
two passengers dropped out, for they had nothing that was
worth while.
Hop looked his hand over carefuMy, and then lifted it
another twenty-five.
The driver, evidently satisfied tbat 1t was better not to take
too big a risk, made the call, and Tommy Dean being satisfied,
Hop showed his hand.
"Me gottee four lillee jacks, so be," he said, blandly.
"Well, I've got four aces," the driver said, as he showed the
cards.
"An' I've got four kings," declared Tommy Dean, making out
that he was puzzled and disgusted as well.
The driver grinned, no doubt thinking he had performed a
very neat trick.
But both Hop and Dean had seen him cheating.
It was the card sharp's deal next, and Hop used all the
eyes he had, for he really felt that he was playing against a
man who was more clever than any one he had met in a long
time.
Tommy had a slick way of shuffling tl:\e cards, and the ordl·
nary observer could not have told whether he really shuffled
them or made a pretext of doing so.
Hop knew that it was a pretext, for after he picked up the
cards and had them placed just as he wanted them, he simply
made it appear that he was shuffling them.
The driver made the cut, and when the dealer picked up
the cards he put them exactly as they were before the cut had
been made, no one but Hop observing it.
The ante was but a dollar, and when all had picked up their
cards Tommy laid the pack on the table and said:
"Now then, how about it? Are you all comin' in or not?"
"I am," said the man on his left.
"So am I," the other called out.
"Me comee in, too, so be," Hop warbled, 1n hls piping voice.
"Me gottee pletty goodee hand, so be."
• "Well, you kin bet I'll come in!" the driver exclaimed.
"How many cards do you want?" Tommy asked of the man
next to him.
"Three," was the reply.
They were given him.
The next man took only two, and then Hop, who had noth·
ing worth while but a single ace, called for four.
The driver drew three cards, too, and then all watched the
dealer when he said he wanted but one card.
Hop picked up the four cards he had drawn, and when he
found they were all queens he did not move a muscle of his
face, but kept on watching the dealer.
He knew pretty well that Tommy Dean was going to win
the pot, but that made no difference to him, and when it came
his time to bet, he raised it a hundred.
The driver dropped out at this, and so did the other two,
but Tommy Dean smllingly made the raise and made it a
hundred better.
Not wishing to go down too deep in his pile, Hop called him.
"Four kings, heathen," the card sharp said, as he reached
over and drew in the pot.
"Lat allee light," was the reply. "You velly amartee Meli·
can man."
Then he slyly slipped the ace he had been holding up his
sleeve, and tossed the other cards upon the table.
The next two deals did not amount to a great deal, since
no betting was done.
Probably this was due to the fact that the two men were
playing a square game, and not trying to do any cheating.
When it came Hop's turn he already had the four aces o!
the pack concealed In the sleeve of his loose-fitting coat.
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He was satisfied, too, that Tommy Dean was not aware or it.
As far as the other three were concerned, he did not care,
for even though the driver was quite slick, he could not see
what the Chinaman was up to.
Hop did not mean to use the four aces this time, however.
He dealt the cards so that Dean would get three kings, while
for himself he kept three jacks and a pair of tens.
The others he paid no attention to.
'l'ommy Dean was not going to be caught this way, however.
He would not raise it, and dropped out when one of the
others, who had filled a flush, proceeded to bet with Hop.
The Chinaman let the man win the pot, and then the driver
dealt the cards and was lucky enough to win about fifty dollars
on the strength of it.
It was Dean's turn to deal again, and knowing that he could
not possibly get the aces, Hop figured that he would JotJk for
thP. kings.
'fhis happened to be just what he did, for the fact was he
had kept the three kini.s he had held before, making it so
that there were seven cards missing from the pack, and no
o:l-, but Hop and himself knowing It.
But he must have had his doubts about the aces, for Hop
saw him looking at the cards, though the rest did not notice it.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, reaching over and pJe.clng his
hand upon the pack.
"Nothin's the matter, heathen."
"Allee light. You no lookee at um cards when you shuffle, Jen. Me see you lookee at um ace of hearts. Maybe you
wan tee takee. ·•
"l don't want no ace of hearts, heathen." and the man's face
lighted up, for he actually thought the Chinaman was telllng
the truth.
"Me see you stealee um card flam um pack, and me allee
samee shootee you," the Chinaman declared, as If he really
meant it, and then from under his coat flashed the big, oldfashioned six-shooter that be always carried with him.
'·Ha!" the card sharp exclaimed, turning pale. "So you're a
dangerous ipan, are you, heathen?"
"Vf'Ily muchee."
"All right, then I'll take good care not to do any cheatin'.
But look out you don't do some of it yourself."
"Me no cheatee. Me velly goodee Chinee. Me go to Sundayschool in 'Flisco."
"That's where you learned to play draw poker, I s'pose."
"Lat light."
Then they all laughed and the card sharp proceeded with
the dealing.
He must have felt pretty certain that there was at least one
ace in the pack, and on the draw he made his hand good for
four kings.
But he was keen enough to give each of the others a good
hand, too, evidently feeling that he might as well win all he
could.
This time there was plenty or betting.
They kept raising It until it went around five times, and
then it becoming really too strong for them, the driver and
the other two passengers dropped out, leaving it to Hop and
Tommy.
"Heathen, I don't know what you have got, but I do know
I'vb got a putty good hand myself," the card sharp said. "I'm
gain' to stick to you If I have to put up my shirt."
"Allee light. Me stlckee to you, so be. Me gottee velly
goodee hand."
"Let me see, you drawed three cards, didn't you?"
"Lat light."
"All right. Here she goes for two hundred better."
"Me makee fivee hundled dollee bettee."
"What! You don't mean It, do you, heathen?"
"Lat light. Me velly smartee Chinee."
Tommy Dean looked about the room in a hesitating sort or
way.
"Heathen," he said, "if I thought you was puttln' up a job
on me I'd blow out your brains In a jiffy."
"Hold on, there!" Wild spoke up, rising from the bench.
"I reckon this ls going a little too far. Hop made a threat
a little while ago to shoot you if he caught you cheating. But
he was only joking. You spoke just then as if you meant what
you said."
"I did mean it, Young Wild West, an' I'm sorry that you're
gain' to interfere."
"All right, then. I reckon you had better stop the game."
"What for?"
"Because I say so. The Chinaman has you beaten, and I

know it, though I haven't seen his hand. I don't claim to be
a very great card player, but I have been sitting here watching
closely, and I have seen both of you cheating right along. I
even know the hands you arc holding."
"You do, eh? What have I got?"
"You have four kings, and you have had three of them In
your lap for the last two or three deals. You got the other one
just now, and you think you have gqt the Chinaman dead to
rights. But you haven't. There's not an ace left in the pack,
for he has the four of them, and he's been holding them as long
as you have held the three kings. Now then, you had better
divide that pile on the table and quit playing."
"I'll do nothin' of the kind, Young Wild West. I was mighty
glad that you saved us from beln' robbed to-day, but this here
interference of yours ain't gain' to go. I'll fight afore I'll give
in, too."
"I r eckon you won't do any fighting, either!" Wild exclaimed, his eyes flashing, and then he quickly reached over
and caught the man by the wrist.
A sudden twist and he brought him to his knees, while a
yell of pain came to his lips.
Another twist and he rolled over dpon his side, begging for
mercy.
"I'm willin' to quit, Young Wild West. You're dead right.
Excuse me," he begged.
"All right, we'll let it go at that," and satisfied that the
man really had lost his temper and was willing to take it all
back, the boy relinquished his grip and permitted him to rise
to his feet.
"Excuse me, won't you?" the man said.
"Certainly. Don't say anything more about It. You simply
Jet your anger get the be.st of you, that's all."
That settled it, for the card sharp was really quite a decent
fellow, after all.

CHAPTER VII.
THE ATTACK BEGINS.

Captain Barry took his time about riding to the big oak.
When he arrived there, there was not the least sign of a human being to be seen anywhere.
But he gave a nod of satisfaction and, dismounting, led his
horse back into the shadows, and then sat down with his back
against the trunk of the tree.
He knew it might take some llttle time for the men to get
there, especially as they intended to bring the Indian allies
with them.
Barry had not yet formulated a plan to get possession of the
money-box at the blockhouse, or rather he had not gone into
details concerning it.
Now was a good chance for him to think it over, and as he
sat there waiting for his men to appear, he studied the matter
carefully in his mind.
"There's one thing pretty sure," he muttered, as he shook
his head doubtingly; "if an open attack Is made upon that old
blockhouse we wouldn't stand much of a show in getting the
best of them. Though there are but a few of them there, it is
quite likely they have plenty of ammunition, and they would
be able to hold us off for a long time. The thing to do is to
get Inside th~ stockade, some of us, anyhow. Then when an
attack is made from a distance by the rest, It ought to be an
easy thing to get inside the building and take the inmates by
surprise. That's the way It must be done, and I mean to be
one of those to get inside."
As it Is with most people, the vlllaln felt easier after he
had come to this conclusion.
It really seemed as if the thing had been virtually done,
and all he had to do now was to order the money-box carri er!
from the building, so that a division might be made.
Barry had not been long under the tree when he heard the
unmistakable sounds made by approaching horses.
They were not coming up the trail, either, but from the
direction the Indian and the two rascally white IllPn had fled
that afternoon.
I
The leader of the road agents listened for a moment, and
then satisfying himself that quite a number were lapproaching,
he arose to his feet and stood there waiting.
Tt was not so dark but that he could see obj ects for quite
some distance.
The stars were shining brightly overhead, and when he saw
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the forms of both horses and riders c~me out of the bushes and
The rest hurr iedly mou nted, and after him they went, all
from behind the rocks, he gave a whistle.
imbued with t he idea th at t hey wer e going to become decidedly
This was immediately answered, and he knew that it was I richer in a ver y sho rt time.
·
Hank who had responded.
It is not at all strange that a band of villains could be got
Then two by two as many as twenty men appeared, all together in such a short time, fo r there were so many worthmounted.
Jess fellows hanging about who were r eady to do anything for
Captain Barry's face wore a smile of pleasure just then, but the sake of gaining a few dollars.
·
no one was close enough to see it.
Captain Barry r eally had no intention of dividing up the
"The Indians are here all right," he muttered, as he saw spoils with them .
some of them riding with the white men.
Hank was abo ut the only man he cared for, and it was not a
" Well, Cap., " Hank called out, as he halt ed near the wa iting : great deal he car ed for him.
.
j . Still, as he r~ e along at ~he h~ad. of the band, h e thought
leader, " her e we are."
"I am a little surprised to see you. I thought perhaps you it would be adv1sa1:J le to assis_t him if for no other r_eason.
h ad been made a prisoner by Young Wild West," Barry anAs far as the Indians went, it occurred t o him that it would
swer ed, as he gripped the villain's hand heartlly.
be a good idea if t hey were all shot while making the attack,
"Oh. the three of us got away as well as you, Cap. But wa and he made up his mind to try and arrange it so this would
didn't have no chance to dig up that steep place on horseba ck. h appen.
.
.
.
We jest went the other way, an' managed to git along all right.
Th ey cover ed the gr ound rapidl)'., and in due tim~ were so
The only harm that was done at all was that Tom's ear was cl~se to th e blockhouse t hat Capt ain Barry gave the word to
touched by a bullet. But that didn't amount to much. One of bring the horses down to a walk.
them passengers fired at him. It wasn't Young Wild West or
Then they proceeded a lon~ slowly, and as the;r r ounded a
his pards. They didn't seem to want to hurt us."
bend and saw the old-fashioned Jog stru cture m t he star"Well, I'm mighty glad you're here. How did you come to light, t he lead er dismounted.
meet the rest?"
H e called Han k and Blll and order ed them to see to It that
no one left the spot un t il he returned.
"Oh, me an' Tom an' Jingo come out of the cave about fif.
t een minutes ago, thinkin' as how we would venture over to
Then leaving his horse ther e, Captain Barry slipped along
the settlement. Then it wasn't Jong afore we heard a crowd through the darkness and sneaked up to t he stockade gate.
comin'. Y.le waited in the bushes, an' when I seen who some
It took h im but a moment t o fi nd that it was secured, and
of 'em was comin', I knowed right away that you must have that it could no\ be opened without for ce.
But he was not at all dismayed, an d moving around t o that
seen 'em. I called out to 'em, an' it didn't take more than two
minutes for everybody to know that things was jest right. part of t he fence t hat was close to the bar n and stable, he began mak ing a careful examination.
They told us that they was to meet you at the big tree here,
Barry had been at the blockhouse several times, and he had
so we come back wit h 'em."
'
I'm
awfully
glad
that
they
didn't
shoot
or
catch
you,"
not
fail ed to observe that in some places the stockade was in
"
need of r epairs.
Barry declared. "Now then, how many men have we here?"
H e was now looking for a chance to tear a portion of lt
"Twenty-one, countin' the Injuns."
a.way ·without making much noise.
As luck would have it, he was not long In finding the very
"Good! I'll ma.ke twenty-two. That certainly ought to be
enough t o fix up things in l)Toper shape."
"What are you goln' to do, Cap.?" Ha.nk asked, rather a.nx- spot he was looking for.
lously.
Two of the heavy palings had rotted close to the ground,
" Clean out the blockhouse."
and when be caught h old of one of them be bad little or no
difficulty in pulling it outward, thus formi ng an aperture that
" H ow many is in. it, do you s'pose?"
was easil y four inches in width.
"Well, Young Wild West _and his gang must be ~here, i:nd the
Having r emoved one of them, it did not take Jong to get the
five passe:ngers a:nd the dnver of the stage certam!y will stop next one loose, and then t aking the first one, he used it for a
ther e until mornmg. With the old fellow who is in charge of pry and succeeded in gettin" four more removed
the place, that will make about, nine or ten that we have to
"I think that Is pretty go; d for the few minut~s I have been
taJi:e care of. Th~ females wont count for anything, or the working," he thought, as be arose to bis fe et and surveyed his
Chmamen, el th er.
work. "Now then, I imagine it Is going to be very easy to
"I don't know about that, Cap.," the fellow called Tom spoke 1I take possession of the blockhouse and dispose of Young Wild
up. "There's loop-holes in that blockhouse, an' most likely ; West and bis partners. Come t o think of it I'll let the redthem gals kin shoot putty straight. It won't be like flghtin' , skins sneak in her e and hide themselves ab~ut the building
in the open with them, you know. All they've got to do ls to They are out for anything and if one of them happens to get
put their rifles through the holes a.n' shoot away as fast as shot the others w111 be w;ought to a frenzy in no time and
they have a mind to."
they will spare no one. It may be a little hard upon the fe" I know that," and the captain smiled. • "But don't think for males, but I can't help It. I want revenge, and I want that
an Instant that we are going to ride right up there and give money, and I am going to have both."
·
them a cha.nee to shoot us. I bav~ a plan in view which I will
The villain app eared just as cool as If he was merely i;>landlsclose a llttle later on. The thing to do now is to get over . µIng a legitimate piece of business whi:reby be might gain a
there and do it in a way so It will not be known when we few dollars.
arrive. Now then, ~. want you all to dismount and walk up
Leaving the opening just as be bad made it, b,e made his
here one at a time.
way back to the waltlnlf band.
"How about it Cap.?" Hank asked, eagerly.
"All right, we'll do that mighty quick," spoke up Bill, the
villainous cowboy, who had been engaged to get the party to"Everything ls all right," was the reply. "I have fixed it so
gether .
we can get Inside the stockade and sneak right up to the
Every man dismounted, and then Hank came up first and house."
passed before the leader .
" But that won't do much good if we can't git in, 'cause they
" You're all right. Pass on," Barry said.
kin shoot through the loop-holes jest the same."
Tom came next, and the same words ca.me from the leader's
"I know they can. But we want to wait until they go to
lips.
. ·
bed."
The rest followed, one at a. time, and each was asked if he I "Oh, I see."
was going to stick, the reply invariably being in the afflrma- 1 "Yes, I thought we had better wait until midnight. It will
tive.
l be a little tiresome, of course, but sometimes a fellow ls well
· Captain Barry seemed satisfied, and then taking his horse ' paid for waiting."
by the bridle, he placed his foot In the stirrup; but before 1 "Well, you ki n bet I'm willln' to wait. You know how the
mounting he said:
i thing oughter be done, an' I'm leav!n' It to you."
"Well boys, we are going to make a good haul between now i "Very well. We'll ride over the other side of the hill among
and to-~orrow mornln-g, and you can bet that you all will I the trees, and then we' ll r est there until midnight. That's
be well paid for sticking to me. I want you to bear in mind . about the best way we can do It, I think. By that time I'll
that Young W!ld West and his part ners have got to go under. : have my mind made up just how we are going to go about It."
They must never leave that blockhouse alive. If we can't fix I The Indians sermed r ather eager to make the attack rlgbt
them all a ny other way, we'll set fire to It and burn them, or ' away.
•
.
shoot them down when they come out. Now then, we'll be off." I They h ad long been waiti1;1g for the ~bance to st ~rt on the
Into the saddle he swung, and his hor.se started off at a , w!lrpath , but b ad feared to cw so, knowmg that their numb.ar
canter.
' was so few-

I
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Now that they had villainous white men to lead them on, it
·
was different.
They cared nothing for what might happen, zince they
seemed to think that they could run as much risk as the
others.
But Bill, the cowboy, was not long in persuadl.ng them that
It was best to wait, so they gave in, and the result was that
the whole band went over to the spot Barry had indicated,
and they prepared to wait until midnight.
Eager as the Indians had been to make the attack right
away, they proved to be the best waiters, after all.
But it was due to their dispositions, for a redskin has been
known to wait for days for the chance he wa.'I looking for.
The white villains fidgeted about uneasily as the night wore
on.
Even Captain Barry grew restless, and -more than· once he
walked about through the darkness to kill time.
But at length he struck a match and looked at his watch,
finding it was twelve o'clock.
Then he hastened back to his companions, for at that time
he happened to be quite a few yards from them in a patch of
woods.
, "Boys," he said, in a low tone of voice, "if they are not
asleep now, the chances are they never will be. Come on.
We'll leave the horses right here. It is no~ more than a hundred yards to the stockade, and I hardly think we wlll have
to come and mount them in a hurry."
Then he drew them out into an open place, so he might
better look them over.
Not one of the redskins was possessed of a rifle.
The villainous men who had been hanging about the settlement had none, either, but Hank, Tom and Jingo, the redskin
who was really a member of the road a.gent band, each had a
carbine.
Barry quickly selected these three . .
"I want you to lie behind the rocks and open fire upon the
blockhouse in case any one happens to come out," he eaid.
"The redskina will eneak into the stockade and hide themselves wherever they can. Then the rest will rush up and
force down the gate. The noise w111 surely arouse those inside,
and while they are looking after the front the redskins can
sneak up and work their way inside the house. They'll know
what to do without any telling."
Every one of them could understand English thoroughly,
and they certainly did know what to do.
Again assuring them that they would be well rewarded for
what they did, the road agent leader motioned Bill to lead the
Indians around' to the opening he had made.
Then they all walked forward in a stealthy manner, and
stopping at the stockade gate with the rest, Captain Barry
watched Bill as he took the redskin all!es around toward the
barn and sheds.
It was not long before Bill came back, nodding his head in a
way that told that everything was all right. ·
"Are they all inside?" Barry asked.
"Yes, I told them to look around for any hidin' place they
could git to, an' when they heard the firin' commence they
was to try an' git inside the house."
"That's all right, then. Now then, let'e get at this gate."
"Want us to stay here?" Hank asked.
"No, you get behind the rocks and stay over there. We are
going to light out as soon as any on!) comes out of the house.
There's no need of us remaining here, to be shot down."
•• All right, Cap.," and Hank nodded to Tom and Jingo and
they quickly went. over to the rocke.
The rest then brought forth a log that had been carried
there for the purpose, and advanced upon the gate, striking
it a heavy blow.
The noise it made must have been startling to any one not
expecting it, and before the echoes had -died out there was
another crash.
The gate wae not so strongly fastened, after all, and one
·
or the hinges gave way.
"Once more, boys!" exclaimed Barry, who was watching
sharply.
Again the heavy log etruck the gate, and it fell with a cras-h.
But just then two sharp reports rang out and two of Barry's
associates threw up their hands and fell to the ground.
That was quite enough for the villainous leader of the allied
forces, and away he dashed for cover.
Crang, crang!
Two more shots rang out from t.he loop-holes of the block-

hoU8e, and as he looked over his shoulder he eaw that he had
but four men following him.
Crang!
A bullet whistled paet Barry's ear, just as he reached the
cover, and thanking his etars for having been missed, he
darted behind a rock, and then fled for the spot where the
horses had been left.

CHAPTER VIII.
WILD SURPRISES THE ATTACKING PABTY.

Young Wild West had said there would be no more poker.
playing that night, and Tommy Dean was perfectly willing to
the arrangement, after he had been called so hard by the boy.
"Hop," the young deadshot said, turning to the clever Qhinee, "I reckon you had better put all the money you won on
the table. The rest will do the same thing."
"I didn't win anything!" the stage-driver exclaimed, with a
shake of his head.
"And I didn't win anything," one of the passengers declared.
":r lost."
"So did I," came from the other.
"Misler Tommy allee samee win, Mieler Wild," Hop explained, blandly.
"Probably he did. But I think you put the money that was
lying on the table in your pocket while I was taking care of
Tom," came the reply.
"Allee light, Misler Wild, me takee outtee velly muchee
.
quickee," and the Chinaman promptly did so.
"Now then, Hop, you know exactly what you had at the
start, eo just take out your own money and give the others
what belongs to them. That will be the best way to settle this
thing. While I am pretty sure that Tommy meant to cheat
you out of all he could, I'll let him off this time."
"It was fair enough for me to cheat as long as the heathen
was doin' it," the card sharp said, rather sheepishly.
"It c·ouldn't be fair to cheat, Tommy. You ought to know
that."
"Well, what I meant by it was that I had as much right to
do it as he did."
"Probably so. But you were willing to take the money from
the others who were playing a square game."
Thie crushed him completely, and he watched Hop as he
counted out what belonged to each of them.
"I reckon that's about right," the driver eaid, as he took his
share. "It was a great game, but It wound up mighty suddenUke," and then he looked at Wild and grinned.
They all took what belonged to them, and then Dove-eye
Dave cha.l lenged Cheyenne Charlie to a game of checkers, and
the two at once ·sat own.
But Tommy Dean had enough of it-for one night, so it was
not Jong before he took off some of his clothing and crept
into one of the bunks.
The other passengers waited for about an hour, and then
they did the same.
Hop looked over at them grinningly, but Wild shook his
head and said:
"No practical joking to-night, Hop. You may as well go to
the t ent and turn in."
"Allee light, l\ilisler Wild," and it was not long before the
Celestial went out of the house and sought the tent, where
Wing was already asleep.
The girls sought their room about ten o'clock, and it was
not long after that before Wild, Charlie and Jim went out and
entered the tent,
"Are you going to keep a watch to 1night, Wild?" Jim Dart
asked.
"Certainly," was the reply. "While nothing may happen at
all, It will be best to be on the safe side. About the only time
that a watch shouldn't be k8Pt is when we are stopping at a
hot el. We are at this old blockhouse now, and we know pretty
well that a gang of road age-n ts are aware of the fact that a
Jot of money is here. Then again, they certainly m1,1st have
It in for us for having spoiled their chances of taking it from
the stage-coach. Keep a watch? Well, I should say so. How
about it, Cl1arlie?"
"You kin bet your life we'll keep a watch," the scout re'
torted.
"All right. I'll take first trick as ueual," Jim said, "Gp
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ahead and turn in and you can bet that if anything goes wr ong
I'll know all about it before any r eal h arm can be done."
A few minutes later the· young deadshot and the scout were
lying upon their blankets in the tent.
They knew that the girls were perfectly safe Inside the
blockhouse, and that Jim Dart would surely be vigilant enou gh
to discover the approach of any one who might come sneaking
up for the purpose of spying.
It happened that there was a big tree not far from the
house, and it was under this that the tent had been pitched.
'!'here being plenty of foliage on the tree, it could hardly
be seen from th e stable and shed, especially in the night-time.
Jim took his rifle and went over and sat down under the
tree.
It was a balmy night, and all was stlll.
About the only sounds the boy could hear was the occasional
stamping of the horses In the stable.
Used to that sort of thing, he did not grow at all sleepy,
and gradually the minutes flitted by and midnight came.
In a few minutes it would be time to arouse Cheyenne Charlie and change places with him, and just as Jim was rising to
his feet to walk about to loosen up his joints he heard peculiar sounds from the direction of the stable.
The boy was on the alert Instantly.
Behind the tree he stepped, and then he watched In the
·
direction the sounds came from.
What was his surprise a few seconds later when be saw the
• slouching form of a man appear through the darkness.
But that was not all.
.Another followed, and then stlll another.
Jim did not move, for be wanted to wait for further developments.
It was too dark for him to see that -they were Indians, for
they were not close enough, anyhow.
When he saw three more appear and knew that they gathered in a body under the shed, he dropped upon his hands
_
and knees and crept to the tent.
Touching Wild on the arm, he placed his mouth close to his
ear and whispered:
.
"Wake up."
Young Wild West, trained to be aroused In a hurry, quickly
·
raised to a sitting posture.
".A lot of men are in the stockade," Jim said.
"What!" exclaimed Wild, in a low tone of voice.
Then he seized his rifle and quickly crept ouside, while Jim
aroused the sleeping scout.
Wild did not have to wait more than a few seconds before
he saw that Jim had told nothing but the truth.
The group of Indians who had slipped in throu gh the opening in the stockade and had halted under the shed, now began
moving about, scattering as they did so.
Young Wild West quickly saw by their movements that
they were Indians, and somewhat surprised, though not at all
disconcerted, he got ready for business.
While he did not want to open fire on them and shoot them
down without a chance, he felt very much like doing so.
Seeing that they were not coming directly to the house, he
whispered to Jim, who was close behind him now, and told
him to arouse the two Chinamen and get them inside the house
as quickly as possible.
The door opening into the cellar was not fastened, so it did
not take long to get them inside.
"Now then, boys," the young deadshot whlspe'ted, as he
• crouched close to the open door of the cellar, "we'll wait for
those felldws to come to the house. Just a.s soon as they do so
I'll let them know that we are r eady for them, and then I'll
order them to surrender. If they don't do it we will have to
shoot, that's all."
But the Indians did not seem Inclined to come very close to
the blockhouse.
Most of them had disappeared In the darkness, and our
friends knew they were hiding somewher e.
They soon understood why this was, for a crash sounded
at the gate.
As It was r epeated, Young Wild West quickly said:
"Boys, you stay right here and take care of the redskins.
I'll go upstairs and help stave off the attack. This Is a clever
' piece of work, but you can bet your life that we are not going
to be beaten. The road agents have obtained Indian all!es,
and they mean to make a quick job of It by attacking us from
both the inside and out. Now then, you know what to do."
The gate was broken down just then, and as Wild was hurrying up the narrow flight of stairs, he heard two shots fired.
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Then there was a big commotion In the house, for every one
was awake.
Th<.>r e was no light In t he house, and just as the young dead·
shot r eached the t op of the stairs, tw~ more rifle shots rang
out.
"Hello, ther e!" he called out.
" Is that you, Wild?" the voice of old Dove-eye Dave answered.
"Yes."
"I r eckon ther e's a big gang after us. I jest pumped some
lead into fo ur of 'em. They smashed the gate down."
"I heard th·e crash, but ther e are already quite a few Indians inside the stockade. They almost caught us napping,
Dave."
'"l'hat's all right. They'll never git inside this blockhouse,
th ough; I don't care If there's fifty of 'em. Where's Charlie
an' Jim?"
" Downstairs watching the r edskins."
The boy then climbed upon a stool and peered t hrough one
of the loop-holes.
There was no one In sight.
H e could see the gate hanging by one hinge and almost
down, but Dove-eye Dave had certainly ca.used the attacking
party to scatter.
As t h ere wer e loop-holes on all sides of the blockhouse, they
would be able to pick off the Indians In case they made the
attack from that direction.
Arietta called out just then, and a few seconds later she
appeared, rifle In hand.
"I'm r eady to fight, Wild," she declared. "Just tell me what
to do."
" All r ight, li ttle girl. Get right over there and wat ch
through one of those loop-holes. There are redskins behind the
house. "
" Redskins!" the girl echoed.
"Yes, and white villains, too, though they are not inside
just now."
"Very well, Wild. I'll do all I can, you can bet."
Then the girl went to the kitchen and found the squaw with
a lighted lantern In her hand and acting as if she was half
frigh t ened t o death.
A savage yell went up just then, and If Arletta had not been
told the Indians were there she would surely have known it
now.
"Get In the other room with that lantern," she said to the
squaw. "Hurry up!"
But Johnny, the boy, appeared just then, and taking hla
mother by the arm, ne hurried her into the dining-room.
.Arletta then took her position at one of the loop-hol,es.
She could see pretty well outside, and noticing a couple ot
dark forms sneaking along close to the stable, she unhesitatingly pushed the barrel of her rifle through and, taking aim at
one of them, pulled the trigger.
Crang!
As the sharp report rang out the death cry of a brave
1
soun ded.
The brave girl was very calm, too, but this was not strange,
since It was not the first Indian she had ever shot.
But the loss of one of their number completely silenced the
r edskins for the time being, and the girl could see nothing
mo r e of them.
Aft er a wait of about five minutes shots were fired from
outside the stockade.
But the bullets merely buried theme:elves into the logs of the
blockhouse.
Wild went through every part of the house and found the
stage-coach passengers and the driver on duty, ready to deal
out a deadly fire through the loop-holes with their revolvers.
He stationed· t hem in different places, so there would be no
chance for an attack to be made without the villains being
seen, and then he went downstairs to see how his two partners
were making out.
H e found th em standing in the open door.
"I heard you shoot," the scout remarked, tho moment the
young dead shot appeared. "Did you git him?"
"You didn't h ear me shoot yet, Cha.rile," was the reply,
" Arietta shot one of the redskins. How ls it you couldn't see
them from her e ? She says she saw two sneaking along over
by the shed."
"We can't see the shed very well from here, Wild," Jim Dart
answer ed, quickly. "Certainly there has been no redskin to
come in our sight."
"Probably they know you are here, and that's why they ""
keeping out of sight."
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"I hear 'em," Cheyenne Charlie said, in a very low whisper.
and see if we can't find where the scoundrels are."
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"Stay right here, then, until r get Dave."
Young Wild West bad no idea bow many they would find
So saying, the boy hurried upstairs.
his mind that it was a danDove-eye Dave was more than willing to do guard duty be- there, but It never once entered
thing to do.
low, and he quickly went down and told Charlie and Jim that gerous
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Knowing lhat some of the Indians must surely
That meant that they were entitled to be shot down without
stable or barn, Wild decided to go there first of all.
After telling Arietta to keep a sharp watch along with the quarter.
H e beckoned for his two partners to follow him, and then
rest, and assuring Anna and Eloise that everything would be
through the bushes.
all right, he went on downs tairs and was just in time to meet crept along noiselessly
, It happened that Captain Barry had made his way back to
Charlie and Jim as they were starting to come up.
had been left without delay, thank- ""'\Ve'll go out this way, boys," he said, in a whisper. "Prob- the place where the horsesescaped being hit by the bullet that
. ably the front of the house ·is being watched, and if the door ing his stars that he had
close to him.
was to open they would know somebody was coming out. Now came so Tom
and Jingo had given up the idea of remaining
Hank,
the first thing to do is to come along this way. But we have
and they had followed him as well as the
got to be very careful. Get on your hands and knees and fol- behind the rocks, too,
rest of the white villains.
low me."
They had not been there a great while before all but four
Out went the boy, after making sure that there were no redof the Indians showed up.
skins to be seen.
received, and
Pretty badly scared at the reception they had
of their number had been slain,
He crept toward the tent, and then around it, until he was knowing that at least four there for a while.
they were content to remain
right .close to th e stockade wall.
It seemed that the redskins had the starch pretty well taken
Charlie and Jim were right after him, and in this manner
and they were mumbling among
they moved on until they were within a few yards of the place out of them, so to speak,
had become of the four who
what
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The young deadshot feared that the Indians might have had failed to show up.
Captain Barry became a little cool, and he was just trying
stolen the horses, and he did not wa nt to lose Spitfire, even
ease their minds by stating that four of the white men had
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Wild and his IJartners were In time to hear him say this,
there was no front to it, he motioned h is partners to remain
they felt jubilant over it, for to find their enemies in a
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Wild now knew that ther e was
Not until they were within a dozen yards of the near est of
Indians among the animals.
Stepping lightly forward, he was just in time to see a sed- the group did they stop.
Only a small growth of bushes which fringed the open spot
skin start to leave the shed, with the halters of two horses
between them.
was
in his hand.
Wild quickly counted the assemblage, and when h e found
The boy did not hesitate a second, but <JUickly changing his
of them he was not at all dismayed.
revolver around be gripped the barrel, and then leaped ror- that there were fourteen
Beckoning to Jim, he crept back a short distance, and when
ward and brought the butt heavily up on the Indian's head.
Dart reached him, be said:
It was a crashing blow, and the fell6w could but fal l.
"Yo u go back to the house a nd tell all the men but Dave and
A gasp came from his lips, a nd th en he lay silent upon the
two Chinamen to come here to help us out. I think we
the
ground.
them alive. Fetch a couple of
·' I guess I hit him hard enough to fix him," the boy thought, can corral this gang and take
and then leaving the horses right there, he moved on further. lariats with you."
Jim gave a nod and slipped away through the bushes.
. But it appeared that only one of the Indians had come
Then Wild returned to Charlie and told him in a low whisper
there, and in three or four minutes the boy satisfied h imself
that they must wait.
on th is point.
It was fully ten minutes before Jim crept up to them.
"Well, boys,'' he said, as he joined his waiting partners, "I
driver and stage-coach passengers were right behind
The
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This being done, the boy was r eady to act.
Charlie and Jim accompanie d him, and after they were sure
"Now then," he said to Charlie and Jim, "come on."
that all the horses were secured once more, they looked about
The next minute the dashing young deadshot sprang to his
stockade
e
th
in
break
the
discovering
and were not long in
and, with a revolver in either hand, appeared before the
feet
fence.
group of villains.
astounded
redeadshot
young
the
"Pretty good, boys, I should say,"
"Hands up!" he exclaimed. "You are surrounded !"
marked, as he paused before opening. "The wood must have
been pretty rotten, I suppose, and it was easy for them to
break it down. Now then, I'll take a look at the other side
before we venture through."
CHAPTER IX.
Tt happened that there was a level str etch of ground with
WHAT ARIETTA DID,
nothing like a tree or rock within a few yards, so he satisfied
himself that there were no Indians there, and then stepped on
If ever there was an astounded villain, it was Captain Barry,
through.
so suddenly appeared before him.
His two partners followetl him, an<l. then they went on to when Young Wild West
The command the boy uttered told him Instantly that he
tile corner of the stockade and turned toward the front.
Nothiug did they see of any one, and after waiting for a was in a tight place.
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"That's the talk, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "We'll
Many tfmes had he given a similar command himself( but
hang the sneakin' coyote an' do it mighty quick.·,
this was thP first time he had ever received one.
The young deadshot said nothing to this, for he !mew the
Howpver, he lost no time in raising his hands.
scout did not mrnn it.
But not so with all of them. •
He quickly picked out the leader of the gang, and holding
'l'he villain call<¥1 Hank saw but one person before him, and
the lantern close to his facr, scanned it thoroughly, and th en
he made a move to pull his gun .
It was a fatal move, however, for Cheyenne Charlie was so said:
·' So you're Captain Barry, are you?"
close that he cou ld see what he intended to do, and his re"I don 't know as it matters who I am, " was the rather cool
volver spoke in a twinkling.
reply. "You have got me, and that's enough."
Hank dmpped down, adding one more to the death list.
"Yes, I have got you all right. You wanted to get me, but
As the shot rang out, a shout went up from the men who had
you didn't. Quite a nice scheme you worked, forcing a hole
spread themselves about the group of scoundrels.
"Hands up!" Young Wild W1,st again sho uted. "It is your In the fence and letting the redskins in so they could have a
chance to get Inside th e house while you were storming it
only chance of living."
from the front. You are a clever scoundrel, Captain Barry,
Crac,k, crack, crack !
. Th~ Indians began firing, evidently thinking It was best to but you played your game and you have lost."
"Go on and say what you want to," was the reply. "I'm
fight it out, and not permit themselves to be captured.
Some of them started to flee toward the horses, which were not dead yet, and I don't mean to give up, either ."
Wild looked over the rest, but failed to r ecognize any of
but a short distance away, and it happened that they ran
tb('m.
·
almost upon the driver and one of the other men.
They promptly opened fire on them, and they fell quickly
"Now then," he said to the scout, "just get another rope. I
enough.
r eckon we'll keen· them right where they are for the balance
By this time the white villains had their hands over their of the p.ight. We'll put the rope about their necks, making a
h('ads.
half hitch for each one of them, and then tie the ends high
Tlwy all )mew the fate of Hank, an d were afraid to put up a eno ugh so they will be forced to stand until we get ready to
fight.
move with them. If t hey get ti r ed and want to lie down, they
Wild's two partners stepped up, and while Jim was relieving will simply bang themselves, that's all."
them of their weapons, Charlie tied their hands 11ecurely toCheyenne Charlie was very agreeable to this, and In less
geU1er and passed the rope about each one of them, hitching than ten minutes the thing had been arranged to bis comit tightly.
plete satisfaction.
The driver and the rest of them were giving chase to three
Then he insisted on making an inspection of each of the
of the Indians who had got away from them, but when Wild knots that tied their hands.
heard half a dozen shots fired, followed by a shout of triumph,
But eve rything was all right.
he knew that they must have settled accounts with the redThey certainly could not get free without the assistance of
sk'ns.
some one.
This proved to be t rue, for th e men quickly came back and
By the time all this had been done it was getting on toward
assisted in making the rest of the gang secure.
o'clock.
two
"Well, boys," the young deadshot said, in bis cool and easy
No one thought of going to sleep aga in, so the result was
way, as he gave a nod of satisfaction at the result of the clever that another lantern was lighted and the stage-coach passenwork he had engineered, "there are still four r edskins missing. gers sat down in front of the house, declaring that they were
T hardly think we will be bothered with them, for most likely going to remain there until daylight came.
they have sneaked away. But they have no horses, so that
Of course, the girls bad come out to view the prisoners, and
means that they might hang around, waiting for a chance to were more or less excited at the start.
steal some. We'll take the prisoners and the horses here into
But they were quite calm when Young Wild West entered
the stockade, a nd when daylight comes we'll run them all the dining-room of the house and advised them to go to their
eith er to the settlement or over to the mining camp. I haveq't rooms a nd get a' little more sleep.
made up my m ind which place to go to, but we'll talk it over
Arietta wanted to stay up, but she was easily persuaded to
with Dove-eye Dave and let him decide. Come on."
with Anna and Eloise.
go
The prisoners did not. attempt to lag when they were started
Dove-eye Dave advised that the prisoners should be taken
by the scout and the stage-coach driver, and they went along,
settlement rather than the mining camp, since It was
tied together, in single file, Jim pulling upon the end of the to the closer
to the little town where the sheriff lived, so Wild
much
rope.
that course.
Il)si de the stockade they were led, ancl then when Dart had decid ed upon
About the only one asleep in the house at that time 11as
looped the rope about a post, he hastened to the door and
Wing, the cook.
called out:
Of co urse, be had h eard the shooting and shouting, but
"Strike a light. Everything is all right now. We have the when
be found that there appeared to be no immediatE' danger,
bunch of t.hrm here."
had dropped off to sleep again.
It was not long before the Indian boy appeared with a la n- heKnowing that the four Indians who had been missed by
tern.
their companions must surely be around somewher e, Wild saw
"Go on and light a couple of lamps, Johnny, " Wild told him, to
it that a sharp watch was kept in all directions until daywent.
Johnny
house
the
into
back
and
light.
each
of
face
the
at
closely
looked
and
lantern
the
took
Wild
But nothing was seen of them, and finally when it 1s.rew light
of the prisoners.
he made the rounds inside the stoc-kade, looking>intq
The first one he recognized was Jingo'. the redskin, who had enough
place that he thought might possibly conceal them.
been under the big oak with the leader 0f the gang and the every
"You don't think they are any where in here, do you, Wild?"
other two villains.
called out, as she ran from the house and joined him.
"Well, redskin," he said, "how do you feel now? I reckon Arietta
"I don't know, Et," was the reply. "They might be hanging
you won't attempt to bold up a stage-coach again or attack around somewhere. They w!ll hardly· leave without horses,
a blockhouse, eith er."
they dare not go back where they came from."
" Ugh!" Jingo answered, scowlingly, for even though be for
true. But you can fee l pretty sure that they are
must have known that he was due to spend a few years in in "'!'bat's
the woods somewhere, and not close to the house."
prison, if nothing worse, he hated the boy so thoroughly that
"Pr obably you are ri ght, little girl. But just the same I
h e could not help showing it.
am going to keep a good watch. Did you sl°eep much after you
Wild struck the fellow called Tom the very next one.
to bed for the second time?"
'·So you' r e alive yet, too, eh?" he said. "Where are the went
"No, Wild, I didn't."
other two?"
"Well, it's all right. Probably you will have a better chancQ
"There's Captain Barry close to the end of the line," was
But say, Et, it certainly was a great haul we made..
the r eply. "The other feller you're speakin' about got shot to-night.It? "
wasn't
'cause he tried to pull his gun when you surprised us."
"Indeed it was, Wild. Who wou ld have thought that you
"Oh, is that so? All right, then. Captain Barry is the man
I want. It seems a shame to have him ti ed along with the r est could have corraled the gang so easily as all that?"
"Oh, I don't know. We have done such things before."
of t he bun ch. He Is certainly deserving of something better
Then the two return ed to the house, and found the squaw
than that. Perhaps a rope around his neck and the other end
of it over the li1mb of a tree would be a proper position for him kindling a fire in the big cooking stove.
"That's the,i dea, Muddy I•'ace," Wild called out, u h e ~
to be placed in."
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The other two came up, one after the other, and were quick·
1ngly nodded to her. "Get some hot coffee as soon as you
ly disarmed.
can."
"There you are, Wild!" Arietta exclaimed, pointing at the
The squaw nod ded antl seemed pleased at being addressed
by him, for by ,this time she had learned to regard him as prisoners in triumph. "I~am satisfied now, for if I had not
being something superior to the average run of men and followed Johnny to watch him discover Hie mistake he was
making, those fellows would surely have made their escape.
boys.
Picking up a pail, she called for her son to get some water. No doubt they were tired of remaining there any longer, and
"Now you jest watch him," Dove-eye Dave said to. Wild, who meant to take a desperate chance."
"That's all right, little girl. We have got the three, and
was standing close by. "He'll start right for the dry well, as
he does every time. He's forgot all about it bein' dried up, that's all there is left. There were four of them missing, and
an' that we filled the barrels last night. Jest watch, an' see if one you shot, so he's accounted for."
By this time the whole crowd was out of the blockhouse.
. I ain't right."
T.he majority of them were surprised, for they did not know
Johnny took the pail from his mother and, opening the door,
what was going on.
went out upon the platform and down the steps.
When Cheyenne Charlie fired the shot they thought another
Arietta went after him, hardly able to suppress a laugh.
As she was descending the steps she saw one of the planks gang had attacked the place, and the most of them went to the
loop-holes.
that covered the old well drop suddenly.
"So you caught the missin' ones, did you, Wild?" Dove-eye
This startled her, for no one was there, and she could not
Dave sat'd, as he came out, smiling grimly.
imagine what caused it.
"You bet," was the reply. "Arietta got them. That makes
"Wait a minute, Johnny," she called out, as she ran down
four for her, and I think that's doing pretty well."
the steps.
"She's the gal what kin do it every time. So she was the
The ,boy turned, and then he looked at the pail 1n his hand
one to find out that they was in the old well, 'eh?"
and became somewhat confused.
"Yes."
"I forgot," he said. "I must go over to the brook."·
"How did she find it out?"
"No, you needn't do that. You can get the water right in
"By following Johnny Muddy Face."
the house. Don't you remember that we filled some barrels
"Oh! There's that fool standin' there with the pail in h1s
last night?"
hand yet. Say, you little Injun galoot, take that pail in the
"Oh, yes, miss. I'm a fool. Forgive me."
"I haven't anything to forgive you for," Arietta answered, house. Your mother has got , the water long ago. Some of
all the while keeping her eyes upon the plank that covered these times after a good rain an' the well's full of water, you'll
tumble in it an' drown."
the hole.
The boy looked sheepish enough and hurried into the house.
She was just about to say something .more when one of the
The three Indians were quickly led around and tied along
Planks turned squarely over and she caught a glimpse of a
with the rest of the gang, and then Young Wild West as well as
human hand.
Then she ran up close to the spot and caught sight of two the rest of the inmates of the blockhouse were not long in getting something to eat.
or more India~s crouching in the dry well.
Anna lent her assistance to the squaw, and they had quite a
One of them saw her, and they at once made a move to get
out of the place they had no doubt been hiding 1n for some breakfast.
It is needless to say that they all ate quite heartily, for in
hours.
"Wild! Wild!" shouteg. Arietta, as the tufted heads of the spite of what had happened and the loss of sl.eep they had suffered, their appetites were as good as ever.
Indians appeared from the hole.
The breakfast over with, the driver was not long in hitching
"Here I am, Et!" and the young deadshot came out and
the horses to the stage-coach.
leaped straight for the tricky redskins.
Then Wild saw to it that the money-box was placed upon
If Wild had not been right in the doorway at the time he
the top of the stage and strapped into place.
could hardly have appeared upon the scene so quickly.
"You fellows will have quite a story to tell when you git
Cheyenne Charlie came right after him, and seeing that they
had no chance to get away, the Indian dropped back into the -over to Perry's Flat," he said to the passengers. "But you can
feel ptetty sure that you won't be bothered by any road agents
hole.
op the way."
Crang!
"That's right, Young Wild West," Tommy Dean answered,
The scout fired unhesitatingly, and the bullet caused one of
as he shook the boy's hand. "I hope you won't hold any
the planks to turn over.
"Hold on, Charlie," Wild said, in his cool and easy way. grudge agin me for the way I acted last night. I've made up
"There is no need of killing them in that fashion. We have my mind never to cheat in a game of poker ag'in, an' it'-s all
got them in a trap, so we'll just make them come out of their through that."
"Well, Tommy, I hope you stick to that, for some of these
own accord."
"Let me do it, Wild," Arietta spoke up, for she was now times you might get shot for it. Good-by."
Then he shook hands with the rest of them, and the stagequite calm again. "I have taken some part in resistin g the
attack of the apies, as we must call them. Let me make those coach went rattling oft toward the nµning camp.
A little later Cheyenne Charlie and Dove-eye Dave mounted
Indians come out."
"Be careful what you do, Et," the boy advised. ";tVIaybe their horses and started for the settlement.
The scout and Dove-eye Dave made very good time, and they
they are desperate and they wouldn't hesitate to shoot you.
They certainly are armed, for I saw a revolver in one of their had no difficulty in finding a deputy sheriff, who quickly
formed a posse and accompanied th em back to the blockhouse.
hands."
Then the prisoners were turned over to the deputy, who
"That's all right," the girl answered, and then, revolver in
was so amazed that he could not find words to express himhand, she stepped direct to tlie well.
With her foot she pushed aside a plank, ap.d then reaching . self.
"That's all right," Wild told him. "You fellows had no idea
over so her gun pointed square downward, she exclaimed:
"Now then, redskins, come uut one at a time. If you don't, of what was going on last night. But it's all over now, and I
hope you will see to it that these fellows are landed in jail."
·
I'll shoot."
"Uh!" came a guttural exclamation. "Paleface maiden no , "You kin bet your life that they'll either land in jail or die
from bullet wounds," was the reply.
shoot. Me good Indian."
After a hearty dinner Young Wild West and his friends
"Me good Indian," another said.
mounted and started for the mining camp, leaving Dove-eye
"Me good Indian, too," came from t.he third.
"You are all good now," the girl answered, laughingly. "But Dave at the blockhouse, with the assurance that they would
I doubt if either of you will ever be good until you are dead. wait a couple of days and then r eturn for him and take him
Then you certainly can't do any further harm. Now then, wlth them down to Buckhorn Ranch, where he could spend the
remainder of his days in-peace and quiet.
come out, one at a time."
One of them quickly climbed out of the hole, and rising to
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AND
his feet folded his arms and stood meekly before the girl.
REDSKIN TRAITOR; • OR, THE SIEGE IN THE SAND
THE
knife
and
revolver
the
took
Without the least hesitation she
HILLS."
from his belt.
"Here, Johnny," she called to the boy. "Just take charge
of these."
Johnny was not at all atr&ld, and he quickly did as she re1ueated.
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CURRENT NEWS _
Wbat is believed to be the largest automobile truck in
the world has gone into service in 'l'roy, N. Y. With a
wheel base of seventeen feet and a body se en by nine by
eighteen feet, it has a capacity of 6,740 loaves of breadsix tons. Firestone hard base removable tires are used.
The truck is the first of several to be installed by the
Freihofer Baking Company, of Troy, Albany and Schenectady.

enlisted in the navy of Great Britain is 136,000. There
is also a naval reserve of 26,200 men. The number of men
enlisted in the German navy is 35,000. There is also a
naval reserve of 110,000 men. The number of men enlisted in the Japanese navy is 49,389 men. There i~ also
a naval reserve of 114,000 men.

Fifteen hundred Navajo Indians who rallied in defense of
eight renegades are reported in armed encampment on
During the past year there were 640 women studying Beautiful Mountain, thirty-five miles southwest of the
med~cine, or thirty-nine less than last year, a decrease of Shiprock agency, defying United States Marshal Hudspeth
forty below 1911 and a decrease of 367 below 1910. The to take the outlaws, who are wanted on Federal warrants
percentage of women students to the total number of charging horse. stealing, assault and bigamy. 'l'wo troops
~edical students was 3.8 as compa~ed with 3.2 last year. of cavalry now at San Antonio, Tex., have been ordered
'Ihere were 154 women graduates this year, or 3.8 per cent to the scene by the War Department. It is feared that
of all graduates. There has been a very marked decrease before the cavalry arrives the renegades will be joined by
in the number of women in medicine since 1910, when . many more at the command of the medicine men and of
the plural-wife men who are reported to be stirring the
there were 907 women students and 157 graduates.
Navajos to rebellion. The Indians aro fortifying on the
the summit of which is approachable by only
mountain,
Residents of Shasta, Cal., may stop trying to obtain a
road. Marshal Hudspeth returned recently
tortuous
one
chicken dinner with firearms, following the accident some
the original eleven · renegades. The eight
of
three
with
time ago when a £armer of this county shot his wife when
rallied their tribesmen before the mar~d
escaped
others
this
of
McCabe
Thomas
chicken.
a
kill
to
he was trying
town shot himself in trying to slay a plump £owl £or din- shal could reach the agency. The Indians have threatened
ner. McCabe, finding his marksmanship poor and only that if attacked they would burn the agency and kill
frightening the bird, decided to use his rifle as a club. those in cha.rge. They are led by Chief Black Horse and
Grasping it by the barrel, he swung it over his head and 150 young bucks.
the motion discharged the weapon, sending a bullet through
his hand. He had forgotten to uncock the rifle and -reckSentence on charges <:if bribery of Government officials
lessly placed his hand over the muzzle.
was pronounced the other day on Otto Eccius and Maximilian Brandt, two former employes of the Krupp armasince Oct. 23. Eccius
p~orge W. Perkins, chairman of the .•Toint Campaign ment firm, who have been on trial
to four months'
condemned
Brandt
and
$300,
fined
was
Men's
Committee of the Young Women's and Young
as he was deserved,
already
has
he
which
imprisonment,
Christian Associations, obtained permission from the
The charges
trial.
awaiting
while'
period
that
for
tained
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York, to put
the
Liebknecht,
Karl
Dr.
by
declaration
a
of
out
arose
up a giant clock on the Metropolitan tower to indicate the
corrupthat
Parliament,
Imperial
the
in
Deputy
Socialist
daily growth of the $4,000,000 fund which the Campaign
tion .was prevalent among German Army officials. Several
Committee expects to collect in the two weeks following
officials ancl Ordnance Department clerks wer e con- '
army
November 10. The clock will be larger than the Metropoliby court-martial in August receiving bribes for
victed
tan's own, and will be at a higher point, so as to be visible
information to Krupp representatives in resecret
giving
for miles. In place of hour and minute spaces the big
armament contracts; and it is reported
pending
to
gard
clock will be spaced oil' in $100,000 marks, and the adculpri,ts are being sought. ,Further proceedings
other
that
vance of: the hands will mark the progress of the collections.
are hinted at against several Di,rectors and forme r Direc\
tors of Krupps, who are accused of possessing ln1owledge
For 1912-1913 the United States Navy appropriations of the system of obtaining information from · Government
, amounted to $123,518,549 . Those of Great Britain officials. rrhe court, in explaining the sentences, said it
amounted to $220,427,000; those of Germany to $1] 1,- was proved that Brandt had paid bills for the entertain254,000; those of Japan to $46,079,050. These figures are ment in restaurants of officers who gave him information;
approximate. The statistics for 1913 are not available .at that he the~ made money loans and later .gifts of money to
present. The relative positions of the nations as naval them, the maximum amount to a single officer being 375
powers is, Great Britain first, Germany second, the United marks and .t he total of all sums 1,225 marks. The court
States third, France fourth, Japan fifth, Rus~.ia sixth, assumed that Eccius knew that Brandt was obtaining inItaly seventh, and Austria eighth. The number of men formation, whic]1 the officers were bound to keep secret,
enlisted in the navy of the United States is 57,178. There and Eccius must have known that Brandt was using th@
is also a .naval militia of 7,320 men. The number of men firm's money £or this purpose.
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OR,

THE LUCK OF A POOR BOY
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VIII (continued).
"I may come back if I don't meet w1th the kind of reeeption I like," he said; "but, anyhow, I'm going to take
rn.y chances. I don't believe those fellows will do me any
harm. I've been able to ·take care of myself up to date,
and l guess I can do it now."
So Barry shook hands with ,-rilcox and rode off up the
creek.
As Barry told Wilcox, he had posted himself abo11t the
CQndition of things at the "Eureka," as Mr. Moreley's mine
was called, and he had made his arrangements accordingly.
Leaving his new clothes at the hotel in Bqisc City, he
had dressed in his old suit, and there was nothing about
l;i.is appearance to lead one to believe that he was anything
,
but a poor boy.
A little way beyond the Black Beauty .was a small tavern
kept by the patronage of the drivers of the ore wagons who
passed back and forth from several mines further up the
creek.
Here Barry stopped and put up his horse, preferring to
go the rest of the way on foot, for it was his purpose to pass
himself off as a tramp.
He was now three miles from the Eureka, which lay on
a branch of Reese Creek, about half a mile off the regular
trail.

·

"I don't know where you ar,e striking for, boy," said the
landlord of the tavern, "but let me caution you to keep to
the trail. There's a bad gang at the old Eureka, and you
may run against them if you take the right-hand turning
when you Gome to the black rock."
"'i'hank you," replied Barry. "I shall remember what
•
·
you say and take care."
All this was very encouraging, of course.
Anybody but Barry Brown would haYe been turned
from his purpose, but with Barry it only made him the
more determined to keep on.
Night was just falling when he reached the black rock.
It was a large mMs of porphyry which had fallen down
from a ledge above. Rere he saw a well-beaten footpath
.
reading off to the right over the snow.
Barry entered upon it without the slightest hesitation.
"I shall soon be up against it now," he said to himself.
"If I could stand those train robbers I don't think I need
fear these fellows. Anyhow, I am perfectly willing to take
my chances of being able to jolly them along."
He pushed on, coming out at last in sight of a number
of ruinous buildings.
A light burned in the window of one, which appeared

'

to have once been llie boarding house of the abandoned
mine.
Barry walked boldly toward it, and had not yet reached
the door when it was suddenly thrown open, and out
rushed four men, about the toughest looking citizens he had
ever seen.
Each held a revolver, and all were talking at once in
loud, excited tones.
"Cut it short! Cut it short!" shouted one. "If he told
the truth we haven't a moment to lose."
They all wheeled around and came toward Barry on
run.

CHAPTER IX.
BA.RUY .A.ND THE VIGILA.NTS.

If Barry had been one bit less active in his moYements
than he was the chances are he would not have escaped
with his life.
When he first caught sight of the men he was close beside a small frame building which proved to be the shaft
house of the old mine, and he sprang into this just in time.
Peering out through the doorless entrance he saw the
men rush into another building, which turned out to be
a barn.
Four horses were led out and saddled in great haste.
The men then mounted and rode away.
Barry remained motionless until the clatter of hoofs had
died away in the distance, and then ventured out and
walked on to the old boarding house, in the windows of
which the light still burned.
The door stood wide open, and Barry as he peered in
drew back in horror.
Cards were scattered about on a table where bottles and
gluses stood, and close beside it, stretched upon the floor,
face downward, lay the body of a man in a pool of blood
with a long knife driven in his back.
"Good heavens! There's been murder done here!"
gasped Barry. "I wonder if he is dead?"
He had scarcely uttered these words when the man gave
a deep groan and drew up his legs spasmodically.
"By gracious, he isn't de.ad!" thought Barry. "Perhaps
I can save him. I must make a try for it, anyhow."
He ran up to the man, and bending over him drew the
knife from the wound.
I£ he had been less excited he might have heard the
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stealt hy footsteps outside, but as it was he did not hear
a t hing, and thr.t is what brought the trouble upon him,
which, as will be seen, came n ear ending his own life.
Idaho has always been a bit wilder and more lawless
than any other State or territory in the Northwest.
::\Iany mines and many miners, who are not infrequently
on strike for months together, have been t he means of
drawing in m any desperate characters who place a very
low valne on hum an life.
This state of affairs often calls for quicker correction
than the courts can give.
United States troops have often been called in to quell
riots, and Judge Lynch holds frequent sittings when the
"Yigilants," or Vigilance Committee, gets on the move.
'l'he Vigilants were out for business that very night, as
it happened .
Just as Barry pulled the knife out of the back of the
wounded man one of their number was peering in at the
door.
H e gnre a low whistle and drew ba ck.
Barry did not hear th e whistle. He was too much engaged in attending to the wotmded man.
Turning him oYer he managed to r aise him to a half
sitting position.
The man was clearly dying. His eyes "·ere fix ed a nd

sta ring.
Ho cried out with pain as Barry moved him, and began
muttering-not prayers, but oaths. He seemed to take
Barry for his enemy, and raising his hand he doubled up
hi s fist and shook it in the boy"s face.
"What's JOur name ? \\iho stabbed you? Can't you
speak?" demanded Barry, bending down.
At the same instant he was violently seled from behind, thrown on his back and dragged a fe w feet from the
dying man.
A rl ozen m en _came tum bling in behind those who had
tiptoed int o the room, and caught the boy.
All were armed with rifles. They were a determined
set of fellows. In short, they were the Vigilants, made up
o.f the bravest men from the Black Beauty and other
mines .
"Ha ! You young fi end! We·ve .got you now!" cried
Drake Harlow, who acted as leader of the band. ,"Caught
red-handed, by glory ! Bill ·wool sey, is thi s the fell er you
saw use the lmifo ?"
"You bet," replied the man who had peered in at the
door. "I saw him pnll it out of the ot her one's back with
my own eyes."
''Well, if he pulled it out it is safe to say he put it in.
We will make short work of him, brothers. Stand h im on
his feet. Let me question this man. Why, it's Buck
Brasher. Hello, Buck! Do you know me? Who did you
up? Vi_ as it this y01rng fellow? Speak!"
Now, nothing could be more certain than that Buck
Brasher was past ]mowing any one.
He had just life enough left in him to make trouble for
• ' poor Bnrry. and th at ,ms abou t all.
With sudden energ_l' he sat upright, the blood pouring
oui of' hi s wou11 ll a~ he did so.
'l'wo of r.he Yigilants had roughly stood Barry on his
feet in the meantime.

"'l'here he is!" gasped Buck. "He stabbed me l I you-oh-:ih--"
This was .all.
Having said it the ,rretch fell back dead.
"It's a lie!" cried Barry. "I never to uch ed him ! I
never saw the man in my life until a few minutes ago !
I'm a stranger in these parts, gentlemen. I just happened
in h ere. For heaven sake, don't do murder, for that's
what it will be if you lynch me .for the death of this man !"
"He's dead, all right," said Drake Harlow, who had
been bending over Buck.
"Yes, and this boy killed him !" persisted Bill Woolsey.
" I saw him pull thij knife out of his back."
"Listen to me!" cri ed Barry. "I came along here and
saw four men run out of this house ancl leave the door
open behind them . Naturally I looked in when I saw
they had left the light burning. T h at man lay face down
on the floor with t he knife you see there on t he table
sticking in hi s hack; of course [ pulled it out of the wound
when I sa11· that he was1d dead . What else could I do;
under the circumstances? If
1rhat e1 , c \\"ould an y one
that man ic;a w a'nyth.ing that is what he saw, for as true as
heaYen hears mo I had no more to do with t he business
than that."
"We don't want Lo make any mistake," said Drake Harlo"· slowly; "bu t you must remember, young fellow, you
were accusccl by Bu~ Brasher."
"He did not !mow what he was saying. He never laid
eyes on me before in his life, and I never laid a hand on
him except to help him, and that is the t rut h."
"\Yhafs your name, boy?" asked Harlow, coming closer.
"Burry Brown."
"Where are yon from? Do you belong around here ?"
''lndrecl, I am not. I am from Chicago. :M:r. :M:oreley
engaged me to conic here and find out what was going on
at his mine."
" ,\ li kely story!" sneered Bill Woolsey. "He's only a
squatter. Whafs the use of wasting time?"
"Where did thoEc fo ur men go?" asked Harlow.
"They rode away on their horses. I don't know them.
I can ' t tell where they wtmt."
" Brothers, I'll leave it to the majority. I can't decide, " said H arlow, looking around. "How many for
hanging him, ho"· many for letting him go .free ? Hands
·
up on the last proposition, gents !"
Only two hands were raised.
"Rang him and be clone with it, and let's start after
· t he rest of the gang," Bill \foolsey cried.
"Settled," said Harlow. "Take him out, brothers, and
·
hang him to the nearest tree."

no

CHAPTER X.
BARRY FINDS .A FRIEND.

Barry heard the dread announcement with sinking heart.
Hr 1rns to be lynched then, so it appear ed.
lt <lid seem rather hard that after persisting in his purpose to go West ag::iimi" so many odds it should only be to
ru n up ag::i inst a fate like this; but Barry then and there
rnacle up his mirnl that whatever came he would show t hese
mt!h that he could clie bravely.
_('110 be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
was all that was expected, but we dare not say a word about
A LARGE ROCKY MOUNTAIN GOAT.
Lee Bockman, a youth of Libby, Mont., brought in re- it."
It had b_een expected that Mr. Marconi would open the
cently the hide and head of the largest Rocky Mountain

new station put in operation at Louisburg early last month,
but it is understood that he wa.s unable to be present owing
to the fact that he is devoting his entire time and attention
at Clifden to perfecting his wireless telephone.
Some wonderflll innovations have been made recently in
wireless telrgraphy. At Louisburg dictagraphs have been
installed, which, when affixed to the wireless receiving apparatus, copy a message ticked off in the Irish station
with an exactness that could not be excelled if the dots and
PORT ON LARE TANGANYIKA.
dashes were ticked off at the home station in the im:tnediate
The construction of the port of Albertville on Lake Tan- vicinity of the dictagraph.
ganyika is to be commenced at once under the supervision
of Capt. Mauritzen, hydrographer of the Danish navy. This
DIRIGIBLE BALLOONS.
town is situated in Oongo on the western bank of the lake
The dirigible balloon is strictly a German iclea. Engand it! the terminus of the Great Lakes Railroad, which, land, France and America have paid little attention to that
when complet.ed, will connect the lake with Kaba.lo, just form of craft, but devoted themselves to the aeroplane type.
south of Buli, on the Congo River. This will open up a While the aeroplane is very dangerous and will continue
new commercial route for the Katanga district, offering to be so until we know more about aeronautics, yet the
quicker means of transportation for passengers and mer- dirigible balloon is vastly morr fearsome, and has dangers
cha.ndise between the district and Europe than is possible that no science seems likely to overcome. In effect, ' it is an
un.de.r existing conditions. The Germans are already build- immense gas bag, or collection of gas bags, 700 or 800 feet
ing their lake port at Kigoma-Udjidji, in German East long. This immense bulk is in itself a source of danger.
Africa, which will be the terminus of the railroad to Dar- Next, the hydrogen gas in the balloon is the most penees-Salaam.·
trating of gases. No varnish, no membrane has yet been
The two lake ports will be connected by a line of steam- discovered which will effectually prevent what scientists
ers, the fl:rst of._which, a vessel of nearly 1,000 tons, is now term endosmo,s and exosmosis-that is, the transpiration
being constructed by a Germ.an company. The new route of the gas through any membrane in which it is sought to
to the Katanga. dMrict will have a great effect upon the be confined . When the hydrogen escapes from its container
and mingles with the oxygen of the air it makes a highly
development of thie part of Africa.
The itinerary from Europe will be as follows: By steam- explosive compound. The fatal spark which will touch
er to Da.r-es-Balaam, thence by rail to Ki!oma, across Lake off the mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen surrounding
Tanganyika by steamer to Albertville, and from that port the gas bag may come from electricity generated in the
by rail to the interior of Katangfi.. This will occupy sev- complicated machinery, or it may come from a spark from
eral days less than the present means of communication the swiftly-revolving motor. The dirigible balloon, with
via Boma, Mata.di, Leopoldville, and the long and t_ire- its immense bulk, is also very liable to the electricity of the
eome river trip up the Congo. The actual difference in atmosphere and to be' struck by lightning. A machine of
its immense bulk must be constantly passing through
time will probably be about twelve days.
electric areas of the greatest danger.
This recalls the ludicrous consternation that swept over
TALKS ACROSS THE OCEAN?
England at the first successful flight of Count Zeppelin's
William Marconi hM taken up the task of solving 'the balloon.
There are as many educated fools per thousand of pop- problem of wireless telephony. It became known that last
week at the Glace Bay and Clifden stations the business of ulation in England as in this country. These filled the
sending wireless messages was suspended thirty minutes newspapers with shuddering stories about a fleet of Gerwhile Mr. Marconi, :who was at the Clifden station, made man balloons, carrying 100,000 men, descending upon Engan experiment of talking· from Ireland to Cape Breton, land in a night and capturing the country before breakapproximately, 2,100 miles.
fast.
The simplest calculations would show the absurdity of
Wireless operatore a.re sworn to secrecy as regards the
business of the compan"y when they take office, and, since this fear. There is not enough rubber in the world to
Mr. Marconi has not seen fit to divulge the result of the make such a fleet. If all the materials could be gathered
experiments, the staffs both at Glace Bay and Clifden together it would take unnumbered years to build such a
cannot be induced to talk about the matter. However, fleet. When built it would cover a large part of the land
they smiled in a satisfied sort of way when questioned as surface of Germany, to the exclusion of everything else.
to how the experiment tu.med out, as much as to say, '"Tt And so indefinitely.

goat ever killed in this part of the State. The animal
weighed about 400 pounds before being skinned. The hide
measured si::!:: and a half by four feet. From the end of
the noee to the top of the head_ measured fifteen inches.
The hoof.a when closed measured three inches each way.
The age of the animal was estimated at about twenty-fl.ye
years.
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THE THREE BLACK BEARS
-OR-

IN THE BAD LANDS
By "PAWNEE JACK"

.

slowly to fade away, the grains of sa.n,d coming back into
CHAPTER V (continued).
the same position they bad been in before being disturbed,
"How do they get around it?"
filling
up the footprints again.
"You can go around the south end, that's twenty miles ;
The boys watched this peculiar phenomenon for some
on the north, Dismal River cuts through it, that's eighteen
miles, good. You can see for yourself that the herd didn't time, both before and after dinner.
By the time they got through eating all trace of their
go either way. The tracks end right here."
fpotprints
had faded away from these dry quicksands.
"That's what they do," said Ike, wonderingly, and Joe
It was easy to see that the stolen herd m_ight have gone
w~s just as much perplexed.
The cattle tracks at the base of this great ridge .formed south along the line of the ridge and left no trace behind
a confused mass of hoofprints, heading in every direction. them.
After dinner the boys started on their bikes, south, and
It was as if the animals bad been driven up against the
solid wall and forced to turn back; but the trail was not rode as much as ten miles.
Long before they reached the point where they finally
continued to the right or the left, nor away from the sand
stopped, the quicksands disappeared.
ridge. It sirp.ply came to an end.
They tried it at several points, but the sand was harder
"It beats the band !" exclaimed Ike. "Where the deuce
iyid
their footprints remained.
did they go to ?"
There was no trace of hoof marks anywhere around.
"That's the mystery," said Joe. "I've beard of this place
"This only partly explains the JI\'Y'litery," Joe declared.
before, although I did not think about it when Tommy
was telling us. My father went with the sheriff of Greeley ''We have got to get back, boys, and find the place where
county and a posse, once, when a ranch down on the the quicksand ends; when we do that we shall find the clew
North Branch was robbed and the cattle driven off. They we want."
They determined to walk it, as it gave them a better
traced them this far, but could get no further. It's always
chance to examine the sand.
so; isn't it, Tommy?"
Before they had gone more than a mile, Tommy sud"Of course," replied Tommt "Pote Prindle's gang has
denly
gave a shout.
been chased by sheriffs from nearly every county in this
''By
time, look! Look I" he cried. "A drove of stolen
end of the State, but they could never get any further
cattle
coming
now I"
than this ridge; that's the mystery. Where the deuce do
There they were, distinctly visible in the distance.
they go?''
,
It was a big herd of cows, and not a few, horses.
"It's what we want to find out," said Joe. ''We'll have
Some fifteen or twenty mounted men were driving them
dinner, first, and think about it afterward. Ever on the
toward
the ridge.
other side of the ridge, Tommy?"
"Lay low! Lay low, fellows I" cried Joe. "This is our
"Yes, I've been through Dismal River canyon, but I
was never directly opposite this point. It's a terrible rough chance. All we have got to do is to watch them. I'll bet
coun try, and so1•ething al ways happened to prevent me you ten dollars it's Pote Prindle's gang I"
from getting down there. Never mind, we are out for it,
this time, and if we don't get on the other side of the ridge
one way, we·must another. Now for the grub."
"Why, I tell you bow it is, boys ! Look here!" he cried.
CHAPTER VI.
"What's the matter with this ground?"
THE HERD IN THE HOLLOW.
EYery step you take in · the Bad Lands brings you up
against something new and strange.
The approaching herd, alth,;mgh very distinctly to be
When Joe got Ike and Tommy to where he was standseen, as we have said, was still a considerable distance
ing, he pointed down at his feet.
away.
"Do you see?" he asked.
Out in the Far West, as everybody knows, the atn;i.ospbere
"\v1iat ?" said Tommy.
is very clear, and one can see for a great distance/
"Watch my footprint. Watch your own."
The herd was at least two miles off, but in spite of that
"By time, they arc fading out!" exclaimed Tommy.
the boys could see the cattle as plainly as if they had been
It was a fact.
The sancl was loose ancl shifting here, and the feet of but a few rods away.
"Whal arc we going to do?" asked Tommy, as Joe lea.ped
• 'the boys were rather deeply impressed in it.
No sooner was the impression made than it began very off hit. bike. "Don't we go aheaJ ?"
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"There's no use in that. We arc near enough now. We
will only have them after us, and we don't want that.
Let's stand where we are and waich, until we tan make
sure what direction they are going to take."
So the boys sat down and watc:lied.
On came the herd, making straiglit .for ilte sand ridge .
Suddenly the cattle thieves began rounding them up.
The boys could see Pote Prindle himself, and Bad Lands
Pete and a most notorious ruffian known M the "One-eyed
Coyote," besides a dozen other equally hard-looking citizeus, all of whom could do the cowb(\y act to the queen's
taste.
With the usual cries, they got the herd into something
like single file and then a wild shout went up.
"What in thunder are they up to now?" cried Joe,
springing up suddenly.
'l'he herd seemed to be sinking down into the sand.
On they rushed, the cattle thieves, with their wild shouts,
keeping them· headed in one direction.
As each cow reached a .certain point it seemed to sink
down ·into the sand and vanish.
In a few moments they were all gone.
The horses then were driven up the same way, each one
V!llli.shing in turn.
Then the outlaws themselves, wheeling around, rode
rapidly in the same direction, each one vanishing in turn.
"That beats the band I" cried Ike. ''What can it mean?"
"We want to :find out mighty sudden," said Joe, spring-ing upon his bike. "Here goes !"
"Better pull down the blinds," said Tommy. "We don't
know wha.t we are up against. Better be on the safe side."
That meant the bear heads.
The boys dropped them in place and bowled on toward
the place where the cattle thieves had disappeared.
They soon came in sight of a great pile of loose rocks
which they had not seen before.
Riding further, they saw that these rocks lay all around
a deep depression in the plain.
"Rold on!" said Joe, who was in the lead. "They are
all down in that hollow, like enough. If we are seen we are
in the soup; let me creep ahead and find out how the cat
jumps, :first."
Ike and Tommy laid down on the sand, and Joe went
waddling ahead on all fours.
It was a pretty dangerous piece of business.
Any one seeing him would have 't aken him for a bear.
No one came up out of the hollow, though.
Joe crawled right up to the edge, and, concealing himself among the stones, looked down.
It was about twenty feet deep and contained many
large stones.
'l'here wasn't a trace of either men or cattle, and Joe
could see no break.
"It's a mighty strange thing," he thought. "We have
got to get down there and investigate; guess I'll round up
the boys."
-He crawled back to the bikes and explained what he had
seen.
"There's some cave under here, I suppose," he added.
"Of course, that's it," replied Tom.my. "This whole

region is full of caves. We are getting there, Joe. Come
·
on!"
sprang on the bikes, and, making sure that
bo_vs
The
their disguises were perfect, rode ou toward the hollow.
'l'hree bears on bicycles!
'['hat's what they were to all ·appearauce.
As they approached the hollow, three mounted cowboys
suddenly appeared, riding toward them out from among
the stones.
· "Roly mackerel! What's them?" roared Pote Prindle,
who was in the lead.
Re reined in his horse and his companions did the same.
''Stick close, boys! If we can give ihem a scare, so much
Lhe better!" said Joe. "I tlou ·t believe they will fire a
shot."
Right there he was mistaken.
SudJeuly Pote Pringle unslung his rifle and taking
quick aim at U1e three Gears, let fl_y.
It was a trying moment.
'l'he shot actually passed through Joe's bear head:
Realizing that to stop would be fatal, Joe bowled right
ahead, Tommy and Ike doing the same.
"Jerusalem crickets! I hit him!" shouted Pote. "Boys,
them's no bein's of this world!"
"Yah! yah I yah !" yelled Joe, giving a peculiar cry.
It did the business.
Pote Prindle wheeled around and spurred his horse
back into the hollow, like mad.
His companions lost not one second in following him.
"Faster! faster!" cried Joe. "\Ye must see where they
go!"
They were too late, however.
'l'he three outlaws rode in among the rocks at the end '
of the hollow and instantly disappeared.

CHAPTER VII.
:MORE BIKlmS IN" '.!'TIE BAD LAN"DS.

It may seem a bit strange that three fnll-grown men
should be frightened by such a sig)1t as this.
The explanation is to be found in legend, su1wr~! i! ion
,
and ignorance.
Of course, Pote Prindle's thieving cowbo:rn were as
ignorant as they make 'em.
Equally, of course, they were highly superstitious.
There happened to be an old Indian legend among the
Yankton Sioux, relating to three spectre bears which are
supposed to crop up anywhere and everywhere within the
limits of the Bad Lanas.
'l'hese bears are believed in by every Iuclian in the
region, and the cowboys are equally credulous.
Thus Tommy's idea of adopting bear disguises was a
happy hit.
It just filled the bill exactly.
All that was wanted to make the matter complete was
to have met the bears, fired at them. and found th11.t '
bullets were without effect.
This bad now been done.

_(To be continued.)
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TIMELY TOPICS
a deathblow to
these dances so far as society is concerned, and the tango
teachers of Berlin are in despair. It is underst ood that
the ban on the tango was suggested by the Kaiserin, who
believes dancing to be synonymous with immorality and
never visits the Royal Opera House when & ballet is included in t he programme.

It is est imated bv the Canadian authorities that every that the Kaiser's intervention will deal
year some G00,000 'telegraph and telepnone poles have to
be repla.ced be(;ause of their decay. Untreated red cedar
poles last for JO years; i.f the creosote is put on by the
brush, they last 13 years; if they are tank•dipped they
last 20 years. White cedar has a life respectively of 14,
17 and 22 years, according to the t reatment, and yellow
pine, 13, 15 and 20 years. It is estimated that creosote
treatment would save upward of 260,000 poles per year.
A veteran naval surgeon, speaking of the odd t hings
that_ crop out i~ the service, ~aid that one of ~he yo:m ger
medical cranks m the navy ~1scovered much :7utue rn ~ea
water, and, no matter what_d1s~ase came on, 111s first action
was i.o ~hrow_ do_wn the patients throat a large dose of t_he
nauseatrng hqmd. The ere~ soon learned to hate _hun
thoroughly. In process of tune he fell overboard m a
choppy sea, and a great bustle ensued. In the midst of it
· d h
·
·
d
·
the captam came up an anx10us1y rnquue t e cause.
h
t
" 1 th
d
h: not h_mg, :~~r: relp~iet a tar, on Y e oc or as
f ell mlo 111s meuiellle c 1es ."
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·
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·
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For more than four thousand years t here was no other
means of cutting glass than with the diamond, and it was
usually done with the chip diamond. rt was, however,
very effective, but it remained for an American to invent
the little wheel or disk approaching the hardness of the
diamond a1J.1d taking its place for doing this work. Among
·the several types o.f wheel glass cutters manufactured, one
of the most unique is a m ultiple disk cutter with a turret
small wheels or cut
Th
h 1
·
t . ·
h d
t ea con larnidng six dwtbee s. . ese f a larger di"sk wbi'c~
1
o
e penp1ery
ers are pace aroun
h 1 fter t he
O
·d f th h ld
. . t d
ne w ee a
er.
o
e
o
e
s1
one
on
e
1s p1vo
other mav be brought into the position £or cutting by
d · ht
·
l
l d
· ·
.
the turret 1ea by oosenmg an tig enturnmg
sunply
ing a screw. In order to prevent the cutting edges of the
disk from becoming rusty, a disk of absorbent material is
placed on one side of the t urret b ead in such a manner
that it continually rubs again t t he upper edge of t he
disk which is in the cutting position. This absorbent
material is filled wit h oil which keeps t he wheels clean
and free from rust.

The recent conference on Franco-British traffic has
fmther stimulated the awakened interest in the proposed
It is proposed to
i_ unnel beneath the Straits of Dover,
build two parallel tunnels, which will vary from a straight
' l i 11c in order to remain all the way in the impervious gray
chalk. The landing points will be to the west of Calais
ancl to the west of Dover. On the Prench side, connection
will be made with i.hc Chemin de fer du 1 1 ord,-and with
Scienti fie bur~lar paid a visit to F arrell, P a., t he other
the South Eastern Line in England. Drainage headings
and as a result thirty-eight residents of ,different
night
will be nm from the lowest point in the center of the tunare suffering from the effects of a powerful narhouses
nels i.o the shore on either side. Parliament is shortly to
cotic, which was sprinkled over the floors. Several of these
be asked to sanction the undertaking.
persons are still under the care of physicians, who 11re attempting to discover wht t he sleep-produ cing drug was.
'l'lic nell"est German battleships, Kaiser and Koenig Al- 1'he police are making an investigation, but have ascerbert, and the cruiser Strasburg have been ordered to sai l tained nothing more than the fact that three strange· men
earh in December for South American waters, visiting the w'?re seen in a pow~rful a,utomobile near the out skirts of
(lcrman \ Vest African colonies on the way. The cruise is the to wn shor tly before daylight. Several thousand dollars
said to be intended merely as a test voyage, but the war- in cash and a large quant ity· of jewelry, besides a large
ships, as is pointed out in the newspapers here, will evi- amount of other valuables, were secured by the burglars.
clrnllv he available for service on the Mexican coast if it In each case the burglars entered the houses by th e use o r
Fiioulrl prove necessary. German mwal ci rcles rega rd the skeleton keys. They then went to the upstairs parts of
South .'\mcriran cruise as patent evidence that Anglo-Ger- the homes where the occupants were sleeping. I t is not
ma n tension iP. rl isappcaring, as Lh is is tl1e first time Ger- known in what manner the drug was scattered about the
man battleships hal'e been detached from the North Sea floo r, but it is thought by the police that it was squirted
fleet since the naval rivalry between Germany and Great through the keyholes with a syringe or a squirtgun. I n
Britain became acute.
one house a small vial containing a white powder was
foun d, and this has been turned over to chemists to be an The Kaiser has declared war on the tango. The fol- alyzed. The robberies were not discovered until late this
lpwing Cabinet order was issued recently: "Uentlemen of morning, when a number of persons were not at their
' the arm,v and navy are hereby ordered not to dance the places of business at t heir usual time. An investigation
brngo, one-step or two-step in uniform . They must also was made and in all cases the occupants of the homes which
avoid Yisiting families where these rlances arc cusLomary." ,rnre robbed were found still sleeping. Upon being awakened
• The orrlrr [urthcr thrralrns any mll'al or military man clis- thr,v complained of peculiar feelings, and the finding of
obeyillg it with clismisiml from the service. It is believed the white powder followed.
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GOO}) CUltRENrl' NEWS ARTICLES
Charles H. Villar, a contractor, found an iron chest
buried in the shallow waters of Bayou Chico, Fla. The
chest contained Spanish doubloons and silver pieces estimated to total between $7,000 and $10,000. It is believed
the .treasure was buried by pirates who made the bayou
their rendezvous in early days.

and gems, which had not been disturbed. Tardy's wife said
that her husband had visited her for a few moments last
night, told her that he had stolen $10,000 from a mail
sack, and
would write to her as ,soon
as he had escaped
I
•
"across the border." Mrs. Tardy said she hardly knew her
husband when he came home the other night, so btilliantly ·
had he bedecked himself from the proceeds of the robbery.
"He wore a new suit of clothes, nqw necktie, hat and shoes
and his hands were covered with diamond rings," said Mrs .
Tardy. She added that she married him only a month
ago.

GRINS A:\"D cnUCl{Ll~S
"I understand, Pat, that you have a big family dependent on you?" "Yes, sor-ten childer, seven pigs and the
ould woman I"
Liveried Menial-"Me lud, the carriage waits without."
Lord Fitzjosher-"Without what?" Liveried Menial~'Without horses, me lud; 'tis a motor car."
An Irish poacher up before a magistrate made this defence: "Indade, your worship, the only bird I shot was a
rabbit, and I knocked that down with a stick."

A crock of butter was taken from a well on the farm
That Irish tenant who observed that it was "a hard
of John McQuigg, a wealthy land owner, twelve miles thing to be turned out of the house his father built and
northeast of Grant City, Mo., recently. The butter was his grandfather was born in" deserves our sympathy.
lost in the well years ago by McQuigg's wife, who died
seven years ago. The cloth still was around the butter,
Lady-"Why, you naughty boy. I never heard such
which was firm, of bright color, and of good eating quality. language since the day I was born." Small Boy-"Yus,
mum. I s'pose dere wus a good deal o' cussin' de day you
The tax on dogs in Hamburg, Germany, which is leading wuz born."
citiiens to a sort of religious strike by their threat to
secede from the state church if the license fee is raised,
"He insulted me," said the !J.egislator. "Indeed?" rehas at all even~s a logical basis. In Hamburg the tax _is turned the plain citizen. "Offered you money, I suppose?"
graduated according to the size of the dog. Porns or "Oh, it wasn't that," replied the legislator, "he underPekingese are taxed only a few cents, w.hile St. Bernards estimated my price."
and mastiffs are charged the highest rates, with bulldogs,
collies, et cete~, at intermediate fees.
J udge-"You say that words passed between the accused
and his wife. Did you hear what they were?" WitnessA:lthough most of them are totally'unaware of it, Indians "No, I didn't hear them, but I saw them." "Saw them?"
of the five civilized tribes will be the persons in Oklahoma "Yes; they were in the dictionary that he threw at her."
most affected by the income tax features of the Tariff bill.
Stranger-"I noticed your advertisement irr the paper
These are Indians whose allotments of land have proved
to be rich in oil. An Indian with an income of $15,000 a this morning for a man to retail imported canaries."
yeaJ1 froni royalties on oil is so common that he excites no Proprietor of Bird Store-"Yes, sir. Are you looking for·
. comment whatever. Of comse, he will have to "pony up" a curiosity to know how the canaries lost their tails."
his income tax, and he will not care much, for he recogLittle Lou-"Mah mammy wants ter know ef yo' got
nizes little difference between an income of $5,000 and one
of $15,000. However, it is the Indian whose income runs any stylish color-dyes." Dmg Olerk-"What does she want
up to $100,000 a year from this source who is going to be it for?" Little Loi1-" She done got de misery in her
stummick, an' de doctor say she must diet; an' she say
hardest hit, and there are plenty of this class.
if she had ter dye' it she want it some han'some color."
Theft of money and jewelry, valued at $10,000, from a
Mrs. Dormy-"I wonder you are not afraid to smoke.
mail sack was disclosed by Colonel James Stuart, postoffice inspector in Chicago. The crime is alleged by Colonel Just let me read you what there is in a cigar: Acetic;
Stuart to have been committed by Albert Tardy, a mail formic, butyric, valerianic, propionic and prussic acids,
wagon driver. Suspicion was aroused when the wagon creosote, phenol, ammonia, sulphureted hydrogen; and, becontaining four of the sacks was found abandoned at the sides, nicotine, viridine and picoline." Mr. Dormy-" And
Union Station. These sacks contained $4,000 in money lo~ c~-get~ th~ !~r a nickel I"
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THE SILVER KEY.
By Kit Clyde.

The crowd surged out of the coaches, and all was stir
and bustle, noise and confusion, while the hackmen shouted
themselves hoarse, and the passengers jostled each other
as they hurried along the thronged platform.
A tall, broad-shouldered young man, with a small thick
mustache, stumbled against me, and without a word of
apology dashed away and was lost in the surging crowd.
As this man passed me something fell from his pocket,
and stooping to pick it up, I discovered that it was a silver
·
key.
As I stdod examining it-for it was too late to think of
overtaking the rude stranger who had dropped it-someQ.Ile
touched me on the arm, and turning quickly I found myself £ace to face with the young gentleman whom I had seen
arrive with the young lady in the carriage with the liveried

"Yes, we employ female detectives," said a detective
friend of mine, the manager of an agency, which has done
some remarkably skillful professional work.
"Female detectives are often of the greatest service to
us; and if you will wait here for a few minutes, I will
introduce you to one of the most expert ladies in the detective business," he added.
Half an hour elapsed, and then the detective bowed his
visitor out of the office, and almost immediately a petite,
sprightly little lady, elegantly atti:red in the height of
fashion, and a pronounced brunett~ entered the office.
coachman.
She was very pretty, and her manner was that of a
"I beg your pardon, miss," said the young gentleman
refined lady.
My friend introduced me, and we chatted pleasantly, and politely, and in a quick well-intonated voice, which plainly
I at once discovered that the lady detective was vivacious told that he was a gentleman, he added:
';Will you tell me, please, how you came by that key?"
and witty and an exceedingly entertaining conversationalist.
"Certainly, sir; I just picke~ it u~ from the platform
"Tell him the story of the case you worked up singlehanded and alone-tell him the story of 'The Silver Key,'" Ifloor. A young man, who was immediately thereafter lost
in the crowd, lost it."
said my friend the veteran detective.
"That key is the property of- my father," said the young
"Shall I?" '
man, with his eyes :fixed upon it.
"By all means."
"Your father?" I said in surprise.
"Then the story of 'The Silver Key' it shall be."
"Yes; and if you will examine the key you will find my
For a moment she was silent, collecting her thoughts, I
father's name-the name of James Travers-stamped upon
suppose, and then she began:
"It was one night in the spring of 1881, and I was ·at the it,'.' the young man said.
I did examine the silver key which had accidentally fallen
Union Depot, in Chicago, waiting the arrival of the midnight train from the East. Some business, not connected into my possession, and I found, as the young man stated,
with the occurrences which I am about to relate, called me that it was indeed stamped with the name James Travers.
I looked at him qu~stioningly.
there. There were not many people at the depot at that
"Step this way, miss, and I will explain to you why the
hour, but as I stood in the main entrance on Canal street, I
saw a covered carriage drive up,- and a handsome young finding of that key is to me an occurrence of importance."
I followed him into the depot.
gentleman and a beautiful young lady alighted.
He introduced me to the young lady.
As they passed under the gas light of the main entrance
" I expected my father to arrive from New York on the
to the depot, I had an excellent view of the young couple.
They were very much alike, so much so in fact that the train which has just come in, but he has not come, although
resemblance almost assured me that they were near rela- he telegraphed me from New York to meet the twelve train
· to-night. Now, the finding of the key which you picked
tives.
Both were elegantly attired-they were indeed wearers up, and which locks a small valise in which my father
of the "purple and fine ltnen," and the coachman upon the carries valuables, _ has awakened a suspicion - coupled
box of the carriage, from which they had alighted, wore a with the fact of his non-arrival-that some harm has befallen hin1," said the young gentleman, whose name was
handsome p!'ivatc livery.
I e11tered the depot and took a seat near them. Then, Edwin Travers.
His sister echoed her brother's fears.
from their conversation, which was carried on in a tone of
"Oh, brother, the man who lost papa's silver key may
voice sufficiently loud for me to hear all they said, whether
I cared to do so or not, I gathered that they were brother have murdered our father," she cried, with tears in her
and sister, and that they had come to meet their father, eyes.
I scented a case.
who had but recently 1andeJ in New York upon his return
"You a detective I" exclaimed Miss Travers, regarding
from Europe, and whom they expected to arrive in Chicago
me as though I were a rara avis in a museum.
by the midnight train.
I was not interested in their conversation. A few mo- • ''I am glad to meet you," said Mr. Travers, "and you
me11ts went by, and the shrill whistle of the expected train can be of the greatest service to me perhaps, if anything
has happened to my father. Will you aid me?"
sounded in the distance.
".Assuredly I will."
. · Directly the glaring eye of flame formed by the vividly
.
"Good."
reflected light of tl1e circular headlight flashed in the
telegraph to
to
is
Travers,
Mr.
do,
to
thing
first
"'rhe
the
of
ringing
a
distance, and with a shriek of the whistle,
bell, and a buzz and whirr of wheels, accompanied by a your father's New York address, and :find out whether he
roar of escaping steam, the iron horse dashed up to the really left that city or not as he intended to," I aaid.
"I'll do it," he replied.
depot and the train from the East had arrived.
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He ran to the telegraph office in the depot, and sent the
dispatch.
"As soon as you receive an answer to your telegram, call
and let me know," said I, giving him my card.
Very well, the next morning, just as I had come from
breakfast, Mr. Edwin Travers called.
"Have you heard from your father?" I asked.
"H1::re is his answer to my telegram," was Mr. Travers'
answer, and he handed it to me .
"Edwin Travers, Chicago, Ill.-I am safe, but my small
Talise, in which the silver key belongs, and containing
$40,000 in government bonds, securities, notes and money,
ha;; been stolen; and I remain in New York to try to find
it by detective aid.
"JAMES TRAVERS."
"The man who dropped the silver key is the thief," I
exclaimed.
"I presume so," answered Edwin Travers.
Mr. Travers left, and I began my work.
I first inserted the following, under the head of "Lost
and F ouund," in "The News:"
"Lost, a silver key, in the Union Depot, Mornlay evening,
May 3d. Owner can have the· same by proving property
and paying for this 'ad.' Call at 104 State and C--, in
T ony Washington's barber shop.
"TONY WASHING'.I.'ON . '~

Tony was a colored barber, and secretly he often dicl a
little detective work for us among the colored croo'k:s in
"Ethiopia"-as Third avenue is called.
T hat same day a well-dressed colored man - a real
African dude of the most utter sort-called at Tony's and
stated that the lady who had lost the silve1· key, which he
accu rately described, hacl sent him for it.
Tony, according to my directions, told the brunette
me.sher that he would have to call again Uiat evening, as
he he.'cl left the key uptown at his home ill the suburbs.
I was in the back room of Tony's shop, and I heard all
of the conversation.
As soon as Tony was alone I told l1im what I i11tenderl i.o
do if the negro returned with the "lady" wl10 lrnJ sent him
fo r the key. I was going to black up.
· 'rhat evening, sure euougli, the Jarkey called, accom}Janicd _by a small, fashionably-dressed lac1y, who was as
dark as I am.
"1 understand that you .found the silver key belonging
to my husband, which I dropped in the depot," she said to
Tony.
"Yes, missus," he answered.
Then she minutely described it.
"Sony I fo'got c1at key again, but I'll write out a note,
and your man here can run and board a cable car and get
it in a few minutes," said Tony.
He wrote a note and handed it to the lady, who gave it
to the colored dude and told him to make haste to bring
the key.
As soon as he was out of the shop Tony gave a signal and
I appeared before the lady.
"You are my prisoner!" _I cried, and before she recovcrec1
from t he surprise my announcement occasioned her, I
slipped a pair of bracelets-iron ones-on her wrists, and

-

'

-

led her into the rear room, where I quickly exchanged
clothing with her, although she protested again!';t the outrage, and indulged in some of the choicest epithets that one
person could bestow upon another.
We slipped a gag in her mouth, and when the darkey returned with the key which Tony had really left at home
according to my directions, I sat in the shop, my ,eil down,
and the darkey never seemed to suspect that I was not the
lady he had left there.
I took the key, paid Tony, and we left the shop.
Scarcely a word was exchanged as I followed my leader
to Michigan avenue, and when we paused before an elegant
mansion, he said in a voice which was that of a white man:
"Well, we have the key _all right, Ada; now I'll get the
black off and meet you in the garden in a few moments, if
you will wait for me there."
A hsket of flo1vers sat on the bench, and a few moments
later, as the man who had personated a negro returned,
with his face white, I arose with the basket in my hand to
meet him, but I kept my face partially tiirned away so that
he could not get a square view of it.
Ile was the man who had lost the key in the depot.
We went into the house, and he lecl me into a room where
a large trunk stood, ancl left me.
No sooner was he gone than I pullecl out a bunch of
false keys and opened the big trunk, which was full of
plunder, and on the top of all was the rnlise which had been
stolen from Mr. 'rravers, and which-though I omitted to
say so____:Edwin had Jescribccl to me so that I could recognize
it at once.
At that moment I heard footsteps,and closing and locking the trunk, I sprang to the door just as the woman I had
left a prisoner and the man whom I had deceived entered.
'l'hey rushed at me, aml before I could get out my revolver I was ornrpo\1·crecl, and they bouncl arn1 gagged me.
'l'lien they passed out of the room.
1 had a knife ring on my finger.
I managed to work the spring ancl get the blade out,
and in a trice I was free. I thell triecl the door of the r0om
i11 whiclt llie irmik stood, lrnL it was locked.
'l'he11 an idea occurreJ to me, and opening the big trunk
1 lloiselessly plaecd all its rnnte1its, except the valise, in the
closet, and cl used the door; theJJ. I took my place in the
trunk ancl let the lid fall, 1.lic spring lock snapped, and it
was secured.
A moment l:iler the tall, broall-shou1Jered crook and an
expressrnan came up aml carried the trun.k into the street,
placed it in a wagon and drove to the depot.
1'hey deposited the trunk and left, having checked it to
St. Louis; but as soon as they were gone I made my presence ]mown, and the baggagemen forced the lock and let
me out.
I was nearly suffocated and badly Lruised anJ :-Jhaken
up, but as soon as I got out of the trunk I started with a
couple of policemen for the house Lo which I liacl tracked
the man who lost the silver key.
We overtook him at the gate and arrested him.
The woman, his accomplice, was also arrested in the
house, ancl they eventually coufesscd that they harl stolen
the valise in N cw York.
The contents of the rnlise were all right, and I restored
it to the owner and recccived a reward.

•
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For a state possessing no seaboard, Arizona has a wider
range o~ altitude than may be generally supposed. The
highest point is San Francisco Peak, 12,611 feet above
the _sea, and the lowest point is on Colorado River at
Yuma, where the elevation is but 100 feet.
More than 10,000 boys under sixteen years of age were
injured in mines in Great Britain last year in such a way
as to disable them for more than a week. rrhere are
about a million coal mine workers altogether, one worker
in every seven being killed or injured last year.
One hundred persons, most of them women, were hurt,
eight seriously, when the bleachers on Depauw University
athletic field collapsed just before the Depauw-Rose Polytechnic football game at Greencastle, Ind. It was estimated that more than 700 men and women were on the
bleachers when they went down. Members of both football squads did good work in disentangling the twisted
mass of lumber and humanity. The swaying of the crowd,
in cheering the JJepauw team -as it came on the field, is
believed to have been the immediate cause of the accident.

f

'

Thieves went to Thirty-seventh street and Broadway, one
of the busiest sections in New York, night and clay, some
time early the other day, hurled a stone through the front
window of Schwartz & Co., jewellers, and proceeded to
fish with a long wire for jewelry. Standing on a barrel,
one of the thieves fished out watches valued at $2,000. He
then cast for a tray containing diamond rings, but the
tray was overturned. Until the arrival of Schwartz &
Co.'s employees the robbery was not discovered. A member of the firm said he recently noticed that. a gang of men
were making the corner a loafing place and had asked the
police to drive them away.

erly instructed regarding their duties, and their consequent negligence through ignorance. A decision of the
lower court, _giving a verdict for $7,500 against Frank A.
Munsey, the publisher, was affirmed. A passenger in one
of the elevators in the Munsey Building, Washington, D.
0., became dizzy and fell forward. His head struck a projecting edge, injuring him. The injured passenger sued
Mr. Munsey. The court held that Mr. Munsey, as owner
of the building at the time of its erection, was responsible
for the projecting edge, and also for having in charge of
the elevator an inexperienced operator who had not been
taught the method of applying safety devices a~d hac1
failed to hold his arm across the doorway, the 'folding
door not being closed.
Thomas Ash, a Yale student, ret:urned to Boston as a
cattleman on the Leyland liner Canadian, from Liverpool. The young college man went out as a cattleman ou
the Devonian several weeks ago, chiefly for the experien,ge..
He planned to meet his parents at Nice and spend ~
winter there. On the passage over the Devonian rescuea
part of the survivors of the Volturno, which was burned
at sea. Young Ash .wrote a c·omplete story of the disaster
and the part the Devonian played in the rescue, and it waj!
published in one o.f the Liverpool papers. Ash went to
Paris, and at the Grand Station there he put down his
grip and overcoat and turned to speak to a guard about
trains to Nice. When he turned around the bag and coat
were gone. Ash claims to have had s~veral hundred dollars. in his overcoat pocket, and the theft left him penrlless. Ash applied to the American Consul and with his
aid got a job as coal passer on a steamer bound to Glasgow.
He worked -in the same capacity OI!- another ste!j,mer from
Glasgow to LiYerpool, and from there he used his cattleman's certificate to return to Boston.

The Duchess of Marlb;rough held a conference in behalf
of the sweated workers at her house in London. She made
an address crammed full of essential facts, pointing out
that the minimum sum necessary :for a woman to live on
was $3.75 a week, while now in organized labor more than
300,000 were earning only $3. She said that some women
get no more than eight or nine or even five shillings, an:d
made the plea to change conditions of the child worker,
who was condempecl at a tender age to labor for a pittance. The duchess asked for funds in behalf of the National Anti-Sweatin League. There were several other
speakers, including some women workers. One, a chain
maker, fifty-two years old, said: "I formerly made thirtyone links for two cents; now we get 14 cents for what we
used to get seven cents." A match worker said she used
to get firn cents for a gross of boxes, but now she got six
cents. A shirt maker said that she got 18 cents a dozen.
Last week, working with her · husband from 5 :30 o'clock
The United States Supreme Court decided recently t11at in the morning until 11 at night, their wages ca.me to
• • the owner of a building is responsible financially for its $2 .80, out of which they paid 37 cents for the use of a
faulty construc_tion, the failure to have his employees prop- sewing machine and 35 cents for cotton.
Franz Josef Land is one of the three regions that are
focusing the attention of the world in connection with the
present active campaign of Arctic exploration, the others
being Spitzbergen and the problematical Crockerland. At
the end of August, J 912, a Hussian expedition under Capt.
Sedow sailed for Franz Josef Land, with the hope of
ultimately pushing on to the pole. The enterprise appears
to have been poorly equipped and badly organized, and the
start was made dangerously late in the season, especially
as the winter set in earlier than usual last yea1i iu the
Arctic seas north of Europe. After being damaged in a
storm, the ship made a stop in ~ oYa Zembla, and again
proceeded north September 12th. Early in N oYember
rumors reached Europe that the party had . been shipwrecked. Its- actual fate is still uncertain, and the question of sending out a relief expedition is now being agitated
• · in Russia.
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PARCELS POST PAYS.
Profits to the postal service from the parcels post are expected to be large enough to wipe out whatever deficiency
there may be from the operation of the general system. It
has been estimated that these profits may reach $30,000,000
this year. First Assistant Postmaster-General Roper said
it was impossible to tell just what have been the profits of
the parcels post, because the receipts have been included
in the general receipts. Hereaftr special reports on it will
be made.
ENGLISH WARSIIIP TO BURN OIL FUEL.
Navy Department designers are now int~rested in the
description of the giant warship Queen Elizabeth, recently
launched for the British navy, principally because of the
large calibre of her main gun batteries. The vessel will
carry ten 15-inch guns instead of the twelve 14-inch rifles
sheltered in the turrets of the latest type of American
dreadnoilghts. It was pointed out at the Navy Department
that the United States had already taken the lead in the
use of oil exclusively for fuel in that no fewer than four
of the latest battleships nearing completion are fitted with
oil tanks, instead of coal bunkers. Several of the ships
already in service are equipped for the use of oil or coal,
or both. An interesting feature of this departure on the
part of the British naval designers is the fact tbat they
must have decided to take their chances on accumulating a
sufficient supply of oil at convenient stations to carry the
British navy through a war. The neutrality laws W?uld
make it impossible to secure fuel from other countries, and
Great Britain produces practically no petroleum within
her own territory.

Count Zeppelin, however, comes forward with a number
of objections to and criticisms of the Unger type. In particular he thinks its Hfting capacity of 5,000 kilograms is
inadequate. It seems probable that Germany, DO:V as
thoroughly bent upon dominating the air as England the
sea, will continue to experiment with the Zeppelins and
also try out the Unger or any other airship which gives
promise of bein,3" an improvement.

MONEY IN WORMS.
One thousand dollars a year from worms!
This is the record of W. Orton Moon, whose worm farm
in East Grand Rapids, Mich., is one of the curiosities of
Michigan. In fact, $1,000 a year is the result of only an
average "crop"; sometimes Moon makes more money. He
sells his a11gleworms at the rate of ten cents a dozen, and
during the fishing season the demand is always in excess of
the supply.
Moon's farm consists chiefly of twenty-five pails, pots,
pans, and old crocks, and is situated at the rear of bis
home near the barn. Each "field" supports from fifty to
500 worms in various stages of growth. From early spring
until late in the fall, Moon goes to the farm twice daily.
With a long-handled spoon he mixes a quantity of coffee
grounds and cornmeal with the earth in ever)\ field. The
worms assimilate the feed and become healthy.\
Moon learned to be an angleworm farmer while homesteading and prospecting in the Big Horn basin in Wyoming. He was in a little village known as Meeteetse,
which was surrounded by camps of Crow, Cheyenne and
Shoshone Jndia.ns. One day he strayed into a Shoshone
camp. A big "buck Indian was squatted in front of tbe
lapel of his tepee, busily engaged hollowing out a log of
wood. Being inquisitive as to the nature of the buck's
labors, which with the Shoshone is very unusual, Moon
asked for an explanation.
The Indian did not answer, but with a series of nods and
grunts motion.eel Moon to follow him to the rear of the
camp. There under the spreading branches of a huge
tree were twenty-five logs, all similar to the one on which
he was working.
Each one was plugged at the ends, and had an opening
in the top. Through the opening in one the redskin
thrust his hand and when he withdrew it, it wns filled with
a mass of writhing, wriggling angleworms.
"Heap fine," he announced gutturally. "Heap good.
Catch um lot big fish."
Then he explained the method of feeding and rearing.
The idea struck Moon forcibly and it was not long, after
his return home, that he, as well as all the other male inhabitants of Meeteetse, supported angleworm logs at the ·
rear of their shacks.
When he gave up prospecting, and returned east, he
brougl;it the formula witlii. him and has since used it to a ,

NEW GERMAN AIRSHIPS.
Those who may have believed that the explosion and
burning of the great Zeppelin airship L-2, following only
about six weeks after the destruction of another of the
same type, would abate Germany's ardor in her new determination to rule the air, will be disillusioned.
It has
been announced that two new airships, L-3 and L-4, respectively, will be ready by next spring. The new ships,
however, are not both Zeppelins, L-3 being an improved
type of the Zeppelin, while L-4 is to be of a new type,
As to Count Zeppelin himself, his spirit remains indomitable and he still believes in the general principle of the
Zeppelins as the one which will ultimately prevail, though
improvements from time to time will have to be made as
experience may suggest. ·while the Count is still optimistic
it can scarcely be denied that the train of disasters that
have overtaken one Zeppelin ship after another is beginning to have its effect on the German mind. This is shown
by a South German newspaper boldly advocating the Unger
airship as superior to the Zeppelin, and calling for contributions toward building these steel airships, which, it
affirms, England will undoubtedly build should Germany
fail to rise to the opportunity.
profitable end.
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lnllf POWD'l!:tl.
· Gee wblz ! Wbat f,in
you can have with
this stufl'. Moisten tbe
tip of your finger, tap
it on the contents of
the box, and a little
bit w1ll stick. Tilen
shake
hands
with
your friend, or drop
a speck down hls
back. In a minute he
will feei ns if he had
the seven years' Itch.
It wiJJ wake blln scratch, rear, squlrw and
make faces. But it is perfectly harmless, as
it Is made from the seeds of wild roses. Tbe
horrible Itch stops in a few minutes, or can
be checked im media tely by rubbing the spot
with a wet clotb. While lt ls working, you
will be apt to laugh your suspender buttons
011'. The best joke of all. Price 10 cents a
bo><, by mail, postpaid.

1

,-

HAMMERLESS
1

GOOD LUCK BA.N«S.
Ornamental as weU a.11 useful.
MQde o! lo.ighly nickeled brass.
lt hold·. juot One Dollar. When

~:!t:!d .t~nt?i~~~u!;fcl!Can Rln~m:.!:~

a• a watche,ba-r m. Money retund-lld I·! net a&Uaded.
Price, liClo.
by :raan.
i;·.

Hammerless

~~--~~~~.22 REPEATER

WOLFF NOVlr.J.TY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

H.

Solid-breech-'

LANG, 1815 Centr..- St., B'kl:rn, N. Y.

Cl.A.CHOO OR SNEEZING POWDER.
The grea.teot tun-malMP Ill
,b•m a.U. A sm•H am•uat
et this P•iffder, ,,.~•n 111•ln " r ..m, 1'1fl cauoe
eYery•ilo to anee.zo witlleut .
aflyone knowitlg- whwe it j
e..mec from. It la "Ter7 lla:ht, wilt deat in tlle
ah' f•r s~m• 1'hne, an.d penetrate ov•l'Y neok
~d c•r.ner •! a ro•JU. It ii i,erlsct-tty 11.a•r m• '
JeH. C&, h•• la put up In bet~les, and ene
lliettle contain• enou.ch t• be used tnm 1t te
times. Price, by m,wl, 10c. each; S for Z5'1,
WpLFF NOVELTY CO., 211 W. Hth llt., N. L

I

SIDE-EJECTJNG

Sure Safe Shooting for Man or Boy-And a Simple Rifle to Care For
The Remington-UMC .22 Repeater is rifled, sighted and tested for
accuracy by expert gunsmiths • . It shoots as you hold. The simple, im~
proved safety device on every Remington- UllfC .22 repeater never iails
to work. Accidental discharge is impossible.
The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is easily cared for. In .taking
down, your fingers are your only tools. The breech block, firing pin
and extractor, come out in one pieoe-::permitting the barrel to be cleaned
from the breech.
·
•
The action handle, .22 short, .22 fong or .22 Iona& rifle cartrida&ua-a,
or all at the same time without adjustment.
Remin,rton-Ul,fC-the perfect ahootlnir combination

299 Broadwa,,_Ncw Yort en,

!EMINGTON ARMS-UNION MET.UUC CARTRIDGE CO.

.A
ASTHM

BEIIEDY,cn t to you on;FJlEB1'RI.U..
It 1, cure•, •end il.00 ; If no•, don't.
Glvo npreuofflct. Write tod!.7. lV.L

Thls Is one ot the
greatest musical
i nstruments ever invented. It Is made entirely
. of •metal and is almost
n
invisible when tn use.
With It, In a !ew moll:•BAY WONDER
,· · - - ·
ments, you can learn
.
to play all kinds of
Th~• ls a wonde".'1•Jl little tunes, ~,ne Jots ot fun, please and amuse
optic-I illusion. In u1e, you your friends and make some money t
Ft
apparently aee the bone1 In f?r eith;er so'ng or piano accompa.'nt~~nt ~~
your hand, t.he hole In a by it~elt' alone. You place the whlstlephone
*;e Ie;~l~~ii:'ile~; In the mouth with halt circle out, place end
- which it 11 operated cannot ot tongue to roun_ded part and blow gently
1
be dl1cloaed here, but lt will afford n,o end of ~e ~nt,," t~0 ~ 1.;:•a~~"iun!"
1~~lals will ena•
tun for any peraon who baa one. ~rice. 11
Price 6 cent:q i- ...,ch by
il
t- id
cents eact. by ir ail, poatpaid.
·
ma , , pos pa
H. F. LA.NG. 1810 Centre St., B'kl;rn, N. Y.
ll. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B k.1711, N. Y,

O

Sterllu, 837 Chi• •••·• Sfdn•J, 0~

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME·
Ventriloquist Double '.rhroac,,.,.

Fits roof ol mouth; always invisible: a-reatett
thina-ye t. Astonish ar.d mystify your friend,.

~k!g:~~~~~~~~ei~~~~e tl~,~~dt~~;::~,

the field and forcat. Loads c,f fun. Wonder~
ful lavcntion. Thou,, ands sold. Pdcc: onl1
10 <3ente; • for 15 cent" or U for 60 c~ntJ,.

~:re-::~m,

Double Throat Co.Dpt. KFrenchtown,N.l

i;";,_

OIUlENBACKSI Big bunch ot atage money. lOo.
The literary Enterprise • 334S LOwe Ave .. Chleago.

® ~::s

l!l~OLD COINS W .A.NTED-!J
$7 .76 Paid for iu.. Rlli d&te 18611 Quarter1
and ,,_ wit.bout .• nows. C.A.88 prem•
PIGGY IN A COFFIN.
lum1 paid on hundred• o1 old --aolns.
•
This Is a wicked pig d:'at
;1k'Non~n~&':td ~~~~died at an early age, and here
he Is In hls coffin ready for
IJh,strated Coln Value llook.1. 11•• ,xr .. Gel Poate4
.,, t
burial. There will be a great
and make mone7 eaay. O. •· CL-'-RKE .t CO., C.0 1,
Det.lera, Box 21, Le ROJ', N. f.
many mourners at his funeral,
for thls coffin, pretty as it
looks, ls very tricky, and the man who gets
!t open wlll feel real grn,r. The coffin ls made
ot metal, perfectly shaped and beautlflllly
lliCquered. The trick ls to open It to see the
pig. The man that tries It gets his fingers
&lld feelings hurt, _and piggy comes out to
punf at his vtcthns. TlJG ~-ubular end of ~he,' Wm atop the moat Tia•
coffin, which everyone (ln trying to ope'!\/! loue dos (or lllall) With•
i,reases inward, contains a needle whtcn stabs t oat permanent lnlal"J'.
the vlctlm ln hl• thumb or finger every time.
Per!eotl.7 ate to carry wUhoutdanger
Thia ls the latest and a very "Impressive" Of leakage. Jl'Jres and recharge& DJ
trick. It can be opened easily by anyone In , puUltig the trlner. Loade from &ny IJqnld. No
the secret, and as a neat catch-Joke to save · 0&r.rldres required. Over au: ohota ln one 10&411111,
yourself from a bore Is unsurpassed. Price, 1 All dealers, or by ma.I!,_ 60c. Pistol wltb rubber COT•
10c.; S for 25c.t postpaid; one dozen by ex- 11 ered. hol.61 er. 6&a. .t1.olsters aepar&t-e, 1.ee. lead
prel!la, 7:Sc.
1 money order. No poatage st&mpa or oohu aocep\ed.
laughter.
The perform-er says to the audience WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y. "IIER. STEARNS A CO., 273 OEOR8IA Al£., IIOIIUI, II.!.
that be requ•.res some
0 8 0
1
~!~i8m~~~s. n Aa f n~ ~p:~:
MICROSCOPE.
_
tator carrtea any-, ha
use of this wonderful Jlttle m\•
calle hta aseiatant, tapa hJm on top of the
croscope you can magnify a. drop ot
head, he gaga, and an egg comes c,ut o! h1a
Contfl,tne the voloe of• oat. Pui
stagnant water until you 1ee dpzenll
up tn a }(nit sack one !ncb thick by four tncbo11 loug1 110ft m•n,outh.
This is repea tet.l until six eggs are
of crawling insects; ls also usefu1
terlal. Hold tn your h&nd or put In your pocket, aqueer.eo, •nd
produced. It ts an easy trick to perform. once
you
bear
the
rue-ow,
Price
15c
by mall, postpaid,
tor
inspecting
grain.
pork,
linen,
you know how. and always makes a hit. n1 ..
an\d numerous other ar-ttclea. Thia
rectlons given for workini:- it. Price. 20 cent•
A. V0RHAUER
2500 N. Garrison Ave.
ST. lDUIS, MO.
little Instrument does equally as
by mall, poatpald.
good work as the beet microscopes
H. l,'. LANG, l8J ii CPntre St .• B'klyn, N. Y.
and Is Invaluable to the houoehold.
PACK CAIIDS I< big C&talof"7maD,
Is made of best finished brass; size
CARTER AEROPLANE- No-:-1.--Sc.. Bat.ea !Iagto Co., 5 Jlelroae,Jt--.
when closed lx2¾ Inches. Price, soc.
Wlll lly on a horizontal
H.F.
LANG,
181G
Centre
St..
B'klyn,
N. ~. BOYS sell our pictures and postoard&-trost scheme
llne 160 feet! Can be flown
method, 100% profit. Give your oustomera a unique
ln the house, and wlll not
Injure lteelt nor anythlnir
8
In the room. The most perSLIDE THE PENOU...
OHIO.
!ect llttle aeroplane made.
The pencil that keep1 them
The motive power Is furnished by twisted rubber
guessing,
Made ot wood and
MARBLE VASE. ,
bands contained within the
lead Just like an ordtnary pen•
tubular body of the maA clever and puzzling effect,
cll, but when your vlctlm starts
•
chine.
It is actuated by
easy to do; the apparatus can
to write with It-presto I the
t a propeller o.t each end revolving ln opposite
be
minutely examined. Ettect1
lead disappears. It la so condirections. Variation ln height may be ob·
A marble can be made to pau
structed that the 1llirhte1t preotalned by moving the planes and the balance
from ~he hand Into the closed
sure on the paper ma.Itel the
: weight. It can be made to lly either to the
vaee, whtoh a moment betore
• right or the lert by moving the be.lance olde·
lend «llde Into the wood. Very
beautiful en11.rnJ~ :~:;:;~ ~~EJY;,._,';~la la •
-r1t1e before lt is released tor ftight. Price,
tunny and $ praotlcal joke.
~Ge. each, dellvered.
Prloe, 100. each· by m&.11, poatpald; 8 tor Ille.
Price. llCle.
& N, LANG, UU <,.,..tn lit.. 8'k1Tll, lll'.. L JI. F. _X..U.0. UlU Oeatre at., B ' ~ lll'.. X.
.U. V. GilLIG.&:N, '111 W, H~ I&., lli, X.

THE S~~~:--..~!~ mechanlcal
toy. It i• an Imitation gold·
flsh, about 4-1,» inches long,
and contains a water-tight
compartment which wtll not
allow tt to atnk. To ke(,,J) it
In a natu1al poattlon, the lower fin 11 ball.aated
with lead.
To make It work, a aprin& ls
wound up. You then throw It ln the water,
and the machinery lnsi.de causes the tall to
Wiggle, and propel It ln the moet llfellke man•
ner. When It runs down the llsh floats untll
It ia recovered. and 1t can then be rewound.
Races between two ot these ftshe• are ver1
lntereatln~. Prlca, 25 cents each by mall, poat•
p3.td.
C. BI~HR, 1,50 w. 62 d St., New York Cit•.
•
LAUGHABLE EGG TRICK
Th le ls the funnle•t
trick ever exhibited and
alWIJ.YS produces roars ot

I

,1:rgd J:1

Wizard Repeating

LIQUID PISTOL

•I

I

Mysterious Bag

M Ac IC

f:~!~:lr"Jol":~. PBi¥~*.1t~mtol.f~~

-.,,·--

A CRAND
PREMIUM

Look!

One of these fine watches FREE to anyone sending us

One- I year's subscription at .
Two-6 month!!' subsaiptions at
Four-3 months' suhsaiptions at •

$2.50
}.25 each
o:65 each

For either of the following: "Moving Picture
Stories," "Happy Days," "Wild West Weekly," "Fame
and Fortune Weekly," "The Liberty Boys of '76," "Secret Service," "Work and Win," or ''Pluck and Luck."
There ill only one condition--eend 118 the money and
we will send you the watch, and any one of the above
publications for the period subscribed for.

Face

Back

Description of the Watch
It ii! American-made, open face, stem wind and set, and will run from 30 to 36 hours with one winding.
The movement is the same size as an expensive railroad timepiece, absolutely accurate, and each one is guaranteed. The cases are made in Gold Plate, Polished Nickel, Gun-metal with Gilt center and plain Gun-metal.
The design on the back case is a fancy engraved BCrolL

Send In Your Subscriptions Now to

FRANK TOUSEY! Publisher, 168 West 23d St., N. Y. C ity
DEVILTh'E'S WHISTLE,
N ickel plated and
p olished;
It
produces a. near-piercing
sound:
larce
ae ller;
illustration
a ctual alze.
Price,
12c. by mall.
WOLFF NOl'ELTY CO., 29 W. 28th St., N . Y.

VANISHING CIGJ\R.

l!l'J'AB AND CRESCENT
PUZZLE.
The puzzle Is to sep&·
rate t he ,one star from
the linked star and crescent wi t hout using force.
Price by mall, postpaid
10c.; S tor 25c.
WOJ .FF NCVELTY co"
29 W. 26th St .. N . Y.

SPRING TOPS
Something new tor the
boys.
A top you can
spin without a. string.
This ls a decided novelty.
It Is o! lar&'&
atze, made ot. brass, and
has a heavy balance
rim.
The s hank conta.ln:, a power!u 1 spring
and has an outer casing.
The top ot. the
shank has a rn!lled edge tor. w i nding It up.
When wound, you merely ll!t t he outer casing, and th e t op spins at such a rapid speed
that the balance rim keeps it going a long
time.
Without doubt the handsomest an d
best t o p o n the market.
Pric e 12 cents each, by mall, post-paid
H. F. LA..'XG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

THE INB: BLOT JOKER.
Fool Your Friend•.
-The g rea.teat n ovel ..
ty or the a&'e! Hav•
a joke which make•
everyb ody
l au g h.
Mo re run than any
.
other novelty
th a t
hal!l llf>een shown 1n years. Place tt on a d esk,
ta.b™cloth, 01 tiny piece ot furniture, a.a shown
1n · fhe above cut, near some valuable papers,
or on ftne wear~·1Jg apparel. Watch the re1ult! Oh, Gee ! Price, 15c. each, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New l'.ork City.

THE FLUTOPHONE.
A new mualcal Instrument, producing the
sweetest dulcet tones ot
the nute.
The upper
part ot the lnotrument
Is placed In he mouth,
~~=ni~~= 1~ ~~tnfeni~e~
Then by blowing gently
upon It you can play
any tune d esired as P.aslly as whistling. But
little prac ti ce Is r equired to become a. tlnlahed

f~:re:·

11ii1~e~aiee e,~t:re!!n~t ~~t~~sf;1u~ti61,;~
with eac b lnstrumen t.
Price 8 cent•. by m a ll, postpaid.
A. A. WAlU'ORD, .,!-6 Hart St., Brooklyn, N . Y.

THE AUTOl'HONE.
A small mue!cal lnstru•
ment that produces very
sweet musical notes by
placing lt betw.een the lips
with the tona-ue over tbe
edge, and bl ow i n g i:ently
into the Instrument. Xhe
notes produced are n ot
unlike thooe o! the tile
and tlute. We send tull
printed instr u ct ions
Wh.t;reby anyone can play
anything they can hum, whist le or sin g, with
very little practice. Price, 10c. ; 3 for 25c.,
malled, postpaid.
C. BEHR . lGO W. 62d St., New York City.

JAPANESE TWIRLER.
A wonder!ul im ported pape•
n ovelty.
By a simple manipulation ot the wooden handles a
numbe r o! beautiful figures can
be produced. It takes on s everal
c o m b i n at 1 o n s of magn tflce nt
colors.
Price, lOc., poetpald.
WOLF.I!' NOVELT¥ CO.,
%11 W. 28th St., N. Y.

r

THE GERMAN OCARINO.
A handsom e metal instru-

r.flj> f:~~'

wrr:i~~h ~~cufi;~ma~~f

sweet music can b,~ produced.
Its odd shape, which resem•
blea a torpedo b oat, will attract much atten•
tlon. We send Ulatructtons with each tnstru:nent, by the at1l ot. which anyone ca n in a
:ihort time play a ny tune and produce very
sweet music on this odd-l ooking Ins trument.
Price, 10c, by mall, postpai d.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'J<lyn, N. Y.

THE PEG JUMPER.
A v e r y efrect!v1>
pocke.t
trick, easily
to be performed by
any one. A miniature
padd le ls ehown. Central holes are dr!J!ed thr ough I<. A woode n.
peg la ins ide of t he upper hole. Showing now
both side s or the paddle, the pert.or1ne r causes,
by simply bre at hing upon It, the peg to leave
the upper ho le, and ap pear In the middle one.
Th en it Jumps to the lower hole, back to th e
middle one, and lastly to the upper hole.
Both aldea ot. the paddle are r epeatedly shown.
P ri ce by mall, 15c.
C. BEKR, 150 W. 62d St., N,ew York City.
ELECTRIC PUSH BUT-o
TON.-The base le made of
m&ple, and th e center ptec•
of black "". 1nut, the whole
thing &bou., 1¾ lnche• In
dlameter, with a metal
hook on the b&ek oo that
It may be alipped OTer edge
ot the ve•t pocket. Expoee
to v tew your New Electrlo
Bell, when your friend w!ll
puah the button expecting to hear It ring.
.As soon a.a he tou ches it, you w ill see ~ome ot
the liveliest danc ing you ever wltnes11ed. The
Elect r ic Button is h e avily charged and will
&ive a smart shock when th e bu tton h1 pu8h ad.
Price lOc., by mall, postpa id.
WOL}' F NO\"ELT:I.' CO., 29 W. 26th St., X. y.

56, Youn,: Wlld West Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treuurc Worth
LA TEST ISSUES
Mllllon.
662 Young Wild West's Greaser Chase; or, The Outlaws ot the Bor- 568 Youn,:
Wild West Baffling Death; or Arletta and the Chum.
, der.
569 Younr; Wild West and the Reckless Rer;ulara; or, Saving a Com
1$3 Young Wild West Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wild
pany or Cavalr:r.

Horses.
570 Young Wild West "Busting a Show; qr, Arletta and the Actreu.
114 Young Wild West Booming a Camp ; or, The Shot That Opened 571
Young Wild West and the Broncho Bosa; or, Catching a Cra!t~
a Gold Mine.

Cattleman.

·
·
155 Young Wild West and the "Busted" Mining Camp: or, Arletta 572 Young Wild West at Six-Spot
Flat; or, The Joke That . Made a

as an Auctioneer.
lli6 Young Wild West Ousting the Outlaws; or, The Clean-Up at
b,ancy Flat.
lli7 Young Wild West and the Treasure ot the Lake; or, Roi> Wah'1
Magic •.rrlck.
118 Young Wild Weit Bossing a Cattle Range ; or, Arletta Cornered
by Rustlers.
119 Young Wild West Trapping the Red1klns; or, The Last Raid o!
Crazy Horee.
NO Young Wild West and the Cave Gang; or, Arletta'a Desperate
Shot.
Ml Youn,: Wild West Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luct a Grizzly
Brought,
Young Wild West Elected a Chief; or, 'Arletta and the Papoose.
Y oung Wild West and "Stinger Jack": or, The Blutr That
Wouldn't Work.
Young Wild West and the , Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After
Big Game.
0 ung Wild West Giving It Straight; or, The 'wurst Camp ot All.
...... oung Wild West Gunning for Gunmen; or, Arletta and the
Greaser Ruffians.

• !

573
574

575
576
577
578
1179
580

1181
1182
583

118,

Fortune.
Young Wild West Trapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and the Seer
Passar;e.
Young Wild West Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans ~! Bowl
Ba~ .
,
Young Wild West's GoTernment Contract; or, Arletta and the PoaJ
Express.
Young Wild West's Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper of t.lae
B. B. Ranch.
Young Wild West's TwelYe Shots; or, Arletta an.d the Raldera.
Young Wild West and the Golden Image; or. Lured to the Va.1Je7r
ot Death.
Young Wild West Balking a Raid; or, Arletta'& Leap tor LlberthJJ
Youn,: Wlld West Hunting In the Sierras; or, Arletta and t •
Cinnamon Bear.
Young Wild West and Spider Bill; or, The Mau With the Ironi
Grip.
Young Wlld West Saving the Block House; or, Arletta and th
Allies' Attack.
Young Wild West and the Redskin Traitor; or, The Siege lu th
Sand Hille.
Young Wild West Holding a Herd; or, Arletta'a Fiery Rac...

ror sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on re.:elpt of price, 6 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

.

168 West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU W..lfN1; ANY BACK NUM'BERS
or our weeklies and cannot procure them lrom newsdealer,, they can be obtained from thl1 office dfrect. Write out and
Ill In your Order and send It to u11 with the price of the week lies you want and we wlll 1end them to you by return mall.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAMEl AS MONEY.

DANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

JES<><>~!!!!li
No. 46. HOW TO ll1AKE AND CSE ELECl'IUCITY.-A deacrlptlon o~ the wonderful
IM• ot electricity a.nd electro magnetlam : tother with full ln1tructlona tor maklnc Elec•
o Toya, Batterle1, etc. By George Trebel,
M., M.D.
Contalnlnc over llfty llluatra·
~ enL
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, BIDE AND
RIVE A HORSE.-A comple'te treatise on
e hone. Deocrlbln,: the moat uaeful hor1e1
r bualneaa, the beot hone• for the road;
11110 valuable reclpea tor dlseaaea peculiar to
• • hone.
·
No. 411. BOW TO BUILD AND SAll
C,~NOES.-A handy book for boy1, contalnln1
hll direction• tor constructing canoes and the
•est popular manner of sailing them. Fully
hluotrated.
No. •11. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlnc rule• .
... conductlnc deb&tea, outlines tor debatea,
eatlona tor dlscuas!on, and tha beat aource1
r procuring Information on the question•
ven,
~
110. HOW TO STUFF BIBDS AND ANLS.-A valuable book, glvlnc lnatructlona
collectlng, preparing, mounting and pre-

a-ardlni: the Camera. and how to work It; alao
how to make Photocraphlc Macie Lantern
Slide• and other Tra.naparenclea. Handaome!J
Illustrated.
No. 82, HOW TO BECOME A WEST
POINT MILITARY CADET.-Explaln1 how
to gain admittance. cour-ae ot Study, Exa.ml·
natlona, Dutlea, Statr ot Offlcer1, Poet Guard.
Police Re1Ulatlon1, Fire Department, and all
a boy ahould know to be a cadet, By Lu
Senarena.
·
Nu. 6S. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete tnatructlona of how to pin
admlaalon to the Annapolla Naval AcademJ.
Also contalnln1 the courae of lnetructlon, descrlptlon of ground• and bulldlnp, hl•torloal
•ketch, and everything a boy ahould know to
become an officer In the United Statea NaV]'.
By Lu Senarena.
No. 6,. HOW TO lllAKE 11:Lll:CTBICAL
MACHINES.-Contalnln,: tull direction• tor
making electrical machine,, Induction coils,
dynamo•, , and many novel toya to be worked
by electricity. By R. A.. R. Bennett. Fully
llluatrated.
No. 65, MULDOON'S JOKES.-The moat

No. 711. HOW TO BECOME A CONJUBSIL
-Contalnlnc trick• with Domlnoea, Dt..,
Cupa and Ba.Ila, Hata. etc. Embracing thlrt)o•
1lx llluatratlon1. By A, Anderaon.
No. 71. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES aw
THE IIAND.-Contalnlng rulea tor telllng t ....
tunea by the aid ot llnea ot the hand, or ~
aecret of palmlatry. Alao the aecret ot teUln,r futu.-a eventa by aid of molea, marl<&
ocara, etc. llluatrated.
No. 77. ROW TO DO FORTY TRIO=
"WITH CA.BDS.-Contalnln1 deceptive C
Trick• aa partormed by leadln1 conjurer•
magician,. Arransed for home amuaemeat.
Fully lllu1trat0d.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLAC.11. AB'I
-Contalnlnc a complete deacrt11tton of tla•
myaterleo ot Ha.clc and s1.,f11:ht-ot-Hand, wgether with many wonderful experlmenta. a,.

o. 111. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
DS.-Contalnlng explanations of the cenprinciple• or sleight-of-hand applicable
&rd trick•. ot c8.rd tricks with ordinary
e&rda, and not requiring ale!ght-of-hand. of
trick• Involving 1le!ght-ot-hand, or the uae ot
Qeclally prepared cards. Illuatrated.
NG. 112. HOW TO PLAY CA.RDS.-Glvlns
rule• and full direction• for playing
chre. Cribbage. Ca1tno, Forty-Five, Rounce,
0
dro San°f • ~~;w J~~;r, P!g~f~~n
A~~
:;:· an
m
_
No. 51. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
wondertul little book, tell!ng you how to write
your sweetheart, your father, mother, •1•brother, employer; and. In tact, every~ Y and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 5'. HOW TO KEEP AND lllANAOE
rETS.-Glvtnar complete lnformatton aa to the

brimful ot wit and humor.
It contain• a
large collection o! 1onga, joke1, conundruma,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon. the great wit. hu·
morlat and practical joker of the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PCZZLE8.-Containlng over three hundred lntereatlnc puaalea
and conundrum•, with key to aame. A complete book. Fully llluatrated.
No. 67. HOW
TO
DO
ELECTRIC••
TRICKS.--Containtng a large collection ~
Instructive and highly amuolnc electrical
tricks. together with llluatratlona. By A.. Anderson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
·- Containing over one hundred highly amuaIng and Instructive trick• with chemlcala. BJ
A. Anderaon. Hand1omely llluotrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
-Containing over fttty ot the lateat and beat

No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOa.
-Conta!nlnc complete lnatructlona how te
make up tor varloua character, on the atap;
tocether with the dutlea ot the Stace Manager,
Prompter. Scenic Artlat and Property .llaa.
No. 80 · GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.1
~~:1.:h!t ~t\:•~jr~~~~~n:-!~';.i0 t&:n:::
comedian. Sixty-tour pagea; handaome oold
tai I
b It t
h
~~: .:~,:::. con D n• a
a - one P oto •t
No, 111. HOW TO JIIESMERIZl!l.--Contalll·
Ing the moat approved method• of meam.,._
lam: animal macnetlam, or, macnetlc heallas.
By Prof. Le" Huco Koch, A.C.8., author et
"How to Hypnotize!' etc.
No. sz. HOW TO DO PAL.llllSTRY,-CGatalnlnc the moat approved methoda of reM·
Inc the line• on the hand, tosether with a tllll
explanation or tbelr meantns. AJao expl&la-

lac breeding, and managing all kinda or peta;

1ecret ot aecond eight. Fully llluatrated.
No. 70 HOW TO MAKE lllAGIC TOYS.~onta~i;:dgde~~~•
ir~d!'.'a~fiy "1f1~glc
tr'Z:d.
uaNo. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAi.
TRICKS.-Contalnlng .complete lnatruct!on,
tor performing over 1!xty Mechanical Tricks.
Fully llluatrated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS

!

"·
ES

inc birds, animals and Insects.

1

;!~~i

lll&nner and method of raising, keeptnc, tam-

aJao giving !ull Instruction• !or making cage•.

::~i.10:.ullyC np-r

explained by twenty-eight llluaNo. S 55
I TO C~LLJPC1; ~TAMf1S
~!:'!ti'ng- t~~ a ; 0 n:ct1:ta aid n a~~~gl~~ ot
stamps and colna. Handsomely llluatrated.
No. 56. · HOW TO BECOME AN EN•
GINEER.-Conta!nlng Cull Instruction• how to
become a locomotive engineer; alao dlrectlona

A1;~

for building a model locomotive; --tosether
with a tull description of everything an en·
.,tneer should know.

original joke book ever published, and It ta

trick• uaed by mastctana. Al•o contalnlnc the

.4!,'t;~.'~:;

WITH CARDS.-Embractng all of the late1t
and moat deceptive card trtcka. with tlluatr&•
Uone.

with llcurea and foe magic, ot nunibera. BF
A. Anderaon, Fully llluatrated.
No. 7'. HOW
TO WRITE L.ETTBU
COBBECTLY.-Contalnln1 tun lnatruotleu
for 'wrltln1 letter• on almoat any 111bJeot;·
alao rulea tor punctuation and compoaltloa.
with 1peoch::a.en letterL

A. Anderaon.

,

llluatrated.

f.:':~;

tne phrenoloo, and the key tor telltna char-

acter by thti bumpa on the bead. By r..e.
Hugo Koch. A.C.S. Fully llluatrated,
varu~b1!· a•Jf'rn~':u:i!N~I~:~~on:::=!
Ing the ac!ence of bypnotlam. Alao explalaIn,: the moot apprond method• which an
employed by the leading hypnotlata ot ae
world. By Leo Huco Koch, A.C,I.
No. 84, HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR.
-Contalnlnc lnf'>rmatlon recardlnc choice of
aubject1 th• uae of word• and the manner et
contalntnc valuable tnformatton u
to ~•
neatneaa, leclblllty and ceneral compoalttoa et

No. 60. HOW TO BECOIIE A PHOTOGNo. 7S. HOW TO DO TRICKl!I WITH
preparlnk and aubmlttln1 manuacrlpt.
~
BA.PHER.-Contalnlng uae!ul ln!ormatlon reNUJIIBERS.-Show!ng mau7 curloua tricks
manuacrlpt.
h"or sa,e by all newsdea,ers, or will be sent to any addresa on receipt ot price, 10 eta. per copJ, or 8 tor 25 eta., In mone1 or polt~e atamp1, bJ

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

